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Abstract
The discoveries in observational cosmology of the last two decades led to a
tremendous progress in cosmology. From a theory with mainly qualitative ideas
about the expanding universe originated from a state with high density and temperature (Hot Big Bang cosmological model), cosmology rapidly evolved to a quantitative science that culminated with the formulation of the so-called ΛCDM model in
which the composition and the evolution of the universe are known well enough to
make very detailed predictions for a large number of observables on many different
scales.
Nonetheless, the ΛCDM model lacks in giving a satisfactory explanation of the
initial conditions that are necessary to explain the subsequent evolution of the universe. The inflationary paradigm elegantly solves this problem, furthermore it provides a solution for other issues that affect the standard cosmology such as the
horizon and the flatness problems. Although the basic framework of inflationary
cosmology is now well-established, the microphysical mechanism responsible for the
accelerated expansion remains a mystery. In this thesis, we describe how the physics
underlying inflation can be probed using the higher-order correlations of primordial
density perturbations (non-Gaussianity). In particular, we focus on those correlation
functions that involve primordial gravity waves (tensor modes).
The importance of primordial tensor modes lies in their theoretical robustness:
while scalar perturbations are sensitive to many details, tensor modes are much more
model independent. In this thesis we start by stressing this robustness, focussing on
tensor non-gaussianity. We show that in single-field models of inflation (i.e. within
the framework of the Effective Field Theory of Inflation) the predictions for the
correlation functions that involve tensor modes are pretty model independent: tensor
bispectra can assume very few shapes.
After having discussed the prediction of the simplest models we focus on the
squeezed limit of the tensor-scalar-scalar 3-point function. The leading behaviour
of this correlator is fixed by the so-called Tensor Consistency Relation in many
inflationary theories. This model independent prediction is very robust and can be
violated only in theories where there is an additional helicity-2 state besides the
graviton or in models that enjoy a symmetry pattern different from the standard
one.
In the last part of this thesis we explore both these possibilities. First we introduce a set of rule that allow us to include light particles with spin in the Effective
Field Theory of Inflation, then focussing on the phenomenology that arises from an
additional light spin-2 field. Finally, we describe a model of inflation which is very
peculiar and cannot be incorporated in the context of the Effective Field Theory of
Inflation: Solid Inflation. Here the “stuff” that drives inflation has the same symmetry as an ordinary solid. We show that even in solids some consistency relations
among the non-gaussian correlators can still be derived.
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Notation and Conventions
The flat metric is defined as ηµν = diag(−1, 1, 1, 1).
Greek indices µ, ν . . . are used for 4-vectors.
Latin indices i, j, . . . are used for spatial components.
Arrows (like this one ~ ) are used for 3-vectors.
We use units in which c = ~ = 1.
MPl is the Planck’s mass (8πG)−1/2 .

Introduction

When we look up at the sky we see that the stars around us are grouped into a
large-density concentration - the Milky Way Galaxy. On a slightly larger scale, we
see that our Galaxy belongs to a small group of a galaxies (called the Local Group).
On still larger scales we see that our Local Group sits on the outskirts of a giant
supercluster of galaxies centred in the constellation of Virgo. Evidently, on small
scales matter is distributed in a highly irregular way but, as we look on larger and
larger scales, the matter distribution looks more and more uniform. In other words,
our universe looks homogeneous and isotropic on the very largest scales.
In the past several decades, tremendous advances in observational cosmology
were able to confirm this evidence. In fact, measurements of the cosmic microwave
background (CMB) and large-scale structures (LSS) have revealed that our universe
is isotropic to a very high accuracy [1]. Moreover, observations show that also homogeneity is satisfied even on the very largest scales, that were not supposed to be in
causal contact. These observations can be explained if one postulates the existence
of a phase of accelerated expansion in the early universe - called inflation - that
smoothed away any inhomogeneity [2, 3, 4, 5]. Remarkably, not only inflation is
able to explain the universe on very large scales but, it naturally predicts the generation of the primordial seeds for structure formations that arose from the quantum
perturbations generated during the early epoch of expansion and that were stretched
up to cosmological scales [6, 7, 8, 9]. The real power of inflation lies in the ability
of making predictions on these primordial fluctuations. In fact, in any inflationary model, the perturbations are naturally correlated on super-horizon scales, and
distributed with an almost scale invariant and nearly Gaussian statistics, in good
agreement with many cosmological observations [10, 11, 12, 13].
Nonetheless, the physics that led to the inflationary epoch is still unexplained.
In the standard picture the time-dependent vacuum energy of a scalar field - the
inflaton - that dominates the energy density of the universe is responsible for the
accelerated expansion. On top of the vacuum energy, quantum perturbations of the
inflaton are generated and then subsequently stretched up to cosmological scales.
They provide the initial conditions for the CMB temperature anisotropies and structures formation. Understanding the inflationary spectrum is thus very important
to understand the physics of inflation. The minimal set of light degrees of freedom
during inflation is given by a scalar mode, the Goldstone of broken time-translations,
and the graviton.
Though the minimal model is enough to explain current observations, nothing
prevents that additional fields are present and excited during inflation. In fact,
the energy density of the inflaton could be as high as 1014 GeV and any particle
ix
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lighter that this energy is generated during inflation. New particles shows up in the
cosmological correlators: being coupled with the inflaton they modify the statistics
of scalar and tensor perturbations giving rise to a non-vanishing signal in the nongaussian correlators [14]. Therefore, understanding how to extract informations
about the particle spectrum during the inflationary period would offer us a window
to probe the laws of physics at energies much larger than what we can expect to
achieve with particle accelerators in the foreseeable future.
Of course, even self interactions of the inflaton, or interactions of the inflaton
with gravity, can give rise to non-gaussianities. In this thesis we want understand
which specific non-gaussianities are a signature of new particles during inflation, as
opposed to signatures that arise due to inflaton self interactions. So far, most of the
effort in this direction has been focused on the study of additional scalar fields (see
e.g. [15, 16, 17]). On the other hand, the phenomenological implications of particle
with spin, have been less studied. Nonetheless, their phenomenology could be as
rich as the scalar one. Understanding the features that these additional fields may
leave on the primordial correlation functions of both scalar and tensor modes is the
main goal of this thesis. This is motivated also by the huge experimental effort
dedicated to the study of gravitational waves both of astrophysical and cosmological
origin. In fact, the peculiar features due to spinning particles may show up also at
interferometer scales, [18]. We will pursue these goals making use of two powerful
tools at our disposal: effective field theories and consistency relations.
Effective field theory (EFT) is the language in which
modern physics is phrased. The basic idea lies in the fact that to describe a phenomenon which occurs at a given characteristic energy we do not need to know the
physics at energies much higher than the considered energy. In other words, different
scales are treated separately. The methods of the EFTs formalise this statement in a
precise way. It allows us to study a physical phenomenon in a model-insensitive way
and it also gives us some tools to parametrise our ignorance about UV physics, classifying higher order corrections in terms of the symmetries of the problem. The role
of symmetries in the EFTs is crucial, also if broken they lead to model independent
predictions for the low-energy spectrum of excitations and their interactions.
In this thesis we will make use of the EFT of Inflation (EFTI) [19]. It consists
in an effective description of perturbations around the inflating background. A key
step in building every EFT is to identify the relevant degrees of freedom. However,
as we have already discussed, the particle spectrum at the inflationary energy scales
is unknown. The EFTI makes the assumption of the minimal required setup: one
scalar and two tensor helicity. The scalar mode arise from the inflaton, the field
responsible for the accelerated expansion. Having a time dependent background, it
introduces a preferred foliation of the spacetime that breaks time diffeomorphisms
invariance. The resulting theory for perturbations is consequently not covariant:
given the reduced symmetry pattern of the system many new operators are now
allowed giving rise to a rich phenomenology. The effective action obtained using this
procedure unifies all single-field inflationary models in a unique formalism, providing
us a systematic way to characterise the dynamics of primordial perturbations, while
at the same time remaining agnostic about the process that generates the background
expansion. This approach is very useful in characterising the single-field model
Effective Field Theory.
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predictions for non-gaussianity in a model independent way. Despite the existence of
a pletora of single-field models, very generic statements about the 3-point correlators
that include tensor modes can be drawn: this confirms that tensor modes modes are
much more independent than scalar ones.
In principle an infinite set of operators can contribute to the effective action.
However we expect that the dominant contributions arise from the operators with
the lowest number of derivatives acting on the metric. Identifying the minimal set of
independent operators at a given order in a derivatives expansion is not an easy task.
Besides integration by parts, one has also to take into account field redefinitions that
could map an operator into another. In Chapter 2 we will discuss this issue, moreover
we present the minimal set of operators that contribute to the quadratic and cubic
dynamics of both scalar and tensor perturbations at lowest order in derivatives.
Together with the EFT tecniques, also the Consistency Relations (CRs) are extremely useful tools that can help us in probing the
presence of additional particles during inflation [20, 21]. Inflationary CRs are recursive relations between the squeezed limit1 of the (n + 1)-point function and the
n-point correlator of the primordial perturbations.
The most famous and studied is the scalar CR, that relates the squeezed bispectrum of scalar perturbations with the relative power spectrum:
Consistency Relations.

hζq~→0 ζ~k ζ−~q−~k i0 = −(ns − 1) hζq~ ζ−~qi0 hζ~k ζ−~k i0 ,

(1)

where (ns − 1) is the scalar tilt and the prime on the correlation functions indicates
that the momentum conserving delta function has been removed. The scalar CR
simply states that the effect of a long mode on smaller scales is equivalent to a coordinate rescaling and therefore it cannot affect the local physics. It has been shown that
this CR holds for every single-field model of inflation [21] and therefore in the EFTI
[22] 2 . In fact, if there is only one scalar which is active during inflation, different
patches of the universe follow the same classical history and quantum fluctuations
of the inflaton are locally equivalent to a small shift of this classical history in time.
This shift in time is then equivalent to an additional expansion that is equivalent
to a simple rescaling of coordinates. Of course, this is true once the long mode
crosses the horizon, because after that it becomes frozen and remains constant. For
short modes its effect is not physical because it is just a classical background whose
effect can be removed just by a rescaling of coordinates. Notice that this argument
is independent of the details of interactions, the form of the kinetic term, slow-roll
assumptions or any other details of the theory. Things change if additional light
fields were active during inflation. Now indeed, there is no longer a unique history
and different patches experience a different evolution. The scalar CR is violated
and in fact, one expects a non-vanishing local non-gaussianity in multi-field models
of inflation. This well-known example highlights the power of the inflationary CRs:
instead of trying to confirm them, we could look for their violation. For instance, a
detection of fN L & 1 would be a smoking gun for multi-field models of inflation.
1

With squeezed limit we mean the regime in which one of the modes has a wavelength much
longer than the others.
2
Notice that, in making this statement, we are also assuming that the scalar field sits on its
attractor solution and far away in the past it was in Bunch-Davies vacuum.
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CRs do not involve scalar modes only, but can be derived even in presence of
tensor pertubations. In fact, also a long tensor mode can be traded with a rescaling
of the coordinates. Then also CRs where the long mode is a tensor can be be derived
[20]. Similarly to the scalar case, tensor CRs can be used to probe the inflationary
particle content. However, as we will see explicitly in Chapter 3, the violation of
the tensor CRs is sensible to the presence of particles with spin higher than zero. In
this sense the tensor CR can be seen as a smoking gun for the presence of spinning
particle during inflation.
Particles with spin can break also the scalar CR. In fact, the helicity-zero component of the new field (if present) might couple with the inflaton, thus changing
the squeezed limit of the scalar 3-point function. However, the new shape that is
generated by the exchange of this helicity-zero mode depends on the scalar product
between long and short modes. Being angular dependent, it is orthogonal to the
local shape. This fact lead us to conclude that in models where there is a spinned
particle coupled with the inflaton field, the scalar CR still holds after one performs
the angular average over all the possible directions of the long mode. This new CR
will be discussed in Chapter 5.

Outline
The outline of the thesis is as follows: Chapter 1 focuses on effective theory of inflation. We briefly review the construction of the EFT for cosmological perturbations
in a given inflationary background.
Chapter 2 is devoted to the study of the operators in the EFTI with at most
two derivatives acting of the metric that contribute to both scalar and tensor perturbations up to cubic order. To identify the minimal set of independent operators
we make use of all possible field redefinitions at our disposal in order to kill all
the redundancies. Furthermore, we comment about the possible effects that can
arise from terms which are higher order in derivatives that can contribute to the
observables that involve tensor modes.
In Chapter 3 we focus on the tensor CR that involves one long graviton and two
scalar modes. We show that this CR is very robust and hard to be violated. It holds
not only in single-field, but also in multi-field models of inflation. It can be violated if
consider exotic models with a symmetry pattern different from the standard one or,
if additional light tensor fields were active during inflation. However, the presence
of the Higuchi bound, severely constraints the existence of light spin-2 fields (beside
the graviton) during inflation.
This sort of no-go theorem that forbids the existence of light spin-2 fields can be
evaded already in the context of the EFTI. In fact, the coupling with the preferred
foliation given by the inflaton can make light spin-2 fields (and in general any spin-s
field) healthy. This argument is discussed in Chapter 4 where we first describe how
to modify the EFTI in order to consistently include spin-s excitation. Then, as an
example, we focus on the phenomenology that arises in the presence of an additional
light spin-2 field.
In Chapter 5 we discuss a model that has a very peculiar symmetry pattern,
it breaks spatial diffeomorphism invariance and hence it cannot be casted in the
EFTI: Solid inflation [23]. After having briefly reviewed the model, we explicitly
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check that, because of the different symmetry pattern, both the scalar and tensor
CRs are violated. However, a CR for scalar modes can still be derived: we will
show that the squeezed scalar bispectrum still satisfies eq. (1) after one performs
the angular average over the direction of the long mode.
Our conclusions appear in Chapter 6. We summarise the problems addressed
in this thesis and the results we obtained, and give an outlook on potential future
research directions.
Finally, a number of appendices contain technical details of the results presented
in the main text. In Appendix A, we provide further details to the field redefinitions
that are used in Chapter 2. In Appendix B, we make a few supplementary remarks
to the results of Chapter 3 in regard of the duality that holds between the boundary
of the de Sitter space and a 3-dimensional conformal field theory. Finally, Appendix
C is devoted to make some clarifications on the calculations of Chapter 4.

Chapter 1

The Effective Field Theory of Inflation
In this chapter we present the construction of the Effective Field Theory of Inflation, i.e. the EFT for perturbations around the inflating background (Section (1.2)).
We compute both action for the scalar mode that is the Goldstone boson of the
non-linearly realised time-translational invariance and the action for the primordial
gravitational waves. Before starting with the construction of the EFTI we briefly
comment about the philosophy underlying every EFT and the use of the EFTs in
Cosmology (Section 1.1).

1.1 EFT philosophy
Roughly speaking, the idea of the EFT is that any Lagrangian that we write is valid
up to some energy scale. Consider, for instance, the following theory for two scalar
fields in flat spacetime
L(φ, Φ) = − 12 ∂µ φ ∂ µ φ − 21 ∂µ Φ ∂ µ Φ − 12 M 2 Φ2 −

1
Φ (∂µ φ∂ µ φ) ,
M?

(1.1)

where we assume M?  M . This Lagrangian contains a five dimensional operator
that is clearly non-renormalisable however, as long as we consider energies below M?
we can treat the last operator of (1.1) as a perturbation and the theory still gives
reasonably accurate predictions. Furthermore, if we are are interested in a physical
process whose typical energy is E  M , the massive field does not propagate and it
can be integrated out. The new Lagrangian for φ contains an infinite set of operators
that can be organised according to their scaling behaviour in a derivative expansion
Leff [φ] = − 21 ∂µ φ ∂ µ φ +

(∂µ φ ∂ µ φ)2
+ ... ,
2Λ4

(1.2)

√
where Λ ≡ M? M and the ellipses stand for corrections of order E 2 /M 2 . This is
the most general low-energy Lagrangian for φ that is compatible with symmetries.
Notice, indeed, that eq. (1.2) is symmetric under the shift φ → φ + c, as the initial
theory (1.1) contains only derivatively coupled operators in φ.
In the above example we have used a top-down approach to construct a lowenergy theory for φ. However, if the UV theory is not known a priori, still we can
build an effective Lagrangian for the scalar field. All we have to do is to identify
the relevant degrees of freedom and then write all the possible operators that are
1
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compatible with the symmetries at play. The operators are organised in a power
series according to their scaling dimension.
Understanding the relevant degrees of freedom and the symmetries can be a
hard task. For instance, during inflation, the spectrum of states is unknown. To
construct the EFTI in the next section, we make the assumption of the minimal set
of light degrees of freedom, i.e. a scalar mode and two graviton helicities. We will
see in Chapter 4 how to relax this assumption in order to incorporate additional
light fields.
On cosmological scales, the constituents of the universe radiation, matter and dark energy - can be approximated as irrotational perfect
fluids. The approximation is valid when dissipative phenomena are negligible. These
fluids are also taken to be barotropic i.e., their pressure is a function of the energy
density only, p = p(ρ). Under these conditions, each fluid is characterised by a
single scalar function, so that it is not surprising that its dynamics can be described
in terms of a scalar field, φ, with a time-dependent background solution. At low
energies, we have the following Lagrangian
EFTs in cosmology.

L = P (X) ,

X≡ −

∂µ φ ∂ µ φ
,
2

(1.3)

where P (X) is polynomial in X. By construction, this theory enjoys a shift symmetry, φ → φ + c. Moreover, since we are interested in studying it around timedependent solutions of the type φ̄(t) ∝ t, time-translations are non-linearly realised.
It is immediate to check that the stress-energy tensor of the field coincide with
the stress-energy tensor of a superfluid with energy density, pressure and 4-velocity
respectively,
∂µ φ
ρ = 2 X ∂X P − P , p = P , u µ = √ .
(1.4)
X
Given the ratio w ≡ p/ρ, from the above equations it is easy to see that the corresponding fluid Lagrangian is (see for instance [24])
L∝X

1+w
2w

.

(1.5)

The inflationary epoch is well described by a fluid with w ' 1. Notice that in
this regime that the above action approaches a constant. In a curved spacetime it
therefore plays the role of a cosmological constant that inflates the spacetime.
This simple example shows us that Lagrangians in cosmology can be very different from what one is used in particle physics, both in their functional shape
(e.g. w = 1/3 ⇒ L = X 2 ) and in the underlying symmetries: in general time reparameterisation invariance is broken. Notice that is true also during inflation. We
move now to the explicit construction of the EFTI.

1.2 EFT of Inflation
During inflation the spacetime is approximatively de Sitter, whose line element is
ds2 =


1
−dη 2 + d~x2 ,
2
2
H η

(1.6)
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being H the Hubble rate and η the conformal time. Since the accelerated expansion
must end at some point, we need a clock that smoothly connects the inflationary
epoch to a decelerated hot Big Bang evolution. A scalar field - the inflaton - can
serve as this clock, its time-dependent homogeneous solution keeps track of the
duration of inflation, generating a preferred foliation that slices the quasi de Sitter
spacetime. To work out the predictions for late time observables, we then need
to study perturbations of this clock around a background that non-linearly realises
time diffeomorphisms (diffs) invariance.
As we have outlined in the previous section, one way to build the effective Lagrangian consists in taking a scalar field φ, write the most general Lagrangian for φ
and then expand it around its time dependent bacground φ = t + π. 1 Instead of
pursuing this route, we use a more geometrical approach. The procedure we outline
follows references [19, 22].
We set the gauge by choosing the time coordinate to be a function
of φ, t = t(φ), in such a way that the clock sits in its unperturbed value everywhere.
This is the so called unitary gauge, in which the perturbations of the clock are
eaten by the metric. The constant-time slices generated by the inflaton foliate the
spacetime, making the action for perturbations no longer invariant under time diffs.
It follows that in the action, beside the genuinely 4-d covariant terms such as the
Ricci scalar, there are objects which are constructed from the foliation. For instance,
now we can consider separately the projection of tensors along the orthogonal and
parallel directions to the surface. This is done by contracting tensors with the normal
vector nµ or with hµν the 3-metric, respectively given by
Unitary Gauge.

nµ = √

∂µ φ
−∂ν φ ∂ ν φ

and

hµν = gµν + nµ nν .

(1.7)

All geometrical objects built from the foliation can be defined using these two projectors. Examples are the extrinsic curvature tensor Kµν = hρµ hσν ∇ρ nσ or the
“intrinsic” curvature of the 3-dimensional surfaces (3)Rµνρσ [h].
The most general effective action is constructed by writing down all possible operators that are compatible with the remaining symmetries. The reduced symmetry
pattern of the system allows many terms in the action. They can be categorised as
follows:
i. Terms which are invariant under all diffs: these are just polynomials of the 4-d
Riemann tensor Rµνρσ and of its covariant derivatives ∇µ , contracted to give a
scalar.
ii. Terms contracted with nµ . Since in unitary gauge nµ ∝ δ 0µ , in every tensor we
can leave free upper 0 indexes. For instance, we can use the 00 component of
the metric or of the Ricci tensor. It is easy to check that these are scalars under
spatial diffs.
iii. Terms derived from the foliation. This includes terms like Dµ , the derivatives
of the induced 3-metric or the Riemann tensor (3)Rµνρσ that characterises the
1

As an example, reference [25] uses this path.
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3-d slices “intrinsically”; but one can use also objects that tell us how the hypersurfaces are embedded in the 4-d spacetime. These are the extrinsic curvature
Kµν and the acceleration vector Aµ = nρ ∇ρ nµ . The action contains all the
possible scalars made contracting these quantities.
iv. Since time diffs are broken all the couplings in front of the operators can be
function of time.
The most general action constructed using these ingredients takes the form
Z
√
S = d4 x −g L [gµν , g 00 , Rµνρσ , Kµν , ∇µ , t] ,

(1.8)

where the contractions are done with the metric gµν , using the 3-metric does not lead
to new interactions. Since the above action contains an infinite number of operators,
we organise them in a derivative expansion: at lowest order in derivatives acting on
the metric there are only polynomials in g 00 , at first order we can use the trace of
the extrinsic curvature K. The leading effective action is
Z
S=

∞

2
X
√ h MPl
d4 x −g
R − Λ(t) − c(t) g 00 +
(g 00 + 1)n
2

(1.9)

n=2

+

i
M 1 (t)3 00
M 2 (t)2
M 3 (t)2
(g + 1) δK −
δK 2 −
δKνµ δKµν + . . . ,
2
2
2

where δKµν is the variation of the extrinsic curvature with respect to the unperturbed FRW background, δKµν ≡ Kµν − a2 Hhµν , and the dots stand for terms with
at least two derivatives on the metric 2 . In principle, one would expect that there is
an infinite number of operators that contribute to the background solution, however,
we defined the action above such that only the first three terms contribute to the
background and start linearly in perturbations; all the others are explicitly quadratic
or higher. This choice has been made since all the other operators that start linear in
perturbations are higher order in derivatives and they can be integrated by parts to
give a combination of the three linear terms we considered in eq. (1.8) plus covariant
terms of higher order, [19]. This non-trivial fact has two immediate consequences:
first of all it implies that we can write all the operators that start at perturbation
level in a way that is compatible with the residual gauge symmetries; moreover it
means that the coefficients c(t) and Λ(t) are fixed by the unperturbed history while
the difference among different models is encoded in the higher order terms. By the
requirement of having a given FRW evolution H(t), i.e. requiring the tadpole terms
cancellation, we get
2
Λ(t) = MPl
(3H 2 + Ḣ)

and

2
c(t) ≡ −MPl
Ḣ .

(1.10)

We have previously stated that the coefficient in front of the operators can be time
dependent. However we are interested in describing slow-roll inflation, that is when
both H and Ḣ vary slowly in a Hubble time. It is then natural to assume that the
same holds for all the coefficients. This requirement is realized when the inflaton
2

In Chapter 2 we will identify the set of all the independent operators up to second order in
derivatives, that contribute to both scalar and tensor perturbations up to cubic order.
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φ sits in its attractor solution, i.e. when φ̈  φ̇ together with all the higher timederivatives.
Let us conclude this section by writing in the above language the action for the
minimal inflationary model, i.e. scalar field with minimal kinetic term and slow-roll
potential V (φ). This corresponds to taking the following limit: Mn , M n → 0. To
see this, notice that in unitary gauge, φ = φ̄(t) then, the slow-roll action becomes



 Z
Z
1 µν
1 ˙ 2 00
4 √
4 √
d x −g − g ∂µ φ∂ν φ − V (φ) = d x −g − φ g − V (φ) ,
2
2
(1.11)


2
2 Ḣ and V (φ) = M 2 3H 2 + Ḣ , we see
By using Friedmann equations, φ˙ = −2Mpl
pl
that the above action corresponds to the first three terms of the action eq.(1.8).

1.3

Action for the Goldstone Boson

The unitary gauge Lagrangian, eq. (1.9) describes three degrees of freedom: two
graviton helicities and a scalar mode. They affect the spatial part of the metric:
gij = a(t)2 e2ζ(t,~x) (eγ (t, ~x))ij .

(1.12)

To make the dynamics of the theory more transparent, we introduce the Goldstone
boson, π, associated with the spontaneous breaking of time translations. We do it via
the so called Stückelberg trick that consists in performing the time diff t̃ → t+π(t, ~x)
and then promoting π(t, ~x) to a scalar field that non-linearly realises time diffs and
restores full diffs invariance of the action.
As an example, let us see how this procedure works in the following action,
Z

√ 
d4 x −g A(t) + B(t)g 00 (x) .
(1.13)
Under a broken time diff. t → t̃ = t + π(x), ~x → ~x̃ = ~x, g 00 transforms in the usual
way, i. e.,
g 00 (x) → g 00 + 2g 0µ ∂µ π + g µν ∂µ π∂ν π .
(1.14)
Applying this procedure to the action above we obtain,
Z

√ 
d4 x −g A(t + π(x)) + B(t + π(x)) g 00 + 2g 0µ ∂µ π + g µν ∂µ π∂ν π .

(1.15)

As we see from the above example, after the reintroduction of
the Goldstone boson the action looks very complicated. However, a great simplification occurs if we focus on sufficiently short distances. Then, in analogy with the
equivalence theorem for the longitudinal components of a massive gauge boson [26],
the physics of the Goldstone can be studied neglecting metric fluctuations. This
regime correponds to the decoupling limit, MPl → ∞, Ḣ → 0 keeping MPl Ḣ fixed.
In this limit the transformation of g 00 simplifies to

Decoupling Limit.

g 00 (x) → −1 − 2π̇ − π̇ 2 + a2 (∂i π)2

(1.16)
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and one can show that the action (1.9) dramatically simplifies to


Z
hM2
(∂i π)2
2
4 √
2
Pl
Sπ =
d x −g
R − MPl Ḣ π̇ −
2
a2


i
(∂π)2
4
4
2
3
+2M2 π̇ + π̇ − π̇ 2
− M34 π̇ 3 + . . . ,
a
3

(1.17)

where we have neglected, for simplicity, terms that involve the extrinsic curvature.
We see that M2 induces a nontrivial sound speed for the Goldstone boson,
c2s =

2 Ḣ
MPl
2 Ḣ − 2M 4
MPl
2

(1.18)

.

A small value of cs is correlated with an enhanced cubic interaction through a nonlinearly realized symmetry. The Planck constraints on primordial non-Gaussianity
imply cs ≥ 0.024 [27].
The regime of validity of the decoupling limit can be estimated just looking at
the mixing terms between the π field and the metric. In eq. (1.14) we see in fact
that quadratic terms which mix π and gµν contain fewer derivatives than the kinetic
term of π so that they can be neglected above some high energy scale. In general
the answer will depend on which operators are present. Let us assume for simplicity
that in the action (1.9) only the tadpole terms are relevant. Then it can be shown
that the leading quadratic mixing between
q π and the metric perturbations can be
√
neglected for energies above Emix '
|Ḣ| = H. Since we are interested in
√
computing observables at E ∼ H  H, any corrections to taking the decoupling
√
limit will be of order Emix /H ∼  , [19].
While the Goldstone boson is massless in the decoupling limit, it has a mass
of order O() when the mixing with gravity is taken into account. A small mass
for π means that it slightly evolves outside the horizon. To describe observable
quantities, it is more convenient to use the curvature perturbation of spatially flat
slices, ζ, which is the scalar degree of freedom in the unitary gauge. The field
ζ is exactly massless and becomes constant outside the horizon [20]. As we are
neglecting the mixing with gravity, the metric is unperturbed in the π gauge. To
move to the unitary gauge the one has to set π = 0. This is done by performing the
time diffeomorphism t → t − π(t, ~x) which gives a spatial metric of the form (1.12)
with
ζ(t, ~x) = −H π(t, ~x) + O() .
(1.19)
Using the this relation the power spectrum of ζ is found to be
hζ~k1 ζ−~k2 i = H 2 hπ~k1 π−~k2 i = (2π)3 δ(~k1 + ~k2 )

H∗2 1
2 k3 ,
4∗ MPl

(1.20)

where the ∗ means that the quantity has been evaluated at horizon crossing.

1.4 Action for Tensor Perturbations
It is important to stress that the approach of the EFTI does describe the most generic
Lagrangian not only for the scalar mode, but also for gravity. In fact, in the action
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(1.9) we can also systematically include terms containing tensor perturbations. In
the minimal model of slow roll inflation, eq. (1.11), just the Einstein-Hilbert action
contributes to the graviton Lagrangian. The quadratic action for γij is
M2
Sγ = Pl
8

Z

(∂k γij )2
d x −g (γ̇ij ) −
a2
4

√



2



(1.21)

and its power spectrum of γij is given by
hγij (~k1 )γij (~k2 )i = (2π)3 δ(~k1 + ~k2 )

4H∗2 1
2 k3 .
MPl

(1.22)

High energy effects will be encoded for example in operators containing the perturbations in the extrinsic curvature δKµν or in the Riemann tensor δRµνρσ . The
leading correction to the Einstein Hilbert action is the operator
√
c22 δKµν δK µν .
−g M
(1.23)
In fact, the perturbed part of the extrinsic curvature is linear in γij ,
1
δKij ⊃ a2 γ̇ij + O(γ 2 ) .
2

(1.24)

This operator can, in principle, change the speed of propagation,cT of primordial
tensor modes. However, as we will see in the Chapter 2 (see also [28]), this operator
is redundant with the Ricci scalar and therefore we can be omitted. We will see
indeed that cT can always being brought to 1, during inflation.

Chapter 2

Simplifying the EFT of Inflation:
Generalized Disformal Transformations and
Redundant Couplings
In the previous chapter, we reviewed how the study of cosmological perturbations
in single-field inflation can be embedded in an EFT framework. This involved first
identifying the symmetries of the problem and then systematically writing down all
possible interactions that are consistent with those symmetries. However, identifying
the minimal set of operators that contributes to correlation functions at a given order
is not a trivial task. In this Chapter we are going to address this problem, identifying
all the possible field redefinitions that we can use to simplify the action at a given
order in perturbations and derivatives, avoiding all possible redundancies.
In scalar-tensor theories one is used to conformal transformations of the metric
and the possibility to describe physics in different frames. When dealing with backgrounds in which the scalar field is time-dependent, like in the case of inflation, one
can consider disformal transformations [29] of the form
gµν → C(φ, X)gµν + D(φ, X)∂µ φ∂ν φ ,

X ≡ −(∂φ)2 .

(2.1)

In a gauge in which the inflaton perturbations are set to zero (φ = φ0 (t)), the
so-called unitary gauge, these transformations are written as
gµν → C(t, N )gµν + D(t, N )nµ nν ,

(2.2)

where N ≡ (−g 00 )−1/2 is the lapse, nµ is the unit vector perpendicular to the
surfaces of constant inflaton defined in eq.(1.7), and C(t, N ) and D(t, N ) can be
easily related to C(φ, X) and D(φ, X). However this is not the end of the story.
More general transformations are possible if one considers objects with derivatives
on the metric:
gµν → C(t, N, V, K, (3)R, . . . ) gµν + D(t, N,V, K, (3)R, . . . ) nµ nν
+ E(t, N, V, K, (3)R, . . . ) Kµν + . . . ,
(2.3)
where V is defined in eq. (2.10), Kµν is the extrinsic curvature of the surfaces of
constant inflaton, K = g µν Kµν , and (3)R their scalar curvature. The purpose of this
chapter is to study these general transformations in the context of the EFTI and to
9
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understand to which extent they can be used to simplify the original action. This
generalises the results of [28], where disformal transformations with time dependent
coefficients C(t) and D(t) were used to remove, without loss of generality, the timedependence of the Planck mass and a non-trivial speed of tensor modes in the EFTI.
The Planck mass and the tensor speed are couplings that can be changed without
affecting observables: in QFT these are called redundant couplings.
When calculating S-matrix elements, field redefinitions cannot change the final
result. In cosmology one is interested in correlation functions and, contrarily to Smatrix elements, these are not invariant under field redefinitions. However, late-time
correlation functions—the ones that are relevant for observations—are left invariant
by the transformations discussed above. Indeed, at late time all derivatives of metric
perturbations decay to zero and the lapse gets its background value, N → 1. We are
left with a transformation of the form gµν → C(t)gµν + D(t)nµ nν . This redefines
the scale factor and the cosmic time of the background FRW solution, but scalar
and tensor perturbations are not changed. Therefore, the general transformation
eq. (2.3) modifies the form of the action, without changing late-time correlators.
The identification of the minimal set of non-redundant operators in the context of
inflation was carried out in [30], albeit with some different assumptions.
The effect of general disformal transformations on the EFTI operators have been
also studied in the context of dark energy and modified gravity in [31, 32, 33]. In
this case one is interested also in the way matter couples with the metric and this
coupling is modified by the redefinition of the metric. On the other hand, in single
field models of inflation the coupling with matter does not enter in the inflationary
predictions and therefore we will not consider it in the following.
Since we are talking about an infinite set of possible field redefinitions, an organization principle is needed. In the EFTI (and in all other EFTs!) one organises
operators in terms of order of perturbations (tadpoles, quadratic terms, cubic terms,
etc.) and in a derivative expansion. The same can be done for the transformations.
Transformations involving derivatives of the metric, such as Kµν and (3)R, will increase the number of derivatives in the action. For instance, starting from the
Einstein-Hilbert term, they will generate operators with three or more derivatives.
Therefore, let us start with transformations without derivatives on the metric. An
additional simplification comes from expanding the transformations in powers of
perturbations. Since we dropped all terms with more derivatives, this boils down
to an expansion in powers of δN . If one is interested in correlation functions up to
cubic order—like we are in this chapter—one can truncate the transformations to
quadratic order in perturbations. Indeed transformations which are cubic in perturbations will only modify the action with terms that are at least quartic, since the
field redefinition multiplies the equations of motion, which vanish at zeroth order in
perturbations. Therefore, one is left with


gµν → f1 (t) + f3 (t)δN + f5 (t)δN 2 gµν + f2 (t) + f4 (t)δN + f6 (t)δN 2 nµ nν .
(2.4)
This set of transformations will change the coefficients of the operators in the
EFTI. In particular one can consider all the operators with at most two derivatives on
the metric (and up to cubic order in perturbations) and study which simplifications
are allowed by the six free functions fi (t): we are going to do that in Section 2.1
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and Appendix A.1. One can use the free functions to set to zero the coefficients of
the operators in the EFTI. The choice of which operator should be set to zero is
clearly arbitrary. However, since only a few operators enter in calculations involving
tensor modes, a natural choice is to try and simplify as much as possible the tensor
couplings. The functions f1 and f2 can be used to have a time-independent Planck
mass and to set to unity the speed of tensor modes [28]. This procedure also fixes
the correlator hγγγi at leading order in derivatives. In Section 2.1.1 we are going to
see that the functions f3 and f4 can similarly be used to simplify the coupling γγζ in
such a way that the correlator hγγζi is only modified by changes in the scalar sector.
In particular we are going to verify that different actions, related by eq. (2.4), give
the same result for hγγζi. In Appendix A.1 we explicitly give the effect of a general
transformation, eq. (2.4), on operators up to two derivatives on the metric. The
transformations f5 and f6 cannot be used to standardize any coupling involving
tensors, so that their use to set to zero some operators remains, to some extent,
arbitrary.
While the field redefinitions of Section 2.1 do not change the number of derivatives in the operators, in Section 2.2 we consider transformations that add one or
more derivatives. In particular, in Section 2.2.1 we study a subset of the field redefinitions (2.3) that act on the metric as diffeomorphisms and leave the Einstein-Hilbert
action invariant. Provided that higher derivatives can be treated perturbatively, we
can use six of these transformations to further reduce the number of independent
operators. In Sections 2.2.2 and Appendix A.2 we study higher-derivative corrections to tensors. We show that there is a single operator with three derivatives that
modifies hγγγi and a single operator that modifies the tensor power spectrum at
4-derivative order. We calculate the contribution of this operator to hγγζi: it is not
slow-roll suppressed and therefore potentially relevant. Finally, in Section 2.3 we
discuss additional field redefinitions that one can perform in the decoupling limit.
These are not necessarily constrained by the nonlinear realization of Lorentz invariance and we show that they cannot be generally recovered by field transformations
in unitary gauge. Conclusions are drawn in Section 2.4.

2.1 Operators up to two derivatives
We want to consider the action of the EFTI up to second order in derivatives and
cubic in perturbations [34, 19]. In order to do so, we introduce the ADM decomposition of the metric [35], i.e.
ds2 = −N 2 dt2 + hij (dxi + N i dt)(dxj + N j dt) ,

(2.5)

in terms of the lapse N , the shift N i and the spatial metric hij . For later use we
decompose the latter as [20]
hij = a2 (t)e2ζ (eγ )ij ,

γii = 0 ,

(2.6)

and we define the Hubble rate, H ≡ ȧ/a. The unitary gauge can be fixed by
choosing the time coordinate to coincide with constant inflaton hypersurfaces and
by imposing ∂i γij = 0 on these slices. In this gauge, ζ and γij respectively represent
the scalar and tensor propagating degrees of freedom.
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The unitary gauge EFTI action (1.9) can be organised as follow:
Z

√ 
S = S0 + d4 x −g L(2) + L(3) + . . . ,

(2.7)

where S0 , that consists in the first three terms of eq. (1.9) is the minimal canonical
action 1


Z
√
M2
2Ḣ
(2.8)
S0 ≡ Pl d4 x −g (4)R − 2 − 2(3H 2 + Ḣ) ,
2
N
and
2
L(2) ≡ MPl

8
X

(2)

aI (t)OI

,

I=0

2
L(3) ≡ MPl

8
X

(3)

bI (t)OI

,

(2.9)

I=1
(2)

are, respectively, linear combinations of 9 quadratic operators, OI (I = 0, . . . , 8),
(3)
and 8 cubic operators OI (I = 1, . . . , 8). The list of quadratic operators is given
in Table 2.1, while the cubic ones in Table 2.2. The operators in these tables
are constructed by combining the perturbation of the lapse, δN ≡ N − 1, of the
extrinsic curvature, δKµν ≡ Kµν − a2 Hhµν , and of its trace δK ≡ K − 3H. The
3-dimensional Ricci scalar curvature (3)R is already a perturbed quantity, because
we are assuming a flat FRW background. Moreover, the “acceleration” vector Aµ
is given by Aµ ≡ nν ∇ν nµ : it is projected on the surfaces of constant inflaton, i.e.
Aµ nµ = 0, and can also be written as Aµ = N −1 hνµ ∂ν N . With V we denote the
covariant derivative of the lapse projected along nµ ,
V ≡ nµ ∇µ N =


1 
δ Ṅ − N i ∂i N ,
N

(2.10)

which is a 3-dimensional scalar. Indeed, using the unitary gauge relation nµ =
−N g µ0 , V is proportional to the upper time derivative of the lapse, i.e. V = −N ∂ 0 N .
Operators like δN V and δN 2 V can be written in terms of δN and δK after integrations by parts, and we can always get rid of R00 using the Gauss-Codazzi relation of
eq. (2.13b) below. In Table 2.1 and Table 2.2 we also indicate the number of derivatives of each operator and whether an operator modifies a given coupling: only a
few operators modify couplings that include gravitons.2 For the time being, we do
not assume any hierarchy among these operators (while in Sec. 2.2 we will).
Let us now study how one can use the transformations eq. (2.4) to simplify
the action. In [28] the transformations f1 and f2 were used to make the quadratic
action for gravitons canonical. This boils down to eliminate the first two operators
in Table 2.1 in such a way that the spatial and time kinetic term of the graviton only
arise from the standard Einstein-Hilbert action with time-independent MPl . Since
the transformations f1 and f2 do not contain perturbations, they cannot be done
perturbatively. They also modify the background FRW and the definition of cosmic
time. The details are spelled out in [28] and in Appendix A.1. The bottom line is
that there is no loss of generality in setting to zero the first two operators in Table 2.1.
Notice that, since only these two operators modify the coupling γγγ, one concludes
1

Notice that in the ADM formalism g 00 = −1/N 2 .
Notice that scalar operators such as δN , δK and V cannot contain γij at linear order in
perturbations.
2
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Coeff.

O(2)

a0

(3)R

#∂µ

γγ

γγγ

γγζ

γζζ

ζζζ

→0

2

X

X

X

X

X

f1,2

2

X

X

X

X

X

f1,2

X

X

X

f3,4

X

X

δK µν

a1

δKµν

a2

(3)R δN

13

2
2

Aµ

a3

Aµ

a4

H 2 δN 2

0

X

a5

HδN δK

1

X

a6

δK 2

2

X

a7

V

2

2

X

a8

V δK

2

X

Table 2.1: Quadratic operators up to second order in derivatives, together with the list of the
couplings they affect. The last column shows which transformation can be used to set to zero the
corresponding operator.

Coeff.

#∂µ

O(3)
δK µν

2

γγγ

γγζ

γζζ

ζζζ

→0

X

X

X

f3,4

b1

δN δKµν

b2

(3)R δN 2

2

X

f5,6

b3

δN Aµ Aµ

2

X

f5

b4

H 2 δN 3

0

X

b5

HδN 2 δK

1

X

b6

δN δK 2

2

X

2

X

2

X

2

b7

δN V

b8

δN V δK

f5,6

f5

Table 2.2: Cubic operators up to second order in derivatives, together with the list of the couplings they affect. The last column shows which transformation can be used to set to zero the
corresponding operator. Two of the operators among b2 , b3 , b5 and b8 can be se to zero using the
transformations f5 and f6 .
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that the correlator hγγγi cannot be modified at leading order in derivatives. We
come back to corrections at higher order in derivatives in Section 2.2.2.
Consider now the transformations of order O(δN ), i.e. f3 and f4 . At leading
order in perturbations the field redefinitions multiply the variation of the action
with respect to the metric, i.e. the equations of motion. In particular, the variation
of the Einstein-Hilbert action under the transformation gµν → gµν + δgµν gives
Z
√
M2
δSEH = Pl d4 x −g Gµν δg µν ,
(2.11)
2
which for the transformations f3 and f4 becomes

2 Z
√ 
MPl
δSEH =
d4 x −g f3 (4)R δN − f4 δN Gµν nµ nν .
2

(2.12)

Using the geometric Gauss-Codazzi relations [36]
(4)

R = (3)R − K 2 + Kµν K µν + 2∇µ (Knµ − Aµ ) ,

1 (3)
Gµν nµ nν =
R + K 2 − Kµν K µν ,
2

(2.13a)
(2.13b)

one can write the variation of the action in the EFTI form. We postpone all details
to the next section: here it suffices to notice that one can use f3 and f4 to set
the operators (3)R δN and δN δKµν δK µν to zero. This choice can be convenient
since these are the only (remaining) operators that modify the coupling γγζ. In the
following section we are going to verify explicitly the invariance of the correlator
hγγζi in doing the transformations f3 and f4 .
The logic is the same for the two functions f5 and f6 . Since the operators they
generate are proportional to δN 2 and there is no scalar that one can build at linear
order that contains γ, f5 and f6 do not affect anything that has to do with tensor
modes at this order. Therefore, the choice of which operator to set to zero with f5
and f6 is, to some extent, arbitrary. In Appendix A.1 we explicitly calculate the
variation of the operators under the transformations fi and we find which ones can
be set to zero, see last column of Tables 2.1 and 2.2. In particular, f5 can set to
zero one of the following 2-derivative operators: (3)R δN 2 , δN V δK, HδN 2 δK or
δN Aµ Aµ , while f6 only (3)R δN 2 or HδN 2 δK.
Although in this chapeter we focus on terms that are up to cubic in perturbations,
one can easily see what happens at higher order in δN . At each new order one gets
a table similar to Table 2.2 with more powers of δN . These are 8 new operators
at each order. At the same time one has 2 new possible field redefinitions of the
same form of f5 and f6 but with more powers of δN . One can use these two free
functions to set to zero two of the new operators. In conclusion, one remains with
6 non-redundant operators at each order in perturbations.
2.1.1

Simplifying hγγζi

As an explicit application and check, in this section we will show how to exploit the
field redefinitions (2.4) to set to zero the operators involving two gravitons and a
scalar. As shown in the tables, these operators are
(3)

R,

δKµν δK µν ,

(3)

R δN ,

δN δKµν δK µν .

(2.14)
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All these operators already appear in the Einstein-Hilbert action. As explained in
Section 2.1, transformations f1 and f2 can be used to remove (3)R and δKµν δK µν
[28]. We will verify that the redefinitions
gµν → gµν + f3 δN gµν ,

(2.15a)

gµν → gµν + f4 δN nµ nν ,

(2.15b)

can be used to set to zero, respectively, (3)R δN and δN δKµν δK µν . In particular,
we will show that the action S0 , eq. (2.8), changes under the transformations (2.15),
but the late-time correlation functions do not.3
It is important to stress that, although the coupling γγζ can be brought back
to the standard Einstein-Hilbert form, the correlator hγγζi is also sensitive to the
solution of the scalar constraints. As such the correlator is modified by the quadratic
scalar operators and it is not completely fixed at the 2-derivative level, contrarily to
what happens for hγγγi.
Before proceeding, it is convenient to remind how the ADM components of the
metric (2.5) change under the metric transformation of eq. (2.2) [37]:
hij → C(t, N )hij ,

N 2 → [C(t, N ) − D(t, N )] N 2 ,

Ni → Ni .

(2.16)

Transformation f4 . We start by considering the disformal transformation f4 ,
eq. (2.15b), which is the simplest to treat. We can work at linear order in the
metric transformation, because higher orders carry two or more powers of δN and
hence do not contribute to hγγζi. To keep calculations simple we assume |f3,4 |  1
and constant in time.
The logic will be the following. By eq. (2.16), f4 only affects the lapse: the action
for ζ and γij has to be invariant under this transformation once the Hamiltonian
and momentum constraints are solved. This is not obvious, because the intermediate
action that explicitly contains the lapse changes. However, also the relation between
the lapse and ζ given by the solution of the constraints changes accordingly. We will
check that once the lapse is replaced in terms of ζ, the action for ζ and γij remains
unchanged by the transformation.
To do this, let us study the variation of the action S0 , eq. (2.8), under the
transformation f4 . For the Einstein-Hilbert part of the action, one can use the
Gauss-Codazzi relation (2.13b) in eq. (2.12). Adding the variation of the scalar
part, one finds

M2
δS0 = − Pl
2

√

 




1 (3)
1
2
ij
2
d x −g f4 δN
R + K − Kij K
+ Ḣ
− 1 − 3H .
2
N2
(2.17)
(3)
The coefficient f4 can be used, for example, to set to zero the operator R δN . To
verify that the action in terms of ζ and γ does not change, we need to solve the lapse
in terms of ζ only at linear order. This is because its second-order part does not
contribute to the cubic action, as it multiplies the background equations of motion
3

Z

4

We assume that the time dependence of the parameters f3 and f4 is mild enough. More
precisely, f3 and f4 must not grow faster than η −2 for η → 0.
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[20]. Thus, we can focus on the quadratic action. To do so, it is convenient to define
Eij ≡ N Kij , whose explicit components are

1
Eij ≡
ḣij − Di Nj − Di Nj ,
(2.18)
2
where Di denotes the covariant derivative with
to the spatial metric hij .
√ respect
√
3
3ζ
With this notation and using that −g = N h = a e N , we can expand S0 and
δS0 above at quadratic order. They read, respectively,

2 Z
MPl
(2)
3
3
S0 =
dt d x a −2(3H 2 + Ḣ)δN 2 + 4HδN δE + δE ij δE ji
2
(2.19)

− δE 2 + (3)R δN + 3(3)R ζ ,
where δE denotes the trace of δEij ≡ Eij − Hhij , and


2 Z
MPl
1 (3)
(2)
3
3
2
2
2
δS0 = −
dt d x a f4
R δN − 2(3H + Ḣ)δN + 2HδN δE + 18H δN ζ .
2
2
(2.20)
(2)
(2)
Varying S0 + δS0 with respect to the shift yields the momentum constraint,


Di (E ij − Eδ ij )N −1 − f4 HN δN δ ij = 0 .
(2.21)
Solving this equation for the lapse, gives


f4
ζ̇
1+
.
δN =
H
2

(2.22)

At this point, it is straightforward to verify that plugging the above expression for
δN in the original action S0 , the term proportional to f4 which is generated exactly
cancels the action variation (2.17). We have also checked that the expression of the
shift in terms of ζ, which can be obtained from the Hamiltonian constraint, is not
modified by the disformal transformation.
The conformal transformation f3 , eq. (2.15a), is more complicated than the previous one, because not only does it changes the solution for
δN but it also redefines ζ. Indeed, working again at linear order in the metric
transformation, from eq. (2.16) we find the following transformations for ζ and δN :


δN
f3
ζ → ζ + f3
,
δN → δN 1 +
,
(2.23)
2
2

Transformation f3 .

while the scalar component of the shift, defined as ψ ≡ ∂ −2 ∂i N i , remains unchanged.
The solutions of the Hamiltonian and momentum constraints change accordingly.
Using these transformations in the usual solutions for δN and ψ derived from action
S0 and assuming for simplicity a constant f3 , these are given respectively by


ζ̇
f3 ζ̇
1 d ζ̇
δN =
−
−
,
(2.24)
H
2 H
H dt H



ζ
f3 1 ζ̇
Ḣ
−2
−2 d ζ̇
ψ = − 2 + ∂ ζ̇ −
− ∂
,
≡− 2 .
(2.25)
a H
2 a2 H H
dt H
H
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Let us also derive these two relations by solving the constraints of the new
action. For the Einstein-Hilbert part of the action, one can use again the GaussCodazzi relation (2.13a) in eq. (2.12). Integrating by parts, using the definitions of
Ai = N −1 ∂i N and V (eq. (2.10)), and adding the variation of the scalar part, one
finds
 



2 Z
MPl
1
2
ij
(3)
4 √
2
δS0 = −
d x −g f3 δN K − Kij K − R + 2Ḣ
+ 2 + 12H
2
N2

i −1
.
+ KV − Ai A N
(2.26)
Here the lapse appears with a time derivative in V , which makes δN dynamical.
This can be also seen by varying the action S0 + δS0 with respect to the shift. One
obtains



Di (E ij − Eδ ij )N −1 − f3 −δN (E ij − Eδ ij )N −1 + V δ ij − f3 EAj = 0 , (2.27)
which is a dynamical equation for δN and not a constraint. However, since V comes
only at first order in f3 it can be treated perturbatively. Indeed, solving this equation
perturbatively in f3 one recovers eq. (2.24). Moreover, the Hamiltonian constraint
equation derived from this action gives the solution of eq. (2.25) for the shift.
The transformation f3 changes the quadratic action for scalar perturbations (but
not the one of tensors). This implies that the correlation functions hζζi and hγγζi
change when evaluated inside the horizon. Only at late times, the correlation functions will not depend on f3 as we are now going to show. Let us first look at
the quadratic action for scalar perturbations to verify that this is the case for the
two-point function of ζ. The second-order expansion of the action S0 is given by
eq. (2.19). Expanding the action (2.26) at second order yields, after some integrations by parts,
 (3)
Z
R δN
5
(2)
4
3
2
δS0 = MPl d x f3 a
− H 2 (3 − )δN 2 − 2HδN δE + 3HN i ∂i δN
2
2

(∂i δN )2
2
− δ Ṅ δE +
− 9(3H + Ḣ)δN ζ − 3Hδ Ṅ ζ .
a2
(2.28)
Expressing the action above as function of the curvature perturbation ζ using
eqs. (2.24) and (2.25), the second-order expansion of S0 + δS0 gives

Z


2
3f3
(2)
2
2
4
3
2
2 (∂i ζ)
Sζ = MPl 1 −
+ O(f3 )
d x a  ζ̇ − cs
,
(2.29)
2
a2
with

f3
+ O(f32 ) .
(2.30)
2
Therefore, both the normalization and the speed of propagation of ζ are affected by
the transformation f3 . This is reflected in a change of the wavefunction for ζ, which
becomes
−iH
1
ζ(η, k) = √
(1 + ics kη)e−ics kη .
(2.31)
2  MPl (1 − 3f3 /4) (cs k)3/2
cs = 1 +
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However, the late-time two-point function of ζ does not change. Indeed, this is
proportional to (1 + 3f3 /2)c−3
s = 1 at leading order in f3 .
Let us now move to the computation of the cubic action γγζ. After many
integrations by parts that show that the action is slow-roll suppressed [20], we obtain
(3)
Sγγζ

M2
= Pl
4

Z

 

(∂k γij )2
∂k
2
d x a  2ζ γ̇ij +
− γ̇ij ∂k γij 2 ζ̇
2
a
∂





2
(∂k γij )
1
1 ζ̇
∂k d ζ̇
2
γ̇ +
+ γ̇ij ∂k γij 2
.
− f3 −
4 H ij
a2
2
∂ dt H
(2.32)
4

3

We can thus compute the hγγζi three-point function. To do this, we need to use the
wavefunctions of eq. (2.31) in the in-in calculation. The final result is independent
of f3 up to O(f32 ) corrections, thus confirming that late-time correlation functions
are insensitive to the transformation of eq. (2.15a).

2.2 Transformations of higher order in derivatives
So far, we have considered only field redefinitions without derivatives. These do not
change the number of derivatives of the operators. In this section we consider more
general transformations (2.3), involving one or two derivatives on the metric.
2.2.1

Diff-like transformations

In general, field redefinitions which include derivatives will generate, starting from
the Einstein-Hilbert action operators with 3 or more derivatives absent from Tables
2.1 and 2.2. However there is a particular set of higher-derivatives transformations
which do not change the Einstein-Hilbert action but only the inflaton one. Indeed,
consider the transformation
gµν → gµν + ∇µ ξν + ∇ν ξµ ,

(2.33)

where ξµ is a vector field starting linear in perturbations. This is analogous to a
linearized diffeomorphism generated by ξµ (notice, however, that we are not reintroducing the Stueckelberg π). The Einstein-Hilbert action does not change under this
transformation because it is invariant under 4-dimensional diffs. Since the EFTI
action (2.7) is invariant under spatial diffs, in the following we will consider only
transformations along nµ , which are associated to time-diffs. Note that eq. (2.33)
is a particular case of the general transformation (2.3), as it can be checked by replacing in the above equation the general expression for ξµ in unitary gauge, i.e.,
ξµ = F (t, N, V, K, . . .) nµ .

(2.34)

We can thus focus on how the rest of the action transforms. We assume that
the inflaton dynamics is dominated by δN 2 and δN 3 with the other operators (that
we list in Table 2.3) being suppressed by negative powers of some energy scale Λ.
(Our assumptions do not apply to cases in which the quadratic action of the inflaton
is dominated by higher-derivative operators, such as, for instance, Ghost Inflation
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[38] and Galileons [39].) In this case the size of the operators is parametrically
governed by a derivative expansion in ∂µ /Λ and the coefficients in front of the higherderivative operators are suppressed by positive powers of H/Λ. More specifically, if
operators with no derivatives are of the order of the slow-roll parameter  = −Ḣ/H 2 ,
a4 , b4 ∼ O(), those with one derivative are suppressed by a single power of H/Λ,
a5 , b5 ∼ O(H/Λ), while those with two derivatives are suppressed by (H/Λ)2 . Since
the above transformation generates at least one more derivative in the action, the
variation of the operators with two derivatives is suppressed by at least (H/Λ)3 and
we neglect it here.
We first focus on transforming the operators with no derivatives. In this case, it
is straightforward to compute the variation of the action (2.7) under eq. (2.33). In
particular, we use that the transformation of the lapse is given by
δξ N = −N nµ nν ∇µ ξ ν .

(2.35)

Assuming that the operator coefficients aI and bI are time independent and neglecting slow-roll corrections, the linear variation of the action (2.7) reads, up to third
order in perturbations,



Z
h
√
V
K
3H
2
δξ S = −MPl
d4 x −g 2Ḣ
+ 3 − 2 + 2a4 H 2 3H(1 + δN )δN
N
N
N

i
2
+ (1 + 3δN )V + δN δK + 3b4 H (3HδN + 2V )δN F ,
(2.36)
with F defined by eq. (2.34).
Restricting it to be at most first order in derivatives, we have


V
V
δK
δK
1
2
g1 (t)δN + g2 (t)δN + g3 (t) + g4 (t)δN
+ g5 (t)
+ g6 (t)δN
,
F =
H
H
H
H
H
(2.37)
where, typically, g1 and g2 are suppressed by H/Λ while g3,4,5,6 carry a (H/Λ)2
suppression. From eq. (2.36) one sees that the transformations g1 and g2 generate
one-derivative operators suppressed by H/Λ. Thus, they can be used to set to zero
the operators a5 δN δK and b5 δN 2 δK, leaving us with four independent transformations. Making use of eq. (2.36), the latter can be employed to set to zero four of the
coefficients aI and bI for I = 6, 7, 8, up to corrections that are at least third order
in derivatives. This is summarized by Table 2.3.
In conclusion, the higher-derivative corrections to the leading order dynamics
2
δN and δN 3 start quadratic in H/Λ and there are only 3 two-derivative corrections.
This is a major simplification: out of 17 operators, 12 are redundant and one is left
with only 5 of them. It is again straightforward to consider higher-order operators.
At each order one has 8 new operators, 2 f -like field redefinitions and 3 new g’s:
only 3 couplings are not redundant.
2.2.2

Higher-derivative operators for tensors

We now consider operators with more than 2 derivatives on the metric. Instead of
remaining general we focus on operators that modify the tensor dynamics, which
cannot be changed at the two-derivative level.
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Coeff.

O(2)

#∂µ

→0

a0

(3)R

2

f1,2

a1

δKµν δK µν

2

f1,2

a2

(3)R δN

2

Coeff.

→0

f3,4

O(3)

#∂µ

→0

b1

δN δKµν δK µν

2

f3,4

b2

(3)R δN 2

2

f5,6

2

f5

→0

a3

Aµ

2

b3

δN Aµ

a4

H 2 δN 2

0

b4

H 2 δN 3

0

a5

HδN δK

1

b5

HδN 2 δK

1

a6

δK 2

2

g5

b6

δN δK 2

2

g5,6

a7

V2

2

g3

b7

δN V 2

2

g3,4

a8

V δK

2

g3,5

b8

δN V δK

2

Aµ

g1

Aµ

f5,6

f5

g2

g3,4,5,6

Table 2.3: Quadratic (left panel) and cubic (right panel) operators up to second order in derivatives. The fourth column shows which operator can be set to zero by the transformation (2.4),
which is exact in the derivative expansion, see Section 2.1. Treating higher derivatives perturbatively, the fifth column shows which operator can be set to zero by the transformation (2.33). The
transformations g1 and g2 are used to set to zero the one-derivative operators a5 and b5 , while
g3,4,5,6 can be used to set to zero four of the two-derivative operators a6,7,8 and b6,7,8 .

Operators with three derivatives.

sors up to cubic order are
(3)

Rµν δK µν ,

Possible three-derivative operators for ten-

δRµ0ν0 δKµν

and δKµν δK µρ δK νρ .

(2.38)

(Here we are assuming parity. For a discussion about parity violating operators one
can see [28].) However, using the relation [40]
λ(t)(3)Rµν K µν =

λ(t) (3)
λ̇(t) (3)
RK +
R + boundary terms ,
2
2N

(2.39)

one can get rid of the first operator. Moreover, using the Gauss-Codazzi relation,
one can show that
N 2 Kαγ Rα0γ0 = −K αγ Kγρ Kρα + Kαγ Dγ Aα + Kαγ Aγ Aα − Kαγ nδ ∇δ Kγα . (2.40)
The second and third operators contain scalar perturbations, while the last one can
be integrated by parts. In this way one can also dispose of the second operator in
eq. (2.38). One can then wonder whether it is possible to set also the third operator
to zero with a suitable field redefinition: as we are now going to show, this is not
possible.
To see this, one has to find all the possible field redefinitions that carry one
derivative on the metric. Since the only scalars that satisfy this requirement are K
and V , and the only symmetric tensors that we can add to gµν are Kµν and n(µ Aν) ,
we see that eq. (2.3) reduces to
gµν → C(t, N, K, V )gµν + D(t, N, K, V )nµ nν + E(t, N )δKµν + F (t, N )n(µ Aν) ,
(2.41)
where we have considered δKµν instead of Kµν on the r.h.s., without loss of generality. Since Aµ does not contain tensor modes, the term ∝ n(µ Aν) cannot affect
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the cubic action for three gravitons. Therefore, the only way to possibly induce the
operator δKµν δK µρ δK νρ is a transformation of the form
(2.42)

gµν → gµν + cK δKµν .

It is now straightforward to see that we cannot generate δKµν δK µρ δK νρ through
eq. (2.42). When written in terms of γij , the transformation becomes
(2.43)

γij → γij + cK γ̇ij ,

i.e. a linear shift at all orders in perturbations. Therefore, the only effect it has is
(2)
(3)
(3)
to change Sγ and Sγ separately: since in the Einstein-Hilbert action Sγ comes
only from (3)R [20, 41], at leading order in cK we will just have generated terms with
3.
two spatial derivatives and one time derivative, and no terms of the form γ̇ij
There are no parity-conserving corrections to
the tensor power spectrum with three derivatives. The first correction is at fourth
order in derivatives, [42]. Up to integration by parts, there are four operators with
four derivatives that modify the tensor power spectrum:

Operators with four derivatives.

(3) 2
Rµν

,

(∇0 δKµν )2 ,

(3)

Rµν ∇0 δK µν

and (Dρ δKµν )2 .

(2.44)

The corresponding modifications in the quadratic action for tensors are of the form
2 for the second and (∂ γ̇ )2 for the last two. One has the
(∂ 2 γij )2 , for the first, γ̈ij
k ij
freedom to perform field redefinitions, but there are not enough of them to get rid
of all the three operators. Indeed, there are only two possible field redefinitions at
second order in derivatives that affect tensor modes:
gµν → gµν + cR (3)Rµν + c0 ∇0 δKµν .

(2.45)

They correspond to γij → cR ∂ 2 γij + c0 γ̈ij . We conclude that we cannot eliminate
all the corrections to the tensor power spectrum at this order.
The modification of the power spectrum is only possible because of the preferred
foliation provided by the inflaton. In the absence of a preferred foliation one is forced
to write only operators that are fully diffeomorphism-invariant. Since the GaussBonnet term, R2 − 4Rµν Rµν + Rµνρσ Rµνρσ , is a total derivative in four dimensions,
2 . However, one can dispose of it by using the field
the only allowed operator is δRµν
redefinition gµν → gµν + δRµν .
Let us now compute the correction to the tensor power spectrum due to the new
couplings. To simplify things, we use the free parameters cR and c0 in eq. (2.45) to
set to zero the coupling in front of (∇0 δKµν )2 and in front of the quadratic part of
the combination c1 (3)Rµν ∇0 δK µν +c2 (Dρ δKµν )2 . Therefore, we just need to expand
(3)R2 at quadratic order in γ. We get
µν
2 Z
1 MPl
(2)
S4 =
dη d3 x (∂ 2 γij )2 .
(2.46)
4 Λ2
It is straightforward to study the effect of this term in the usual in-in formalism.
The interaction Hamiltonian Hint in Fourier space is
2 Z
1 MPl
d3 k 4 X s1 s2 s1
(2.47)
Hint = −
k
γ γ  (k̂1 )sij2 (k̂2 ) .
4 Λ2
(2π)3 s ,s ~k1 ~k2 ij
1

2
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Then, the correction to the power spectrum is given by
0

s 0
δhγ~ks γ−
~k i =

5 H2 H2
0
2 k 3 δss .
4 Λ2 2MPl

(2.48)

In general, one expects the above correction to be small, being suppressed by a
factor H 2 /Λ2 . However it could become sizable if the suppression scale Λ is not too
large.
When the power spectrum is modified, we also expect sizable non-Gaussianities.
More precisely, we expect an enhancement if we consider three-point functions involving scalars. In fact, the operators (2.44) are constructed from the foliation,
i.e. they entail a direct coupling with the inflaton. For instance, we expect that their
contribution to the cubic action γγζ will not be suppressed by slow-roll parameters.
On the other hand, a slow-roll suppression is present at the 2-derivative level where,
as we discussed in Section 2.1.1, the only freedom comes by the modification of the
scalar constraint equations.
We can estimate these non-Gaussianities in the following way. At cubic order
in perturbations, given that we have used cR and c0 to put the quadratic action in
2
the form of eq. (2.46), there will be (3)Rµν and the cubic part of c1 (3)Rµν ∇0 δK µν +
c2 (Dρ δKµν )2 that will contribute. For our estimation, however, it is enough to
2
consider (3)Rµν . In Appendix A.2 we show that, as expected, for two gravitons and a
(3)

2

(3)

scalar we have S4 ∼ H
×0 . Since S0 ∼  [20], we see that the bispectrum coming
Λ2
from these 4-derivative operators could dominate the standard slow-roll result for
H2
& .
Λ2

2.3 Field redefinitions in the decoupling limit
In many cases inflationary correlation functions can be calculated, at leading order
in slow-roll, in the so-called decoupling limit. This means concentrating on the
Goldstone field π, which is introduced in the action when we depart from the unitary
gauge, and neglecting the fluctuations of the metric (see Section 1.3). In this limit
one can consider field redefinitions of π that decay at late times and thus do not
change the asymptotic correlation functions. A natural question is whether these
field redefinitions of π are simply the decoupling limit of the ones we discussed before
or they are different in nature. We want to argue that, in general, these two kinds
of field redefinitions are different and cannot be simply related.
First of all, notice that the interactions of π are constrained by the non-linear
realization of Lorentz invariance. Indeed if we neglect metric perturbations and we
go to short scales, we have a theory with spontaneously broken Lorentz symmetry:
the combination t + π(t, ~x) transforms as a scalar under Lorentz and this defines the
non-linear transformation of π. Starting from a generic unitary gauge action and
reintroducing π with the usual Stückelberg procedure, one ends up in the decoupling
limit with an action of π with this well-defined non-linear realization of the Lorentz
symmetry. In particular, this will remain true even when one performs a metric
field redefinition in unitary gauge and considers two equivalent actions in the sense
discussed above: in the decoupling limit of either theories one has the same nonlinear realization of the Lorentz symmetry. This, however, does not happen when
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one considers a general field redefinition of π in the decoupling limit:
π̃ = π + f (π, π̇, ∂i π, . . .) .

(2.49)

Given the transformation rules of π, one sees that π̃ will transform in a different
way for a generic f . This is enough to show that the action for π̃ cannot generically
be obtained as the decoupling limit of an action in unitary gauge via Stückelberg.
Let us focus on a concrete example where a π field redefinition is useful. In
single-field inflation the leading operators giving a potentially large 3-point function
for ζ are π̇ 3 and π̇(∂π)2 . At subleading order in derivatives one should look at
cubic operators with four derivatives. It is straightforward to realize that (up to
integration by parts) there are only two 4-derivative operators [43, 44]: ∂ 2 π(∂π)2
and ∂ 2 π π̇ 2 . They arise from the unitary gauge operators δN δK and δN 2 δK. The
action in the decoupling limit is given by



Z
2
(∂π)2
4
3
2
2
2 (∂π)
+ (α2 − α1 ) π̇ 2
Sπ = d x a (−MPl Ḣ) (1 + α1 ) π̇ − cs 2
a
a

2
α2 − α4 2 ∂ π α2 (∂π)2 ∂ 2 π
− 2(α1 + α3 )π̇ 3 + 2
π̇ 2 +
,
H
a
H
a4
(2.50)
with c2s ≡ (1 + α2 )/(1 + α1 ). We use here the notation of [45]; the α’s are related to
our a’s as α1 = −a4 / , α2 = −a5 /2 , α3 = −b4 /2 , α4 = b5 /2 . Naively, the last
two operators in the equation above give 3-point functions whose shape is different
from the standard operators with three derivatives. However, it is straightforward
to check that the field redefinitions π → π + c1 (∂π)2 and π → π + c2 π̇ 2 can be used
to remove both these operators, while changing the coefficient of the 3-derivative
operators π̇ 3 and π̇(∂π)2 . This shows that, in the decoupling limit, operators with
one extra derivative do not give rise to new shapes.4 The removal of the 4-derivative
term does not mean the theory is equivalent to one with only δN 2 and δN 3 . This can
be seen noting that the operator π̇(∂π)2 , after the field redefinition, has a coefficient
α2 − α1 + 2α2 (1 + α1 )/(1 + α2 ), which is not related to cs in the standard way as
dictated by the non-linear realization of Lorentz invariance.
In Section 2.2.1 we showed that the operators δN δK and δN 2 δK can be removed
by a unitary-gauge field redefinition, provided their coefficients are small so that one
can neglect quadratic corrections. The corresponding statement in the decoupling
limit should be that there is a field redefinition of π which preserves the usual Lorentz
transformation of π and gets rid of the 4-derivative terms at linear order in their
coefficient. Since the combination ψ ≡ t + π transforms as a Lorentz scalar, also
(∂µ ψ)2 + 1 = −2π̇ − π̇ 2 + (∂π)2 transforms as a scalar. This means that the field
redefinitions
π̃ = π+c1 (2π̇+π̇ 2 −(∂π)2 ) ,

π̃ = π+c2 (2π̇+π̇ 2 −(∂π)2 )2 = π+4c2 π̇ 2 +. . . (2.51)

preserve the Lorentz transformations of π. Notice that there is now a linear piece in
the first transformation: this means one has to restrict the transformation to linear
4

The same argument can be run at any order in π to argue that there are no genuine new terms
with one extra derivative at any order in π.
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order in c1 to avoid the proliferation of higher derivatives and that the quadratic
action, and in particular the speed of sound, will be modified. It is straightforward
to check that using these field redefinition one can eliminate the 4-derivative terms
in eq. (2.50) at linear order in α2 and α4 and that the resulting theory has the usual
relation between the speed of sound and the coefficient of the operator π̇(∂π)2 . This
is the decoupling limit of a unitary gauge action in which δN δK and δN 2 δK are
removed.
In conclusion, the π field redefinitions in the decoupling limit is an extra freedom
that one is not able to trace in the unitary gauge theory. This should not be
surprising after all: in the case of a spontaneously broken non-abelian gauge theory,
one has freedom to parametrize the coset of the Goldstones in various way. This
freedom has no obvious analogy in unitary gauge where the Goldstones are eaten by
the massive gauge fields.

2.4 Discussion and Outlook
In this chapter we have explored the effect of generalized disformal transformations
in the Effective Field Theory of Inflation. These transformations do not change the
predictions for the late-time observables and can thus be used to simplify the action.
They can be organized in an expansion in derivatives and perturbations. These are
the main results we obtained.
• If one considers (unitary gauge) operators with up to two derivatives and up
to n-th order in perturbations (n ≥ 2), one has 8(n − 1) + 1 independent
operators (taking into account integration by parts). 2n of these can be set to
zero by conformal and disformal transformations, which carry powers of δN
up to δN n−1 .
• Using these transformations, it is easy to show that the predictions for the
tensor power spectrum and the correlator hγγγi cannot be modified at leading
(3)
order in derivatives [28]. Also all the couplings contributing to Sγγζ beyond the
Einstein-Hilbert action can be removed. Even so, hγγζi will still be affected
by the possible changes in the scalar sector through the constraint equations,
therefore we cannot conclude that hγγζi is fully fixed.
• Among the additional transformations that contain derivatives, some do not
affect the Einstein-Hilbert action but only the inflaton part. These can be
used to reduce the number of higher-derivative corrections. For instance, if
one starts from a theory where the dominant terms in the inflaton action are
those with zero derivatives, one has six additional transformations (up to cubic
order in perturbations) that can be used to further simplify the action. One
is left with only three higher-derivative corrections up to 2-derivative order.
• At three-derivative order, there are no corrections to the tensor power spectrum
(3)
and only one independent operator contributing to Sγγγ after integration by
parts.
• At 4-derivative order, there is only one independent operator that affects the
tensor power spectrum. This is due to the coupling with the inflaton and as
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such can give a large bispectrum hγγζi.
• In the decoupling limit, one can perform field redefinitions of the Goldstone π
to simplify the action. In general this kind of transformations does not preserve
the way π transforms under Lorentz and cannot be seen as the decoupling limit
of the unitary gauge transformations discussed above.
It would be interesting to understand how to phenomenologically identify the few
higher-derivative corrections we are left with after the field redefinitions. Also the
potentially large bispectrum hγγζi due to four-derivative operators deserves further
studies.

Chapter 3

Tensor Squeezed Limits and the Higuchi Bound
The dynamics of spin-2 particles is theoretically very constrained. While General
Relativity (GR) is the only consistent theory of an interacting massless spin-2 particle [46, 47], there are tight theoretical constraints on the physics of a massive spin-2
[48] and in general on modifications of GR. This theoretical robustness is particularly appealing and motivates the huge experimental effort dedicated to the study
of gravitational waves (GWs) both of astrophysical and cosmological origin. The
robustness of GR allows to predict in terms of few parameters the production of
GWs by binary black holes. The same robustness shows up in the predictions for
primordial tensor modes, which are way more model-independent than their scalar
counterpart. In fact, we have seen in the previous chapter that, in the context of the
EFTI, the tensor power spectrum cannot be modified at leading order in derivatives
(see also [28, 49]) and that non-gaussian correlators are quite well constrained. The
graviton bispectrum is indeed fixed by the Einstein-Hilbert term, moreover there is
only one possible shape for hζγγi and just two for hγζζi 1 .
In this chapter we explore another aspect of this robustness: the tensor consistency relations (CRs) [20]. Usually these relations are associated to single-field
models [21] and, indeed, scalar CRs are in general violated when more than one field
local is generated in many multifield models and violates the
is relevant: a large fNL
CR for the 3-point function. On the other hand, it is easy to realize that tensor
CRs still hold in multi-field models. As we will discuss in Section 3.1, the argument
for which a long-wavelength GW can be locally removed by a suitable anisotropic
change of coordinates (an adiabatic mode in the terminology of Weinberg [50]) holds
even in the presence of multiple scalar fields2 . More generally tensor CRs are violated only when there are light tensor perturbations which are not adiabatic, which
means anisotropic perturbations are not efficiently damped. Therefore, while the
violation of scalar CRs is a smoking gun of the presence of additional scalars, the
violation of tensor CRs would show that the Universe does not quickly evolve towards
an anisotropic attractor during inflation. (A similar conclusion about Solid Inflation
was reached in [52, 53].) The usefulness of such a signature becomes clear in view
of the fact that at the level of background cosmology the isotropy of the observed
universe puts an extremely weak constraint on the degree of anisotropy in the early
1

Notice that the theoretical predictions becomes less and less constraining as we add scalar
perturbations in the primordial correlators.
2
Scalar CRs can also be seen as a consequence of the equivalence principle [51]. Notice however
that scalar violation of the equivalence principle cannot spoil tensor CRs.
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universe. Background anisotropy rapidly dilutes during the thermal history.
In the same way extra light scalars can violate scalar CRs, extra light spin-2 particles can violate tensor CRs by introducing long-lived anisotropies. Here, however,
the theoretical constraints on spin-2 particles come into play. The Higuchi bound
[54], as we will discuss in Section 3.2 and in the Appendix B, forbids the existence of
a spin-2 field in de Sitter (dS) space with a mass m2 < 2H 2 , where H is the Hubble
constant of de Sitter. More generally, the Higuchi bound ensures that all perturbations with non-zero spin (and hence anisotropic) dilute faster than exp(−Ht).
Therefore, although dS is allowed to have scalar hair, it cannot support curly hair.
We will see that this is in some sense a stronger statement than Wald’s no-hair theorem [55] which assumes strong energy condition on matter fields: a condition that
is violated by an innocuous light scalar field. Using the terminology of conformal
field theory, we will discuss how primary composite operators are constrained by the
Higuchi bound, while non-primary ones can evade it at the expense of introducing
tachyonic instabilities.
Since inflation occurs in a space-time which is approximately de Sitter, the bound
should also apply to this case as long as de Sitter isometries are approximately
respected by the active degrees of freedom. This ensures tensor CRs to hold in this
subclass of models. Nevertheless, there are many inflationary models in which part
of dS isometries are fully broken. Among those, tensor CRs are often violated in
models with a symmetry pattern different from the one of the EFTI, for example
in Solid Inflation [56, 57, 58, 23, 59, 60, 42, 61]. In these cases tensor fluctuations,
even on long wavelength, deform the background and are therefore not adiabatic.
In Section 3.3 we discuss the various observables sensitive to a violation of tensor
CRs. The CMB correlator hBT T i, recently studied in [62], is directly sensitive to
the correlation function hγζζi. However, there is another slightly indirect probe
of this correlation. In contrast to scalar entropy modes (such as extra light scalar
fields), where the super-horizon fluctuations just redefine the observed homogeneous
background in the observable Universe, non-adiabatic tensors leave a local imprint
in the form of a quadrupolar anisotropy of the power spectrum. The anisotropy
depends on the particular place in the Universe and we can only study its statistics:
we find that the eigenvalues of the tensor which describes the anisotropy tend to
be different. As such they are easy to distinguish from models with a preferred
direction in the sky, which induce an axisymmetric quadrupolar modulation.
Finally, the violation of tensor CRs shows up indirectly in the countercollinear
limit of scalar correlation functions: the exchange of a light helicity-2 state generates
a scalar 4-point function with a particular angular dependence, very different from
the one usually parameterized by τNL . This 4-point function can be observed both
in the CMB hT T T T i correlator or in future Large Scale Structure (LSS) surveys.
Conclusions and future directions are discussed in Section 3.4.

3.1 Tensor consistency relations
Squeezed limit CRs among cosmological correlation functions are in one to one
correspondence with the adiabatic modes of Weinberg [50]. Below we will give a
brief derivation (details can be found in [63, 64]). Then we will focus on potential
violations of tensor CR as an indicator of whether during inflation the background
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converges to an isotropic solution exponentially fast.
Adiabatic modes in cosmology are super-horizon physical perturbations which
are locally indistinguishable from a gauge mode. As such they do not affect short
distance dynamics and therefore their correlation with the short distance perturbations is trivially related to a coordinate transformation. To find them Weinberg
introduced the following trick
i. First fix the gauge. Using ADM parametrization,
ds2 = −N 2 dt2 + gij (dxi + N i dt)(dxj + N j dt),

(3.1)

the spatial part of the metric can be factorized as
gij = a2 e2ζ (eγ )ij ,

with γii = 0.

(3.2)

The gauge can be fixed by imposing ∂i γij = 0, and fixing time-reparametrization
by choosing time-slices to coincide with constant energy density ρ slices. This
completely fixes the reparametrization freedom at finite wavelength. There are
still asymptotic (non-vanishing at spatial infinity) spatial diffeomorphisms xi →
xi + ξ i (t, ~x) which preserve the gauge condition. They satisfy [63]
1
∇2 ξi + ∂i ∂j ξ j = 0.
3

(3.3)

ii. Except for translations and rotations, applying these infinitesimal transformations to the FRW background excites linear metric perturbations:
1
ζ = ∂i ξ i ,
3

N i = ξ˙i ,

2
γij = ∂i ξj + ∂j ξi − δij ∂k ξ k ,
3

(3.4)

where the dot denotes d/dt and spatial indices are raised and lowered by δij and
its inverse. So one obtains a family of (trivial) infinite wavelength solutions to
the equations of motion.
iii. The adiabatic modes are identified as the subfamily of solutions that can be
deformed to finite wavelength. This requirement fixes the time-dependence of
ξ i (t, ~x).
If adiabatic modes exist (that is if the last requirement can be satisfied), there is
generically an infinite number of them. They can be organized by Taylor expanding
the generating asymptotic diffeomorphisms at a fixed time-slice
∞
X
1
ξ (t0 , ~x) =
Mi i1 ···in xi1 · · · xin .
n!
i

(3.5)

n=1

The condition (3.3) translates into a trace condition on the matrices Mi i1 ···in .
The nth order adiabatic mode in (3.5) leads to a CR that constrains the O(q n−1 )
term in the cosmological correlation functions with one soft momentum ~q → 0. Here
we concentrate on the leading tensor CR for which
ξ i = ωji xj ,

ωii = 0,

(3.6)
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under which γij → γij + 2ωij . If super-horizon tensor fluctuations become adiabatic,
in the sense that to zeroth order in their wavenumber q they can be locally removed
by (3.6) at all times, then the CR can be derived as follows. Violations of this
condition will be discussed in Section 3.1.1.
Consider the change of a short distance correlator under the transformation
(3.6), δω hOi. For instance, O can be the product of two scalar fluctuations at small
separation compared to q: hζ(~x1 )ζ(~x2 )i with q|~x1 − ~x2 |  1 and
δω hζ(~x1 )ζ(~x2 )i = hζ((δji + ωji )xj1 ) ζ((δji + ωji )xj2 )i − hζ(~x1 )ζ(~x2 )i.

(3.7)

If the short wavelength modes are in Bunch-Davies vacuum, which ensures that
they are not excited until the mode ~q crosses the horizon, this can be related to the
correlation function in the presence of a long wavelength tensor fluctuation:
δω hOi = 2ωij

δ
hOiγ
δγij

' lim
γ=0

q→0

X

sij ωij

s

1
hγ s Oi,
Pγ (s, q) q~

where we introduced the polarization vectors by expanding γq~ij =
0
0
malized to sij sij = 2δ ss . The tensor power spectrum is defined
0

(3.8)

s s
s=1,2 ij γq~ ,

P

0

s 0
ss
hγq~s γ−~
q i = δ Pγ (s, q) .

nor-

(3.9)

In writing (3.8) we have used the fact that super-horizon fluctuations of γij can
be treated as a classical background up to corrections of order q 3 (see e.g. [64]
for a derivation). Taking O to be the product of two scalar modes as in (3.7) and
transforming them to momentum space, we obtain the following expression for the
squeezed tensor-scalar-scalar correlation function [20]
∂
1
3
hγq~s ζ~k1 ζ~k2 i0 = −sij k1i k1j 2 hζ~k1 ζ~k2 i0 ' sij k̂1i k̂1j hζ~k1 ζ~k2 i0 ,
q)
2
q~→0 Pγ (s, ~
∂k1
lim

(3.10)

where in the last passage we neglected the small deviation from scale invariance of
the scalar spectrum.
It is worthwhile stressing that in the derivation above we did not assume that
inflation is single-field: the argument applies to cases with multiple scalars, like the
curvaton scenario [65] or quasi-single field models [16]. We do not have to assume
that the short-wavelength scalar perturbations will eventually become adiabatic:
the operator O above could include isocurvature perturbations. Also we did not
have to assume that inflation is an attractor for scalar perturbations: the argument
works for non-attractor models [66] as well. The tensor consistency relation is simply
equivalent to the adiabaticity of tensor perturbations.
Of course we never observe the ~q = 0 mode. So the above relation is useful
because it applies at finite q  k up to corrections of order q, as long as the vacuum
state is Bunch-Davies. That is, the sub-horizon modes are not excited until their
momentum redshifts to k/a ∼ H. On the other hand, if the short wavelength modes
are excited at a physical frequency ω > H, then the above CR holds for sufficiently
squeezed correlators: q/k  H/ω. This ensures that the mode q crosses the horizon
and becomes adiabatic well before the short modes are excited [67]. Two concrete
examples are: (1) Models with significant scalar and tensor emission from secondary
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sources (see for example [68, 69, 70, 71]). Here one would expect most of the observed
modes to be excited at ω ∼ H because of the rapid expansion and redshift [72]. (2)
Inflationary models with periodic features in their potential [73], where ω  H is
possible. For all these models the tensor CRs hold for sufficiently small q.
3.1.1

Violation of tensor CR and cosmic no-hair theorem

The Universe we observe is extremely isotropic at large scales. However, unlike the
large scale homogeneity and flatness, the present isotropy implies an extremely weak
constraint on the degree of anisotropy at the onset of the hot phase of cosmology.
Anisotropies quickly dilute during the thermal history (and indeed we never asked
inflation to solve the “anisotropy problem” !). Thus we cannot rule out inflationary
models that are not strong (i.e. exponential) isotropic attractors. However, the
decay of anisotropies during the thermal history seems to imply that cosmological
observables are insensitive to this possibility.
This conclusion is not necessarily true. During inflation quantum fluctuations
probe all possible small deformations of the background history, including anisotropic deformations, and the super-horizon correlation functions are a recorded memory
of how those deformations evolve. In particular, suppose fluctuations of γij do not
become adiabatic exponentially fast after horizon crossing. Then local observers
would be able to detect the effect of the super-horizon γij . They experience living in
an anisotropic quasi-de Sitter Universe, which to their surprise does not isotropise
exponentially fast.
As discussed in the previous section, a violation of tensor CRs implies the existence of light non-adiabatic tensor perturbations: in this case inflation is not a
strong isotropic attractor, or in other words, it supports anisotropic hair. This
appears to be in contradiction to Wald’s no-hair theorem, which states that homogeneous cosmologies with cosmological constant (CC) and any type of matter that
satisfies strong and dominant energy conditions (respectively SEC and DEC) approach isotropic de Sitter space exponentially fast [36]. However, the assumption
of SEC is too strong to be of interest in the present discussion. Let us denote the
components of the stress-energy tensor of the perturbations by an index X. When
the back-reaction of perturbations on geometry is negligible DEC (ρX > 0) and SEC
(ρX + 3pX > 0) imply
ρ̇X = −3H(ρX + pX ) < −2HρX ,

(3.11)

which implies an exponentially fast decay ρX ∝ a−2 of the underlying perturbations.
However, even the superhorizon fluctuations of a light scalar field σ violate SEC,
because
ρX + 3pX = 2σ̇ 2 − m̃2σ σ 2 ' −m̃2σ σ 2 < 0,
(3.12)
where we used the fact that in the limit m̃2 = m2σ + 2H 2  H 2 the time derivative
behaves as
m̃2
σ̇ = −∆σ Hσ,
∆σ ' σ2
(3.13)
3H
and hence the kinetic term is negligible. (Note that mσ is the mass of a conformally coupled field. We use this for consistency with the following discussion about
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particles with spin.) In this model the deviation from dS,
ρ + p = σ̇ 2 = ∆2σ H 2 σ 2 ,

(3.14)

decays arbitrarily slowly for sufficiently small m̃2σ > 0. The fact that in the presence
of a light scalar field dS is not an exponential attractor is the perturbative manifestation of why slow-roll inflation can occur. This shows that both de Sitter space
and inflation can have scalar hair. But can they support anisotropic hair?
A necessary condition for a no-hair theorem to exist is for it to hold for small
perturbations. To study them it is useful to distinguish two qualitatively different
cases
I. dS isometries are approximately respected: In this case the degrees
of freedom furnish the representation of dS isometry group, which at superhorizon scales coincide with those of a 3d conformal field theory. This is an
especially interesting case because the limit of exact dS is continuous. A long
lived tensor degree of freedom (and in general any degree of freedom with
nonzero spin) except for an adiabatic γij would constitute an anisotropic hair.
However, as we will discuss in detail in Section 3.2, all such degrees of freedom
are either forbidden by the Higuchi bound, if they are fundamental fields,
or they are composite operators made of tachyonic scalar fields. So at least
perturbatively there exists a no-hair theorem for particles with spin: we can
say de Sitter does not have curly hair 3 .
II. Some dS isometries are fully broken: Inflation has a preferred time, so dS
isometries do not have to be respected by perturbations. We do not attempt
to classify all possibilities but only list some of the known examples:
a. Effective Field Theory of Inflation: applicable when there is no preferred spatial frame [19]. Scalar fields cannot have anisotropic stress at
super-horizon scales [74] so that tensor modes become adiabatic. However,
it is possible to consider vector or tensor degrees of freedom which evade dS
bounds: while light particles with spin are pathological in de Sitter (see Section 3.2), the coupling with the preferred foliation can make them healthy.
For instance it is well known that one can change the 2-point function of
vector perturbations adding a suitable function of the inflaton in front of
the vector kinetic term f (φ)F 2 [75, 76]: in this case the correlation can
decay slower than the Higuchi bound outside the horizon. In Chapter 4 we
generalise the EFTI allowing for the existence of new particles with spin
coupled with the foliation. In particular the phenomenology arising from an
additional light spin-2 field besides the graviton is studied.
b. Preferred spatial frame: which exists when there is space-dependent
background fields. Most of all the existing examples of violation of tensor
CR like Solid Inflation [23, 77] (see also [56]), Gauge-flation [58] or Cromonatural inflation [59, 60] fall in this category. As illustrated in the example of
Chapter 5 the long wavelength γij are not adiabatic. Moreover, additional
3

Since an adiabatic tensor mode is not locally observable, for us it does not constitute a genuine
hair.
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tensor degrees of freedom often arise in these scenarios and they are not
constrained by dS symmetries because of the presence of the additional
background fields. 4 5

3.2 Exact-de Sitter limit and the Higuchi bound
As mentioned in the previous Section to have an isotropic attractor, all degrees
of freedom with nonzero spin except for the graviton have to decay exponentially
outside the horizon. This guarantees that the tensor CRs hold. The situation is
analogous to scalar CRs which could be violated in the presence of additional light
scalar degrees of freedom, also known as entropy perturbations. Different patches of
the Universe with different entropy fluctuations experience different histories. If the
entropy fluctuations mix with the adiabatic fluctuations during the cosmic evolution
the absence of a unique history leads to a violation of scalar CRs.
Non-vanishing scalar fluctuations do not lead to anisotropy. In this Section we
will review the Higuchi bound and show that non-pathological higher-spin fields
indeed decay as a−1 or faster in dS. Our focus will be on spin-1 fields and the more
important case of spin-2 fields where the Higuchi bound forbids the mass range
0 < m2 < 2H 2 [54].
The pathology of long-lived spin-1 and spin-2 degrees of freedom can be seen in
the 2-point function of the fields, which is fixed by the de Sitter symmetries [14].
De Sitter is a maximally symmetric space with 10 isometries. Apart from spatial
translations and rotations, it is invariant under the following two transformations
(3.15)

D = −i (η∂η + xi ∂i )
2

2

Ki = 2i xi (η∂η + ~x∂~x ) + i(η − |~x| )∂i .

(3.16)

In de Sitter, an elementary field φ with mass m and spin s has two eigenmodes
which at late times go as powers of the conformal time φ± ∼ η ∆± , where ∆± are
given by
s

3
1 2 m2
∆± = ±
s−
− 2.
(3.17)
2
2
H
If ∆ is real, the solution ∆− dominates at late times. So D and Ki act on the fields
(taking ∆ = ∆− ) as
D → −i(∆ + xi ∂i ) ,

Ki → −i(2∆xi + 2xi (xi ∂i ) − |~x|2 ∂i ) .

(3.18)

These transformations are the same as conformal transformations in 3 spatial dimensions, with the conformal dimension of the fields determined by their late-time
behavior (3.17), which is fixed by the mass and spin.
The universality of dS results then follows from the fact that the 2-point correlation functions of primary fields in a conformal field theory are fixed by the
4
Another example in which the dS isometries are broken is massive gravity when the fiducial
metric is not the inflationary dS: in this case one has an additional background with different
symmetries and the Higuchi bound does not apply straightforwardly (for a recent discussion in the
context of the ghost-free massive gravity see [78]).
5
It is worth noting that even in the latter case where there is long-lived or growing anisotropy
during inflation the anisotropic expansion rate cannot exceed O(H) [74].
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symmetries, up to the overall normalization. The 2-point function of a spin-1 field
Ai takes the form [14]
1
(δ ij − 2x̂i x̂j ),
|~x|2∆

~x
,
|~x|

(3.19)

1
(δ ik − 2x̂i x̂k )(δ jl − 2x̂j x̂l ) + (k ↔ l) .
|~x|2∆

(3.20)

Ai (~x)Aj (0) ∝

with x̂ ≡

and that of a spin-2 field S ij
D

E
S ij (~x)S kl (0) ∝

Going to Fourier space one gets
h.A~k ˜.A−~k i0 ∝ eiψ + 2

h2 .S~k ˜2 .S−~k i0 ∝ e2iψ + 4

(2−∆)
+ e−iψ ,
(∆−1)

(3.21)

3−∆ −iψ
3−∆ iψ
(3−∆)(2−∆)
e +6
+4
e
+ e−2iψ , (3.22)
∆
(∆−1)∆
∆

where ~ and ~˜ are polarization vectors which (following [14]) are chosen to be
~ = (cos ψ, sin ψ, i) ,

~˜ = (1, 0, −i)

for ~k = (0, 0, k).

(3.23)

When ∆ goes below 1 (corresponding to m2 < 0 for s = 1 and m2 < 2H 2 for
s = 2), the helicity-0 component becomes negative: it becomes a ghost.6 For fields
of higher spin s the Higuchi bound is always at m2 = s(s − 1)H 2 corresponding to
∆− = 1. Thus at a perturbative level all anisotropic hair decay at least as a−1 , and
as a consequence geometric anisotropies decay as a−2 .
As we saw, the bound is simply a consequence of dS invariance: in particular, it
does not require that the spin-2 state is described by an effective field theory with a
parametric separation between the mass and the cutoff. For example it applies to the
tower of Kaluza-Klein gravitons. One can evade the bound considering departures
from exact de Sitter invariance given that during inflation the metric is not exactly
de Sitter. However, by continuity one does not expect a significant change of the
bound due to this.
The Higuchi bound comes from the relation among the different helicities, which
is a consequence of the full dS isometry group. Inflation is usually associated with
a preferred foliation of dS (the case IIa of the previous Section) and this breaks
the conformal isometries of de Sitter. Only dilation invariance is approximately
respected. In the absence of those there is no relation among helicities and no
Higuchi bound. Therefore, as we show in Chapter 4 a particle with a large coupling
with the preferred foliation can evade the Higuchi bound.
6

The singularity at the threshold is not necessarily a pathology. It signifies an enhanced gauge
symmetry which renders the longitudinal mode non-dynamical. Similarly, the case ∆ = 0, s = 2 is
an exception, since it corresponds to a massless particle for which only the helicity-2 components
are physical, the others being only gauge artifacts.
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Composite operators

Phrased in these general terms, the Higuchi bound looks very powerful, since it looks
one can apply it to any spin-2 operator, and not only to elementary spin-2 particles.
For example it seems it applies also to a composite operator built out of scalars
∂i φ∂j φ − 31 (∂φ)2 δij . Actually this conclusion is too quick and it is straightforward to
verify that this operator does not have a 2-point function of the form of eq. (3.20).
Indeed eq. (3.20) only applies to primary operators of a CFT and the operator
∂i φ∂j φ − 31 (∂φ)2 δij is not a primary. At first, the distinction between primaries
and descendants in de Sitter seems odd: the transformation properties of a field
in de Sitter is fixed by its indeces, independently of whether it is the derivative
of another field or not. Why should there be difference between the spatial part
of a field Aµ and the one of ∂µ φ? The difference stems from the different time
dependence of the time components, A0 and ∂0 φ respectively. For Aµ all components
will asymptotically behave in the same way: Aµ (η, ~x) ∼ Āµ (~x)η ∆ . In this case under
a de Sitter isometry, A0 does not affect the transformation of Ai which behave like
a CFT primary. On the other hand if ∂i φ ∝ η ∆ , then ∂0 φ ∝ η ∆−1 . Now the time
component grows faster for η → 0 and one cannot neglect, for η → 0, the first
term on the RHS of eq. (3.16). One can check that taking this into account, ∂i φ
transforms differently than Ai .
In a CFT a generic operator is a sum of primaries and descendants. Thus
∂i φ∂j φ − 31 (∂φ)2 δij can be made primary by adding suitable descendant fields. To
find them one can impose that the variation under a special conformal transformation vanishes at the origin: this is the definition of a primary field, while descendants
change even at x = 0. In particular:
δK ∂i φ = ∆bi φ+O(x)

δK ∂i ∂j φ = (∆+1)(bi ∂j +bj ∂i )φ−δij bk ∂k φ+O(x) , (3.24)

where ∆ is the dimension of φ. For the particular case at hand we find the following
primary operator quadratic in φ (for simplicity we multiplied by (2∆ + 1) ):


1
1
2
Sij = (2∆ + 1)(∂i φ∂j φ − δij (∂φ) ) − ∆ ∂i (φ∂j φ) − δij ∂k (φ∂k φ) (3.25)
3
3
1
1
= (∆ + 1)(∂i φ∂j φ − δij (∂φ)2 ) − ∆(φ∂i ∂j φ − δij φ∇2 φ) .
(3.26)
3
3
We verify explicitly in Appendix B.1 that the 2-point function of this operator is of
the form (3.20) with dimension ∆t = 2∆ + 2.
The operator Sij is now a primary and the Higuchi bound tells us that its
longitudinal part should become ghost-like for sufficiently small ∆t . But how can
this happen if we start from a scalar with a manifestly positive 2-point function in
momentum space? The best way to understand what happens as we approach the
bound is to think about the wavefunction of the Universe for Sij . In the Gaussian
approximation it is given by


Z 3
1
d k
0
~
~
Ψ[Sij ] ∼ exp −
S
S
hσ
(
k)σ
(−
k)i
.
(3.27)
ij kl ij
kl
2 (2π)3
Here σij represents the “dual” operator in the putative CFT dual. As a consequence
of conformal invariance hσij (~k)σkl (−~k)i has the same form as eq. (3.22), but choosing
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the other branch of eq. (3.17), i.e. ∆ = ∆+ (this is checked explicitly in Appendix
B.2). In approaching the Higuchi bound ∆− → 1 and thus ∆+ → 2, we see that the
wavefunction becomes broader and broader and it becomes non-normalizable at the
Higuchi bound. In the explicit calculation in Fourier space of the spectrum of the
composite operator, one always gets an IR divergence at the Higuchi bound as we
verify explicitly in the Appendix B.1 for the case of a spin-1 composite operator. This
IR divergence is cut off by the first (and hence longest) modes that exit the horizon
during inflation. However, the cutoff dependence breaks conformal symmetry of the
correlator so the general form (3.22) is no longer expected, neither is the negativity
of the helicity-0 correlation function.7
In summary, the conformal symmetry relates the various helicities as in eq. (3.22),
so that the pathology of the helicity-0 part becomes a pathology of the full operator. However we saw that IR divergences modify eq. (3.22) in the case of composite
operators. Moreover, the contributions of descendants will change the ratio among
the different helicities and in particular one can have a non-primary spin-2 operator with an arbitrarily small ∆t . However, such composite operators are made of
tachyonic primary fields with negative dimension which grow exponentially fast at
super-horizon scales. For example, for the operator ∂i φ∂j φ − 31 (∂φ)2 δij , we need
the scalars to have ∆ ' −1 for the composite operator to have ∆t close to zero.
Thus long lived anisotropic hair can be obtained at the expense destabilizing dS by
growing scalar hair.

3.3 Observational prospects
Tensor modes with a wavelength much longer than the present Hubble radius are
unobservable if the consistency relation holds [79]. In this case, the only observable
effects arise when the tensor enters the Hubble radius: it induces tides which result
in a quadrupolar modulation of the density field [80, 81, 82, 83, 84]. In the following
we are going to neglect this “standard” effect, since we are interested in possible
additional signatures due to the violation of the consistency relation.
We parametrize the squeezed limit of hγζζi as


3
γ
s 0
s
0 s
0
hγq~s γ−~
hγq~ ζ~k1 ζ−~k1 i ∼ fNL +
q )k̂1,i k̂1,j .
(3.30)
q i hζ~k1 ζ−~k1 i ij (~
2
7
One must be careful with the real-space computations involving tachyons. Indeed if one uses
the scalar 2-point function
1
hφ(x)φ(0)i =
,
∆ < 0,
(3.28)
|x|2∆

in the expression of the primary eq. (3.25), one gets the real-space expression eq. (3.20) even below
the Higuchi bound. But again the appearance of “negative probabilities” is fictitious. In fact
the usual quantization in momentum space guarantees that the momentum space correlators are
positive definite. The problem with tachyons is that the Fourier transform from momentum to real
space,
Z
~
ξ(~
x) = d3~k k2∆−3 eik·~x ,
(3.29)
is IR divergent and hence the real space correlator is not (3.28). Indeed eq. (3.28) cannot come
R
from a positive Fourier-space spectrum, since ξ(~
x = 0) = d3~kP (k) must be positive while (3.28)
vanishes at coincidence point for ∆ < 0. The correct 2-point function contains an IR divergent
constant which physically describes the growth of the tachyon field in an eternal de Sitter.
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γ
In this way fNL
parametrizes deviations from the consistency relation: as we discussed, when the tensor is way out of the Hubble radius the only physical effects are
γ
∝ fNL
.
The tensor-scalar-scalar correlation function can be directly tested by measuring
the correlation between temperature and B-mode polarization in the CMB, hBT T i
[62]. A very rough estimation of the signal-to-noise of such three-point function,
when noise is dominated by cosmic variance, is
Z 2
d lB d2 lT
hBlB TlT TlT i0 2
2
(S/N ) = Ω
(2π)2 (2π)2 hBlB BlB i0 hTlT TlT i0 2
2



lB max
γ 2
2 lT, max
,
(3.31)
log
' fNL r ∆ζ
lT, min
lB min

where the angular size of the survey and lT,min are related as Ω '

(2π)2
.
2
lT,
min

∆2ζ is the

amplitude of scalar power spectrum, ∆2ζ = 2.2 × 10−9 [85]. We see that the signal is
2

γ
r. Note also that this depends on the range of
proportional to the combination fNL
scales over which B-modes are observed. The reader may refer to [62] for a detailed
analysis of the signal-to-noise of the hγζζi 3-point function. The authors find that a
futuristic experiment with lT max ∼ 4500 and lB max ∼ 500 should be able to reach
8
2

γ
fNL
r . 6 × 103 ;

(3.32)

an experiment of this kind will be cosmic variance limited unless r . 10−3 .
Even if the tensor modes are not directly measured, the violation of the tensor
CR can be observed looking at the statistics of scalar perturbations only. We are
now going to study the effect on the scalar 2-point function and 4-point function.
3.3.1

Modulation of the scalar 2-point function

As discussed above, if the consistency relation is violated, the effect of a superhorizon tensor mode is physical and can be observed locally (see for example [86, 87,
88, 89]). Here we focus on the modulation it induces on the scalar 2-point function9
hγq~s ζ~k1 ζ~k2 i0

,
(3.33)
Pγ (q)
which would be observed as a quadrupole in the power spectrum proportional to the
average amplitude of the super-horizon spin-2 modes
h
i
h
i
γ s
Pζ (~k) = Pζ (k) 1 + fNL
ij (~q)k̂i k̂j γqs ≡ Pζ (k) 1 + Qij k̂i k̂j .
(3.34)
hζ~k1 ζ~k2 iγ ' hζ~k1 ζ~k2 i + γq~s

The (squared) amplitude of Qij is obtained averaging over all the super-horizon
modes:
Z
8π
8
4 γ 2
γ 2
2
s 0
Q =
hQij Qij i =
fNL
dq q 2 hγq~s γ−~
f
r ∆2ζ ∆N ;
qi ≈
2
15
15π
15 NL
q<H0
(3.35)
here √
there
Notice that ref. [62] uses a different notation compared to ours: fNL
r = 24fNL
.
Superhorizon tensor modes also induce short-scale correlation among scalar and tensor perturbations (see e.g. [53]).
8

9
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where r is the tensor-to-scalar ratio and ∆N is the number of e-folds of all modes
outside the present Hubble radius. Experimental limits come from the CMB: Q .
10−2 [1].10 This gives:
2

γ
r=
fNL

75 g22 1
1
. 8.5 × 105
.
4 ∆2ζ ∆N
∆N

(3.36)
2

γ
r, as in eq. (3.32).
Notice that the measurable quantity is always the combination fNL
In this case, since we do not observe the tensor mode directly, the measurement is
also sensitive to additional helicity-2 states even if they are not correlated with gravitational waves. In this case the effect is proportional to the power spectrum of this
γ
extra state, instead of r, and its coupling with scalar perturbations, instead of fNL
.
Let us comment on the quantity ∆N which describes the cumulative effect of
all super-horizon modes [90]. If the tensor (or the additional helicity-2 field) has
a (small) blue spectrum, nT > 0—this is the case of solid inflation—the integral
converges in the IR. In this case, assuming inflation is sufficiently long, the sum
over all modes gives ∆N ' n−1
T . For example, taking nT = 0.03, the experimental
γ 2
r . 2.5 × 104 . In models with a red spectrum, the integral
bound above gives fNL
is IR divergent and therefore the result depends on the duration of inflation. Notice
also that if the tensor mass during inflation is negative, the model does not evolve
towards isotropy but (slowly) away from it: in this case the initial condition for
inflation must be carefully chosen to satisfy the experimental limits on Q.
Future constraints on the amplitude Q2 will arise from the new generation of
experiments. For instance new LSS surveys may greatly improve the current limits.
In this case a very rough estimate of the signal to noise is given by
!2
Z
V
∆P (~k)
d3 k
2
(S/N ) =
2
(2π)3
P (k)


2 2 kmax 3 γ 2
' fs
∆ζ
fNL r ∆N ,
(3.37)
45π
kmin

where fs is the fraction of the sky covered by the survey. An improvement of
γ 2
(kmax /kmin ) of order 10 in the future experiments will put constraints on fNL
r
roughly of order O(100/∆N ). Note, however, that LSS measurements of the quadrupole
could be complicated by the fact that both gravitational non-linearities and redshiftspace distortions induce a quadrupole. One can also look for this effect in the 21 cm
power spectrum. A detailed analysis on the bounds one could get on Q2 is given in
[91].
The statistics of Qij
A quadrupolar modulation of the power spectrum is not only induced by tensor
perturbations but also, in models like solid inflation, by scalars and vectors [90].
The anisotropy in short-scale
power spectrum depends on (∂i ∂j /∂ 2 − 1)ζ in the case
√
of scalars and on ∂i / ∂ 2 Vj in the case of a vector. Naively one may expect that
the statistical distribution of the matrix Qij , i.e. the distribution of its eigenvalues,
10

√
For comparison, notice that the quantity g2 used in [1] is given by: g2 ≡ Q/ 5.
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depends on whether the origin of the quadrupolar modulation is a scalar, a vector
or a tensor. Indeed for a single Fourier mode the matrix is quite different comparing
scalars with tensors: for instance the scalar one has two equal eigenvalues and it is
thus axially symmetric. However once we average over all nearly Gaussian superhorizon modes, this difference is lost: rotational invariance and Gaussianity imply
that the distribution is uniquely fixed in terms of the variance
hQij Qkl i ∝

1
1
(δik δjl + δil δjk ) − δij δkl .
2
3

(3.38)

Since in all cases Qij is Gaussian (it is always linear in an approximately free field), all
correlation functions just reduce to the previous one and everything can be written
in terms of the variance. Therefore there is no way to distinguish whether Qij comes
from long-wavelength fluctuations of a scalar, a vector or a tensor.
Let us now address a different question: whether one can distinguish a quadrupole
generated by long-wavelength perturbations from
h the case in iwhich the quadrupole
is exactly axially symmetric [92]: Pζ (~k) = Pζ (k) 1 + c(k̂ · n̂)2 . This happens when
there is a preferred direction n̂ in the sky, for example due to the presence of a vector
field in the background solution, see e.g. [93, 94]. In this case two eigenvalues of the
matrix Qij are the same, while in general this will not hold for a Qij with the Gaussian statistical distribution discussed above. If the observed Qij is axially symmetric
within the experimental uncertainties, this will disfavor a quadrupole generated by
super-horizon fluctuations. We can easily quantify this statement and ask how well
one should measure the quadrupole modulation before being able to rule out the
Gaussian statistics discussed above.
A similar problem arises when studying the statistics of the shear tensor in the
Large Scale Structure [95]. Given a symmetric traceless 3 × 3 matrix we want to
find the probability density function (PDF) of the two independent eigenvalues. As
we discussed, the entries of the matrix are Gaussian. Since the distribution must be
rotationally invariant it can only depend on Qij Qij :
P (Q11 , Q22 , Q12 , Q13 , Q23 ) = N e−

2
2
2
2
2
Q2
11 +Q22 +Q33 +2Q12 +2Q13 +2Q23
2σ 2

d[Q11 Q22 Q12 Q13 Q23 ],
(3.39)
where Q33 = −(Q11 + Q22 ) and N a normalization constant. We want to perform
a change of variables writing the PDF in terms of the eigenvalues of the matrix,
respectively a, b and c = −(a + b), plus the three Euler angles, α, β, γ. The
Gaussian now depends on a2 + b2 + c2 = 2(a2 + ab + b2 ), while the Jacobian of the
trasformation is
|J| = (a − b)(a − c)(b − c) sin β = (a − b)(2a + b)(a + 2b) sin β.

(3.40)

The eigenvalues are assumed to be in decrescent order, i.e. a ≥ b ≥ c, this implies
b ≤ a, b ≥ −a/2.
After integrating over the Euler angles we get (with a suitable change of the normalization N )
P (a, b) = N (a − b)(2a + b)(a + 2b)e−

a2 +ab+b2
σ2

.

(3.41)
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This PDF agrees with the one found by Doroshkevich [95] after one sets Tr(Q) = 0.
Notice that the Jacobian suppresses the PDF when two eigenvalues are similar and
this makes the distinction from the axially symmetric case easier.
We can now compute the probability of having two nearly degenerate eigenvalues.
One has to integrate the PDF (3.41) in the region

 \ 
[ |b − c|
|a − b|
a
≤
≤
.
b ≤ a, b ≥ −
|a|
|b|
2
The explicit integration gives
√
3 3

√
3 3
P () = 1 + p
− √
4 (3 − 3 + 2 )3 4 3 − 3 + 2
√
√
3 3
3 3
+ p
− √
4 (3 + 3 + 2 )3 4 3 + 3 + 2
3 2
=
 + O(4 ).
8

(3.42)

The above formula tells us that the probability of having two eigenvalues that differ
less than 10% from each other is ∼ 0.4%. Therefore if the errors on the quadrupolar
modulation are reasonably small, one can rule out that Qij is generated by many
superhorizon Gaussian modes. Conversely, if the eigenvalues are observed to be
different one can rule out all models with a preferred direction.
3.3.2

The scalar 4-point function

The exchange of a soft graviton gives a 4-point scalar correlator in the limit in which
the sum of two momenta is small: q ≡ |~k1 + ~k2 |  ki . One gets, neglecting the terms
which respect the tensor CR,
hζ~k1 ζ~k2 ζ~k3 ζ~k4 i0 '

hζ~k1 ζ−~k1 i hζ~k3 ζ−~k3 i

0

(3.43)

X
hγq~s ζ~k1 ζ−~k1 i0 hγq~s ζ~k3 ζ−~k3 i0
s 0
hγq~s γ−~
i
q
Pγ (q)
Pγ (q)
s
X
γ 2
= fNL
Pγ (q)Pζ (k1 )Pζ (k3 )
sij (~q)skl (~q)k̂1,i k̂1,j k̂3,k k̂3,l .
=

s

The angular dependence of (3.43) can be cast in the form [96]
X
sij (~q)skl (~q)k̂1,i k̂1,j k̂3,k k̂3,l ≡ cos 2χ12,34 ,

(3.44)

s

where χ12,34 ≡ φ1 − φ3 is the angle between the projection of k1 and k3 on the plane
orthogonal to q. The final expression of the trispectrum due to a graviton exchange
is
γ 2
hζ~k1 ζ~k2 ζ~k3 ζ~k4 i0 = fNL
Pγ (q)Pζ (k1 )Pζ (k3 ) cos 2χ12,34 .
(3.45)
One can look for this kind of 4-point function directly in the CMB temperature
map. The momentum dependence is similar to the standard τN L trispectrum shape
[97],
5
(3.46)
hζ~k1 ζ−~k1 +~q ζ~k3 ζ−~k3 −~qi0 = τN L Pζ (q)Pζ (k1 )Pζ (k3 ) .
3
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Notice, however, that the additional angular dependence of eq. (3.45) is such that
the two shapes are effectively orthogonal and no constraint on eq. (3.45) can be
obtained from the τN L bounds: a dedicated analysis must be performed. It is easy
to estimate what kind of constraints (or detection!) one should be able to get with
a dedicated analysis. The bound on τN L < 2800 (95% CL) [12] can be roughly
converted in
γ 2
r . 4 × 104 ,
(3.47)
fNL
where we wrote Pγ = Pζ r/4 and we took into account a factor of hcos2 χ12,34 i = 1/2
which arises when one integrates eq. (3.45) over all configurations. It is important
to stress that this bound is not so much worse than the futuristic limit using Bmodes of eq. (3.32). This strongly motivates a dedicated analysis of this shape of
the 4-point function: a signal of tensors could be already in Planck temperature
data, even without observing B-modes! Moreover this signal has the advantage of
being sensitive to extra helicity-2 states which induce a 4-point function of the form
(3.46), even in the absence of mixing with gravitational waves.
One can also attempt to measure the scalar 4-point function by looking at galaxy
number counts. By correlating the amplitudes of a pair of 2-point functions, reference [98] studies whether future surveys will be able to observe this effect. It is
straightforward to translate their results in our notation. The variance of the effect
induced by a violation of the consistency relation for future surveys is
 2


S
π γ 4 2 4 kmax 6
'
f
r ∆ζ
.
(3.48)
N
6075 NL
kmin
For a survey like Euclid, for which kmin ' 10−3 Mpc−1 , the expected constraints
γ 2
from this observable are fNL
r . 2 × 104 (0.1 Mpc−1 /kmax )3 , comparable to the
limits that would be obtained by analyzing the CMB 4-point function. Note that in
the event of a positive detection, the above estimate of the signal-to-noise ratio in
the 4-point function breaks down due to the non-Gaussian contribution to the noise.
Beyond this point, an improved estimator (analogous
to the one introduced in [99])
√
is necessary to decrease the error-bars as 1/ Ndata .

3.4

Discussion and Outlook

We showed that tensor CRs are very robust and that their violation would contain
a lot of insight into the physics of inflation, showing that anisotropic perturbations
are not quickly redshifted away. We know few explicit models which violate tensor
CRs, but it would be nice in the future to study systematically this violation. In
particular one could explore the connection between the general analysis of tensor
mass terms done in [42, 100] and the violation of tensor CRs. Since we are discussing
non-adiabatic tensor perturbations, one would like to understand what happens at
reheating and in particular if additional contributions which violate tensor CRs can
arise at the end of inflation, similarly to what happens in the case of scalars. Since
the Higuchi bound applies also to higher-spin states, much of what we said could be
generalized to these cases as well. From the experimental side, it would be extremely
interesting to get explicit constraints on the helicity-2 mediated scalar trispectrum,
eq. (3.45), using Planck data and start thinking about future improvements from
LSS data. We will come back to some of these issues in the next chapters.

Chapter 4

Light Particles with Spin in Inflation
The addition of extra light scalars in the inflationary spectrum has been studied
for many years. On the other hand, the study of particles with spin is much more
recent [14, 101, 102]. One of the reasons lies in the Higuchi bound [54] that states
that the mass m of a particle with spin s must satisfy m2 > s(s − 1)H 2 . As we have
extensively discussed in the previous chapter for spin-2 particles, this consequence
of the (approximate) de Sitter symmetries implies that particles with spin decay
outside the horizon faster than 1/a, and hence they leave a small effect in the
squeezed limit
 of2 correlation functions. The effect of even more massive particles,
1 2
2
m > s − 2 H , is exponentially suppressed but very peculiar, with an oscillatory
pattern in the squeezed limit [14].
In this chapter we show explicitly that the coupling with the preferred foliation
can make a light particle with spin healthy and we study the physics of these light
states. The construction of the action for these states follows rather straightforwardly from the rules of the EFTI, as we will discuss in Section 4.1. The Higuchi
bound implies that these states only exist in the presence of the inflating background,
similarly to excitations of a fluid more than elementary particles. (In this sense
what we propose is cosmological condensed matter rather than cosmological collider
physics [14].) In the language on non-linearly realised symmetries, they are matter
fields coupled to the Goldstones. As such their action can also be constructed following the usual Coleman-Callan-Wess-Zumino (CCWZ) rules for non-linearly realised
spacetime symmetries, as we will discuss in Subsection 4.1.1. These light states have
prescribed couplings with the inflaton. Indeed the “boost” isometries of de Sitter
are spontaneously broken by the foliation and thus non-linearly realised. This gives
rise to consistency relations: the 2-point function of light particles with spin is not
de Sitter invariant (since it violates the Higuchi bound) and this variation fixes the
coupling with the Goldstone of time-translations, i.e. the inflaton fluctuations, in
the squeezed limit. This relation will be explicitly verified in the simplest example
of these theories: spin-1 (Section 4.2).
To study the phenomenological implications of these states, we are going to focus
on the most interesting example: the one of helicity-2 states. The reason is two-fold.
First of all, a simple parity argument suppresses the contribution of vectors in the
squeezed limit which, as we discussed, is a most prominent signatures of light states.
This makes the simplest case, the one of spin-1, not so interesting. Particles of spin-2
are unsuppressed in the squeezed limit and moreover they can mix with the graviton
and modify the predictions related to tensor modes. These signatures are studied in
43
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Section 4.4, leaving some details of the calculations to Appendix C. A light particle
of spin-2 modifies both the scalar and the tensor power spectrum. Depending of the
parameters one of the spectra (or both) can be dominated by the exchange of the
extra state. We study the effect of the light spin-2 state on hζζζi and hζζζζi, where
an angle dependent non-Gaussianity is induced, and on hγζζi where the limit of soft
graviton momentum shows a violation of the tensor consistency relation [103, 104].
The effect of these light states is enhanced when they have a small speed of
propagation. In Section 4.5 we study the experimental and theoretical constraints
on this speed of propagation. Conclusions are drawn in Section 4.6.
Before starting, let us comment on the relation with other works in the literature.
Light spin states may appear below the Higuchi bound in the form of partially
massless states [105], whose possible phenomenology in inflation was studied in [106,
107]. In this chapter we insisted on keeping the approximate shift-symmetry of the
inflaton, which is behind the observed approximate scale-invariance of the scalar
power-spectrum. A strong breaking of this symmetry can also efficiently violate the
Higuchi bound as discussed in [108]. Another way to get light states with spin is to
start with a symmetry pattern of inflation that is different from the standard one:
two examples are gauge-flation [109, 60, 110] and gaugid inflation [111].

4.1 Particles with spin in the EFTI
We want to understand how to describe matter fields, i.e. fields in addition to the
clock of inflation π, in the framework of the EFTI. For scalars, the procedure is
straightforward: one just writes an action for an extra scalar σ with the usual rules
of the EFTI [15]. (For instance in unitary gauge a term of the form (g 00 +1)(g 0µ ∂µ σ)
describes the mixing between the inflaton and σ.) Things are somewhat different for
particles with spin. Let us concentrate for concreteness on particles with spin-1. One
might think to start with a four-vector Σµ and write an action with the usual rules
of the EFTI; however this is not the most correct procedure. If we concentrate on
scales much shorter than Hubble and forget about gravity, the inflaton background
spontaneously breaks the Lorentz group to rotations. The usual logic of non-linearly
realised symmetries tells us that one should classify fields as representations of the
unbroken group, in this case rotations. Therefore we should start from a 3-vector,
not a 4-vector 1 . It is irrelevant to know to which Lorentz representation this 3vector belongs: to build a Lagrangian which non-linearly realises the broken group
one just needs to know the transformation properties under the unbroken group.
Actually the question about the Lorentz representation is ill-defined: one in general
will not be able to recombine the fields to form Lorentz multiplets in the same sense
as in the chiral Lagrangian one cannot combine states under representations of the
axial group.
Let us see what is the procedure to build an action in terms of a 3-vector.
• In a generic gauge, the slices of constant inflaton are ψ ≡ t + π(xi , t) = c.
Given the preferred foliation there is a natural way to split the tangent space
1
The breaking of de Sitter isometries induces a separation among the different helicities of a
particle with spin. However, one cannot completely disentangle one helicity from the others since
the selection of one helicity is an intrinsically non-local operation.
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at each point, and thus tensors, in the projections parallel and orthogonal to
the surface (see Chapter 1). Fields are classified as three-tensors.
• It is also natural to parametrise the 3-surfaces of constant inflaton with the
spatial coordinates xi that we use for the whole spacetime. This gives a basis
of the tangent space on the submanifold: ∂/∂xi . Objects living on the slice can
be written in terms of this basis. A vector will have only three components:
Σi · ∂/∂xi .
• So far the fields live on the three-dimensional slices embedded in spacetime,
but in order to describe their couplings to the four-dimensional fields including
gravity one needs to “push forward” them to objects living in four dimensions.
Of course the mapping will depend on the particular configuration of the inflaton slices described by π
Σµ (Σi , π) = Σi

∂xµ
∂xi

(4.1)

.
ψ

This is a four-vector tangent to the surfaces of constant ψ and it is specified
by its three independent components Σi .
• Given that

∂t
∂xi

ψ

∂ψ
=− i
∂x



∂ψ
∂i π
=−
∂t
1 + π̇

(4.2)

one can write an explicit expression for the components of the corresponding
four-vector


∂i π Σi
i
µ
i
, Σ .
(4.3)
Σ (Σ , π) = −
1 + π̇
This is the object we will use to build the action: one can explicitly check that
it transforms as a vector under all diffs.
This method can be applied to build an action for a field transforming in any tensor
representation of three dimensional rotations, and therefore representing particles of
arbitrary spin. In particular, a spin-2 particle would be described by a traceless rank2 symmetric tensor Σij with five independent components. The diffeomorphisminvariant action for it can be written in terms of the traceless symmetric four-tensor
Σµν with the four extra components given in terms of π and Σij :
Σ00 =

∂i π∂j π ij
Σ ,
(1 + π̇)2

Σ0j = −

∂i π ij
Σ .
1 + π̇

(4.4)

The above construction can also be understood if one starts in unitary gauge, i.e.
with π = 0. In this gauge, since the slices of constant inflaton coincide with the ones
of constant time, a vector on the surface has only spatial components. It transforms
as a vector under time-dependent spatial diffs, so one can use it in this gauge provided
spatial indexes are contracted. If one goes out from the unitary gauge, doing a time
diff. , one has to perform the usual Stückelberg procedure introducing π. This gives
the expression (4.1) albeit from a somewhat different perspective.
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4.1.1

Matter fields in the CCWZ approach

Since the presence of the foliation introduces a natural split of the tangent space, it
breaks the local Lorentz invariance to the rotation subgroup. This suggests that one
can employ the CCWZ approach [112, 113] for writing an action for the Goldstone
and matter fields, which would non-linearly realises the broken symmetries. A formulation of single-clock inflation in the presence of an approximate shift-symmetry
of the inflaton was presented in [114] directly in the CCWZ language, including the
coupling with gravity. The system has the same symmetries of a superfluid. The
full symmetry group is taken to consist of the internal shift symmetry generated by
Q and local ISO(1, 3) Poincare group on the tangent space generated by translation
Pa and Lorentz transformation Jab operators.2 The superfluid phase corresponds to
a finite density of the global charge Q with chemical potential µ. The state breaks
local boosts, time translations, and the global shift symmetry, but preserves a combination of time translations and shifts generated by P 0 = P0 + µ Q. Moreover, in
order to recover gravity in this approach one assumes that all the local Poincare
shifts are non-linearly realised. The only linearly realised symmetries are local rotations generated by Jmn . The corresponding coset element is parameterised by eight
Goldstone fields: y a for local translations, π for the internal shift, and η m for boosts,
and can be chosen to be
Ω = ei y

a

P̄a i π Q i η m J0m

e

e

.

(4.5)

All the building blocks that are allowed to be used in the action can be read off from
the Maurer-Cartan form


1 mn
−1
a
m
Ω Dµ Ω ≡ i ∇µ y
P̄a + ∇a π Q + ∇a η J0m + A a Jmn .
(4.6)
2
The coefficients in front of the broken generators correspond to the CCWZ covariant
derivatives of the Goldstone fields and can be used in the action in the combinations
that preserve unbroken local rotations. The coefficients of the unbroken generators
give a connection that defines a covariant derivative needed to construct higher
derivative terms and to act on non-Goldstone matter fields. All these objects are
calculated in reference [114] where it was also shown that they are the same as the
building blocks of the EFTI action. In what follows we briefly review these building
blocks and show that adding matter fields in the CCWZ language is equivalent to
the EFTI construction introduced in the previous Section.
The covariant derivative ∇µ y a of the translation Goldstones gives the “coset
vierbein"
∇µ y a ≡ E a µ = Λb a eb µ ,
(4.7)
where we have introduced the boost matrix in the vector representation
Λa b (η) ≡ (ei η

mJ

0m

)a b ,

(4.8)

and eb µ is the space-time vierbein, which defines the metric as ea µ eb ν ηab = gµν . The
coset vierbein transforms covariantly under the unbroken SO(3) rotations: E 0 µ is
2

Here we use the latin indices a, b, . . . and m, n, . . . for the four- and three-dimensional tangent
spaces respectively in order to distinguish them from the coordinate indices µ, ν, . . . and i, j, . . . .
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a singlet and E m µ is a triplet. It can be used to construct an invariant integration
measure d4 x det E = d4 x det e.
The covariant derivatives of the Goldstones π and η m read


∇a π ≡ eb µ Λb a ∂µ ψ − µ δa0 , ∇a η m ≡ eb µ Λb a Λc 0 ∂µ Λcm + ω c d µ Λc 0 Λdm , (4.9)
where we have introduced the field ψ ≡ π + µ y 0 , and ω c d µ is the spin-connection
that corresponds to the vierbein eb µ . These covariant derivatives can also be used to
impose additional constraints on the effective theory. If these constraints allow one
to reduce the number of the Goldstone fields by expressing some of the Goldstone
fields in terms of the others in a local manner then they are called inverse Higgs
constraints. In the case at hand we can impose the condition ∇m π = 0, which
allows to express η m in terms of the derivatives of π:
∇m π = Λa m ea µ ∂µ ψ = 0 .

(4.10)

It means that the transformation Λa b corresponds to a boost with velocity
βm ≡

em µ ∂µ ψ
ηm
tanh η = − µ
,
η
e 0 ∂µ ψ

(4.11)

√
where η ≡ ηm ηn δmn . Therefore, the first row of the boost matrix Λa b gives the
unit normal to the constant ψ slices in the orthonormal basis and the other three
rows are three orthonormal vectors lying in the tangent space to a slice:
Λ a 0 = na ≡ − √

ea µ ∂ µ ψ
,
−∂ν ψ∂ ν ψ

na Λa m = 0 ,

ηab Λa m Λb n = δmn .

(4.12)

Four vectors Λa m give an embedding of the space tangent to the slice in the tangent
space of the space-time. In particular, any vector tangent to a constant ψ slice can
be written in terms of three components Σm in this orthonormal basis as
Σµ (Σm , π) = ea µ Λa m Σm = Σm Em µ ,

(4.13)

and the normal to a slice is given by the remaining forth tetrad nµ = E0 µ . Comparing this embedding to equation (4.1) we can write an explicit transformation between
the three components of a tangent vector in the coordinate and orthonormal bases
respectively:
∂xµ
Σi .
(4.14)
Σm = E m µ
∂xi ψ
The transformation matrix is nothing else but a dreibein for the induced metric on
constant ψ slices.
After fixing the boost Goldstones η, the remaining covariant derivatives (4.9)
give the familiar objects of the EFTI:
p
p
∇0 π = −∂µ ψ∂ µ ψ − µ = −µ( −g 00 + 1) ,
(4.15)
p
∇0 ηm = Em µ nν ∇ν nµ = −em µ ∂µ log −g 00 ,
(4.16)
∇n ηm = Em µ En ν ∇ν nµ = em µ en ν Kνµ ,

(4.17)
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where ∇µ is the usual four-dimensional covariant derivative associated with the
metric gµν and the last equalities give the corresponding unitary gauge objects.
Higher order terms in the derivative expansion are obtained by acting on the above
terms by the CCWZ covariant derivative.
Additional matter fields in the CCWZ language should belong to the representations of the unbroken subgroup, the SO(3) rotations in our case. Under the broken
symmetry transformations these fields transform with Goldstone-dependent, and
thus space-time dependent rotations. In order to preserve the non-linearly realised
symmetries one has to use the CCWZ covariant derivatives with the Goldstonedependent connection:


Am n a = Ea µ Λc m ∂µ Λc n + ω c d µ Λc m Λd n ,
(4.18)
with parameters ηm of the boost matrix Λ fixed in terms of the time translations
Goldstone field π by equation (4.11). For a vector field under SO(3) rotations Σm
the covariant derivative is thus
∇a Σm ≡ Ea µ ∂µ Σm + Am n a Σn


= Ea µ ∂µ Σm + (Λc m ∂µ Λc n + ω c d µ Λc m Λd n ) Σn


= Ea µ Λc m ∂µ (Λc n Σn ) + ω c d µ Λd n Σn
= Ea µ E m ν ∇µ (Σm Em ν ) .

(4.19)

It is nothing else but the projection to the tangent space of a slice of the usual fourdimensional covariant derivative of corresponding four-vector Σµ (Σm , π) defined in
equation (4.13). This can be readily extended to a matter field that transforms in
any other representation of the unbroken rotations. We have thus shown that the
CCWZ construction is equivalent to the natural embedding prescription introduced
before up to a π-dependent field redefinition (4.14). In what follows we will use the
latter since it can be easily combined with the usual EFT of Inflation routine.

4.2

Spin-one example

In order to warm up let us consider the theory of a massive spin-1 particle in inflation
and discuss the connection to the relativistic Proca theory. The reader interested
in the phenomenology of light spinning particles can skip straight to Section 4.4. In
order to write a general quadratic action for the vector field Σi we apply the EFTI
prescription to the four-vector Σµ . The most general quadratic Lagrangian for Σµ
can be written as
1
1
L2 = (1 − c21 ) nν nλ ∇ν Σµ ∇λ Σµ − c21 ∇µ Σν ∇µ Σν
2
2
1
1
− (c20 − c21 ) ∇µ Σµ ∇ν Σν − (m2 + c21 H 2 )Σµ Σµ .
2
2
(4.20)
There are three independent kinetic terms one can write. We have fixed the overall
normalisation to have a canonical time kinetic term and chosen the remaining two
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parameters c20 and c21 to be the propagation speeds for the helicity-0 and -1 modes
respectively. Given that Σµ nµ ≡ 0, all the possible kinetic terms where nµ is
contracted with the vector field index contribute to the quadratic action only by
changing the mass term: nµ ∇ν Σµ = −Σµ ∇ν nµ . They do, however, contribute to the
interactions with π and have to be considered for the phenomenological applications.
The quadratic action for Σi then reads
Z


1
S2 =
d3 x dt a3 (σ̇ i )2 −c21 a−2 (∂j σ i )2 −(c20 −c21 ) a−2 (∂i σ i )2 −m2 (σ i )2 , (4.21)
2
where we have defined a new field σ i ≡ a Σi which has a time kinetic term of
a canonical scalar field. The Latin indices here and in what follows are summed
with δij . Note that, at variance with the Lorentz-invariant Proca action for the
massive spin-1 field the sign of the helicity-0 kinetic term is not related to the mass
parameter. It shows that the scaling dimension of the spin-1 field in the inflationary
background is not bounded by unitarity requirements (Higuchi Bound) and can be
chosen to be arbitrary, even when the space-time metric is exactly de Sitter.
P (h)
In Fourier space we decompose σi in terms of its helicites, σi (~k, η) ≡ h σk (η)×
P (h)
0
(h)
(h0 )
i (k̂) , where i i (k̂) (i (k̂))∗ = δ hh . The mode functions for a given comoving momentum k and helicity h that correspond to the Minkowski-like vacuum for
the deep subhorizon modes are given by
r
√
π 1 iπ(ν+ 1 )
9 m2
(h)
3/2
(1)
2 (−η)
Hν (−ch k η) ,
with
ν=
e2
−
.
σk (η) = H
2
4 H2
(4.22)
The two-point function at late times takes the form

22ν−2 Γ2 (ν) H 2 
−2ν
−2ν
hσ i (η, ~k)σ j (η, −~k)i0 '
(δ
−
k̂
+
k̂
,
(4.23)
k̂
)
c
k̂
c
ij
i
i
j
j
1
0
π k 2ν (−η)2ν−3
which corresponds to an operator with scaling dimension ∆ = 32 − ν. The scaling
dimension is determined by the mass parameter in the quadratic action and can be
made to lie below the Higuchi bound 0 ≤ ∆ ≤ 1. Negative scaling dimensions for a
massive field would mean that the stress energy tensor of the fluctuations is growing
at late time signalling the breakdown of perturbation theory.
Apart from the quadratic action (4.21) the Lagrangian (4.20) leads also to cubic
interactions of order O(σ 2 π) given by the following Hamiltonian:
Z

σσπ
Hint = − d3 x a2 2c21 H ∂i π σ̇ i ∂j σ j − (c20 − c21 ) ∂i π σ i (∂t − H)∂j σ j

+ (c21 − 1) ∂i π ∂i σ j σ̇ j .
(4.24)
To perform one more check that this geometric construction reproduces the correct
couplings to the Goldstone field π in the next subsection we shall check the conformal
consistency relation for the vector field σ i . We calculate the πσσ three-point function
sourced by this interactions in the limit of the soft π mode and confirm that is related
to the action of the special conformal transformation on the two-point function of σ.
But before we proceed let us comment on the relation of the developed formalism
to the standard Proca action for a massive vector field.
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Since in our formalism the spin-1 field is embedded in a four-vector
with only three independent components, it might not be obvious how, in the same
formalism, we can discuss the ordinary Proca theory, which has four components.
Let us see how to do this. Let us consider a Proca four-vector, B µ , and let us
decompose it in a component perpendicular to the slicing of uniform physical clock
and three components parallel to it:
Proca field.

B µ = Σµ + nµ φ ,

with nµ Σµ = 0 .

(4.25)

To describe a Proca field, B µ , we need an additional scalar field, φ, on top of
Σµ = Σµ (Σi , π), which is the spin-1 field we defined in (4.1). B µ is a combination
of Σi , φ and π:
!
φ − ∂j π Σj
µ
B =
.
(4.26)
Σi − a−2 ∂i π φ
The dependence on π appears because our splitting in Σi and φ is done with reference
to the time-slicing induced by the physical clock, while the splitting B {0,1,2,3} is done
with respect to a clock-independent slicing. One can check that the dependence
on Σi , φ and π indeed guarantees that B µ transforms as a four-vector (as obvious
from (4.25)).
Now, a simplification occurs if B µ appears in the unitary-gauge Lagrangian always contracted in a fully diff. invariant way, for example as it appears in the
combination of a diff. invariant mass term: B µ Bµ . In this case, we expect that we
should not need π to describe the field B µ (Σi , φ, π). Indeed, the problem is solved
by performing a somewhat obvious field redefinition


!
Σi
Bµ


→
.
(4.27)
 φ 
π
π
If B µ (Σi , φ, π) appears in the action only in such a way that B µ is contracted in a
diff. invariant way, then the action in the Proca sector will depend only on the four
components B µ , reproducing the familiar approach. However, as it made clear by
our formalism, given the spontaneous breaking of time diff.s provided by inflation,
there is no need to introduce a scalar component φ to describe a spin-1 field.
We notice that in the case of Proca, the component B 0 of the vector field, which
in our formalism is described by φ, does not have a time-kinetic term. Therefore, a
Proca Lagrangian describes the propagation of three helicities, i.e. the same number
as in a theory described solely in terms of Σi . However, the physics associated to
the two Lagrangians is completely different, as it is evident from the fact that the
spectrum of the theory built with just Σi can violate the Higuchi bound.
This observation highlights a freedom in our construction: the possibility of
having auxiliary fields. Lacking a time-kinetic term, these fields do not propagate
additional degrees of freedom. They can therefore be integrated out by solving for
them and plugging back the resulting solution. This will lead to a non-local-looking
Lagrangian, as it will contain several factors of inverse-Laplacians. This can lead to
instantaneous propagation which is not compatible with a standard Lorentz invariant
UV completion. Therefore one should impose microcausality, i.e. the commutativity
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of field outside the lightcone, as a restriction on the model parameters. Due to the
abundance of auxiliary fields and terms that we can add, the process can become
quite cumbersome, and it would be nice to find a straightforward way to add these
auxiliary fields automatically preserving microcausality.3
4.2.1

Consistency relation for special conformal transformations

The Higuchi bound [54] is a consequence of the de Sitter isometries, or equivalently
of the conformal symmetry of late-time correlators. The 2-point function is fixed
by these symmetries and for small masses the longitudinal component becomes a
ghost. The coupling with the foliation breaks the de Sitter isometries4 : the 2-point
functions of the various helicities are not anymore related to each other and thus
the Higuchi bound can be avoided. However, the breaking induced by the inflaton
background is spontaneous and not explicit, so that the symmetry is still there
albeit non-linearly realised. The 2-point function of a particle with spin is now not
invariant under the symmetries, but its variation is related to the coupling with
soft Goldstone modes. The consistency relations associated with special conformal
transformations (or boost isometries of de Sitter) were studied in [115, 116, 117].
These relations state that the effect of the gradient of the soft mode ∂i πL is
equivalent to a special conformal transformation with parameter bi = − 12 H ∂i πL :


1
~ hσ i (~k) σ j (−~k)i0 + O(q/k)2 , (4.28)
hπ(~q) σ i (~k) σ j (−~k − ~q)i0 =
H Pπ (q) ~q · K
q~→0 2
~ is the generator of the special conformal transformations in momentum
where K
5
space. Particles with spin with masses below the Higuchi bound do not have a
conformal invariant 2-point function: the RHS of the equation above is therefore
non-zero and it implies a prescribed coupling with the soft inflaton fluctuations.
It is worthwhile stressing that this consistency relation implies a coupling with π
that remains perturbative, i.e. suppressed by ∆ζ , even when we are well below the
Higuchi bound and the 2-point function is very far from conformal invariance. This
remains true even when one gives very different speeds of propagations to the various
helicities.
Let us now verify eq. (4.28). In order to calculate the special conformal transformation of the two-point function it is useful to contract the tensor indices of the
vectors σ i with the polarization vectors i , ˜j . The late time limit of the two-point
3

Working directly in terms of the field B µ does not seem to help. While in the Lorentz invariant
case of Proca one can easily verify that the Lagrangian obtained after integrating out B 0 is local,
notwithstanding the non-local-looking factors, microcausality is not generically preserved as we
move away from the Lorentz invariant case by adding couplings of B µ to the foliation.
4
The foliation breaks both the dilation and the boost isometries of de Sitter. We are here
interested in the boosts since these relate the different helicities and therefore must be broken to
violate the Higuchi bound. Furthermore in this thesis we assume that the inflaton is endowed with
an approximate shift symmetry, so that a residual diagonal symmetry—dilation combined with an
inflaton shift—is linearly realised. This is the usual slow-roll assumption and it is the origin of the
observed approximate scale-invariance of the scalar power spectrum.
5
An explicit expression for K can be found in the equation (A.157) of reference [14].
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function (4.23) then takes the form:
22ν−2 Γ2 (ν) H 2
hi σ (η, ~k) ˜j σ j (η, −~k)i0 =
η→0 π k 2ν (−η)2ν−3
i



( · ˜)
+
c2ν
1



1
1
− 2ν
c2ν
c
0
1




( · k̂)(˜
 · k̂) .

For a particular choice of polarisation vectors and the soft momentum:
~q · ~k = ~q · ~ = 0 ,

~q · ~˜ 6= 0 ,

(4.29)
(4.30)

the special conformal transformation of a two-point function was calculated in [14]
and for the 2-point function (4.29) reads


2ν + 1 2ν − 1 H 2 22ν−2 Γ2 (ν) ( · k̂)(˜
 · ~q)
i
j
0
~
~
~
(~q·K) hi σ (η, k) ˜j σ (η, −k)i = −
+
.
2ν
2ν
2ν+1
2ν−3
k
(−η)
c1
c0
(4.31)
Notice that the 2-point function is not conformal invariant even for masses above
the Higuchi Bound. This is compatible with the fact our formalism is intrisically
related to the foliation and does not simply interpolate with that de Sitter invariant
Proca action. The perturbative contribution to the three point function hπ σ σi due
to the interaction (4.24) is given by
Z η∗
h
i
i
j
πσσ
hπ(q) i σ (k) ˜j σ (p)iη0 = −i
dηh π(~q) i σ i (~k) ˜j σ j (~
p), Hint
(η) i . (4.32)
−∞

For the consistency relation we need only the leading order in q/k, and it is possible
to obtain an explicit expression for the three-point function at late times η∗ → 0:
hπ(~q) i σ i (~k) ˜j σ j (~
p)i0η∗ →0 =
h
i

(0)
(1)
− i H Pπ (q) ( · ~k)(˜
 · ~q) − ( · ~q)(˜
 · ~k) σk (η∗ ) σk (η∗ ) η∗ →0
Z 0

o
n
(0)
(1)
(0)
(1)
dη (c21 − c20 ) (−η)σk0 (η)σk (η) + 2c20 σk (η)σk (η) − c.c. , (4.33)
−∞

where the mode functions are given in (4.22). Taking the integral one can check
that the consistency relation holds for all values of the sound speeds and scaling
dimension.

4.3 Minimal spin-s theory
As discussed, a minimal description of a spin-s particle during inflation is given by
a traceless6 rank-s tensor field Σi1 ...is . The action that explicitly preserves all spacetime symmetries can be written by using its four-dimensional version Σν1 ...νs , and
contracting with the vector nµ :
Z

1
S=
a3 d3 x dt (1 − c2s ) nµ nλ ∇µ Σν1 ...νs ∇λ Σν1 ...νs − c2s ∇µ Σν1 ...νs ∇µ Σν1 ...νs
2s!

−δc2s ∇µ Σµν2 ...νs ∇λ Σλ ν2 ...νs − (m2 + s c2s H 2 ) Σν1 ...νs Σν1 ...νs . (4.34)
6

hij

The trace of Σi1 ...is should be taken using the induced metric on the constant inflaton slices:
µ
∂xν
= gµν ∂x
. This implies that the four-dimensional field Σν1 ...νs is also traceless.
∂xi
∂xj
ψ

ψ
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For a canonically normalized field there are only three free parameters in the quadratic
action at leading order in derivatives, independently of the spin: two speed parameters c2s and δc2s fixing the propagation speeds for all the helicity modes, and the
mass m.
Expanding the action in powers of the Goldstone field one obtains a free action
for the spinning particle and its leading interactions with π. The quadratic action
reads
1
S2 =
2s!

Z


a3 d3 x dt (σ̇ i1 ...is )2 − c2s a−2 (∂j σ i1 ...is )2 − δc2s a−2 (∂j σ ji2 ...is )2

− m2 (σ i1 ...is )2 ,
(4.35)

where we have defined a new field σ i1 ...is ≡ as Σi1 ...is , which has the same timekinetic term as a canonical scalar field with mass m2 . Note that there are only two
independent operators that constitute the spatial kinetic term for a traceless tensor
field. This means that although the action propagates 2s + 1 different helicity
modes, all propagation speeds c2h for h = 0, . . . , s can be expressed as some linear
combinations of c2s and δc2s . The coefficients in these combinations are not universal
and depend on the spin. It is easy to see, however, that the speed of the highest
helicity mode h = s is given by cs for any spin.7 In particular, for a spin-1 field
c21 = c2s and c20 = c2s + δc2s , and for a spin-2 field
c22 = c2s ,

2
c20 = c2s + δc2s ,
3

1
1
3
c21 = c2s + δc2s = c22 + c20 .
2
4
4

(4.36)

In particular, in order to avoid gradient instabilities and superluminal propagation
for all the modes of a speed-2 particle, the speed parameters have to be in the range
0 ≤ c2s ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ c2s + 32 δc2s ≤ 1. Notice that the mass term is the same for all
the helicities and this implies that the time dependence on super-horizon scales is
common to the whole multiplet.
Given that the transformation of σ under boosts is π-dependent, the action (4.34)
has to contain interactions between σ and the Goldstone field π. The structure of
these minimal interactions is completely fixed by symmetries and all the couplings
are determined in terms of the parameters of the free Lagrangian. In order to study
the phenomenological and theoretical consequences of these interactions, we need
to consider the structure of the cubic σ 2 π and quartic σ 2 π 2 interactions. The cubic
action is given by
1
S3 =
s!

Z


dt d3 x a3 (c2s − 1) ∂j π ∂j σ i1 ...is σ̇ i1 ...is


+ 2c2s sH ∂i π σ ii2 ...is ∂j σ ji2 ...is − δc2s ∂i π σ ii2 ...is (∂t − sH) ∂j σ ji2 ...is , (4.37)
7

One can also show that c2h = a c2s + (1 − a) c20 with 0 ≤ a ≤ 1 for any helicity h.
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while the quartic interactions are given by the following action:
Z


1
d3 x dt a3 s m2 −(5s+(5s2 −4s) c2s +(s−1)(s+4) δc2s ) H 2 a−2 (∂i π σ ii2 ...is )2
2s!
+ 2(2c2s + δc2s ) sH a−2 π̇ ∂i π σ ii2 ...is ∂j σ ji2 ...is + 2(1 − c2s ) sH a−2 ∂i π̇ ∂j π σ ii2 ...is σ ji2 ...is
S4 =

− (s + δc2s (s − 1)) a−2 (∂t (∂i π σ ii2 ...is ))2 + δc2s sH a−2 π̇ ∂i π σ ii2 ...is ∂j σ̇ ji2 ...is
+ c2s s a−4 (∂j (∂i π σ ii2 ...is ))2 + δc2s (s − 1) a−4 (∂j (∂i π σ iji3 ...is ))2


+ (1 − c2s ) a−4 (∂j π ∂j σ)2 + 2 a−2 π̇ ∂j π σ̇ ∂j σ + a−2 (∂j π)2 (σ̇)2 . (4.38)
As expected, the fact that the matter field σ have to realise non-linearly the full
Poincare symmetry fixes the form and the coefficients of its interactions with the
Goldstone field π.8 These interaction will induce non-Gaussianities in π correlation functions that are inevitable consequences of the presence of the extra field σ
and its non-relativistic structure. In Section 4.5 we provide an estimate for these
non-Gaussianities, where we also take into account the constraints induced by the radiative stability of the theory. We will find that radiative stability and observational
constraints do not qualitatively limit the observational consequences associated to
the presence of spinning particles coupled to the inflaton, that we elaborate in detail
in the next section for the particularly interesting case of a spin-2 particle.

4.4 Phenomenology of a light spin-two
In this section we focus on the phenomenology of a light spin-2 field Σij during
inflation. There are two main reasons to skip the simpler spin-1 case. First, the
(s)
contributions to the squeezed limit of the bispectra hζq~→0 ζ~k ζ−~k i and hγq~→0 ζ~k ζ−~k i
mediated by a field with an odd spin have an extra q/k suppression [101]. Second,
the helicity-2 mode of the spin-2 field can mix with the tensor metric fluctuations:
this affects the phenomenology of gravitational waves (besides the scalar sector).
In our construction, a spin-2 field is embedded in a four-dimensional tensor Σαβ
which is traceless and orthogonal to nα . In this case the general action (4.34) reads
Z
√ 
1
S[Σ] =
d4 x −g (1 − c22 )nµ nν ∇µ Σαβ ∇ν Σαβ − c22 ∇µ Σαβ ∇µ Σαβ
4

3 2
− (c0 − c22 ) ∇µ Σµα ∇ν Σνα − (m2 + 2 c22 H 2 ) Σαβ Σαβ .
(4.39)
2
The parameters c0 and c2 give the sound speeds for the helicity-0 and helicity-2
modes respectively. The sound speed for the helicity-1 mode c21 = 41 (3c20 + c22 ) is
always positive and less then unity given that 0 ≤ c20 , c22 ≤ 1. The quadratic action
reads
Z


1
3
S[σ] =
dt d3 x a3 (σ̇ ij )2 − c22 a−2 (∂i σ jk )2 − (c20 − c22 ) a−2 (∂i σ ij )2 − m2 (σ ij )2 ,
4
2
(4.40)
8
Some of these interaction terms are degenerate with other interactions that one is allowed to
add to the effective field theory action and that start at higher order in Goldstone fields. The
coefficients of such terms are not fixed by symmetries.
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where, as before, we have defined σ ij ≡ a2 Σij . Apart from the quadratic part,
the covariant action (4.39) includes also interactions of σ ij with π and γij dictated
by the non-linearly realised diffeomorphism invariance. For a systematic study of
the phenomenology of the spin-2 field we also have to include other interaction
and mixing terms allowed by the symmetries. At the leading order in fields and
derivatives there are three independent operators9
Z
Sint =

d4 x

√



−g MPl ρ δKαβ Σαβ + MPl ρ̃ δg 00 δKαβ Σαβ − µ Σαβ Σα γ Σγβ , (4.41)

where δKαβ ≡ Kαβ −a2 Hhαβ is the fluctuation of the extrinsic curvature of constant
ψ surfaces. The term proportional to ρ is responsible of the mixing of σ both with
scalar and tensor perturbations. Going to the decoupling limit and in terms of the
2 )1/2 π and γ (c) ≡ M γ one has, up
canonically normalized fields, πc ≡ (2H 2 MPl
Pl ij
ij
to cubic order:
Z
√ h
ρ
1
ρ
a−2 ∂i ∂j πc σ ij + ρ γ̇c ij σ ij −
a−2 ×
Sint = d4 x −g − √
2
2H 2 MPl
2 H
i

ρ̃
−2
ij
ij 3
∂i πc ∂j πc σ̇ ij + 2H ∂i πc ∂j πc σ ij +
a
π̇
∂
∂
π
σ
−
µ(σ
)
.
c
i
j
c
H 2 MPl
(4.42)
In the following we are going to study the phenomenology associated with the
action above when σ is light, m  H. Notice that a background for the field σ
would induce a certain amount of anisotropy [118, 119]. In the presence of a small
mass for σ the background (slowly) redshifts away. Here we assume that the field
has a negligible background value.
Let us comment on the radiative stability of our setup. Since the interactions
involve σ without derivatives, one expects loop corrections to generate a mass for
σ. The interactions ρ and ρ̃ would not generate a σ mass in flat space since they
preserve the shift symmetry in σ up to the terms proportional to H. One can
therefore estimate the radiative corrections to the mass induced by the operator in
ρ to be

2
ρ
Λ4
2
2
√
δmρ ∼ H
(4.43)
2 ,
H
 H 2 MPl
√
where Λ is a cutoff at which the loop is cut. As we will discuss later ρ/( H) . 1 is
the condition for the stability of the system. In this case, requiring δm2  H 2 gives
2 . The loop must be cut at a scale somewhat below H 2 M 2 , which
Λ4  H 2 MPl
Pl
is the unitarity cut-off associated to the ρ interaction itself. The same estimate
eq. (4.43) works for the ρ̃ interaction. The cubic µ interaction gives a logarithmic
divergent contribution to the mass, so that for naturalness one needs µ  H. Notice that the smallness of the couplings ρ, ρ̃ and µ is radiatively stable since these
couplings are odd for σ → −σ. In conclusion, it is technically natural to have a light
σ with sizeable mixing with γ and ζ.
9

For simplicity we omit the operator m̃2 δg 00 Σ2 . This induces a πσσ coupling that is subdominant to the ones in of eq. (4.37) in the regime m̃2  H 2 .
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Estimates of the effects

In this Section we will estimate the effects of the σ field, described by the action
(4.40)-(4.41), while in the following we will make explicit calculations in some specific
cases. The spin-2 field σ affects the observables in particular through the term in
the action ∝ ρ; this induces a mixing of σ both with scalar and tensor perturbations.
In terms of the canonically normalized scalar and tensor perturbations πc and γc
the mixings are schematically of the form
ρ
∼√
∂∂πc σc ,
∼ ρ γ̇c σc .
(4.44)
H
The mixing with the scalar perturbations is enhanced with respect to the tensor
one since   1. This suggests that the effects of σ should be searched in the
statistics of scalar perturbations only. However, as we discussed, the different helicity
components of σ will have in general different propagation speeds.10 (One expects
the speeds to be also different from the speed of light, since σ is an intrinsically nonLorentz-invariant object.) If the speed of propagation of the helicity-2 component,
c2 , is smaller than the one of the helicity-0, c0 , then the helicity-2 power spectrum is
boosted and this can easily overcome the smaller mixing. Additionally, the mixing
between γ and σ does not turn off outside the horizon: as we will see, this induces, for
sufficiently small mass of σ, an enhancement of the effect of the mixing of order N 2 ,
√
where N is the number of e-folds of observable inflation. We assume ρ/( H)  c0 .
In the opposite case the speed of propagation of σ is dominated by the mixing term,
this leads to gradient instabilities.
It is easy to realise that the contribution of σ to the scalar and
tensor power spectra is of the form (see Figure 4.1)

2
H2 1
ρ
1
H 2 1  ρ 2 N 2
√
Pζ ∼
,
P
∼
,
(4.45)
γ
2 k3
2 k3 H
H
MPl
c30
MPl
c32
Power spectra.

where we assumed σ massless for simplicity. Depending on the parameters, one
can get sizeable modification of either the tensor or scalar power spectrum, or
both. Notice also that, for sufficiently small sound-speeds c0,2 , both power spectra
may be dominated by the σ exchange, while remaining in the weak mixing regime
√
ρ/( H)  1.
3-point functions. For the purpose of estimates, we will focus on the squeezed
limit of the 3-point function. As it is well-known, this limit is sensitive to the
content of light fields during inflation. Since we now understand that fields with
masses below the Higuchi bound can exist, it is natural to look for their signatures
in the squeezed limit. By symmetry arguments one can easily write the behaviour
in the squeezed limit of the 3-point functions up to an overall factor


 q  3 −ν
1
2
2
0
Pζ (q) Pζ (k) (q̂ · k̂) −
hζq~→0 ζ~k ζ−~k i = Bζ
,
(4.46)
k
3
10
In this chapter we assume, for simplicity, that the speed of the scalar perturbations π is unity.
The speed of propagation of tensor perturbations can always be taken to be one without loss of
generality [28].
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.1: Contributions to the scalar and tensor power spectra due to the exchange of a
σ field. The dots indicate a contraction between a pair of free fields, i.e. the insertion of a
power spectrum. Notice that the external lines cannot be connected without going through
a dot (contraction), and each dot is connected to external lines from both sides [64].

(s)

hγq~→0 ζ~k ζ−~k i0 = Bγ
where ν ≡

q

9
4

2

k

(s)

(4.47)

Pγ (q) Pζ (k) ij k̂i k̂j ,

(s)

m2
H2

−

 q  3 −ν

and where ij (q̂) is the polarization tensor relative to the s-th

helicity of σ. (The present experimental limit on Bζ , for ν ' 23 , from Planck is:
L=2
|Bζ | = | − 144
5 fNL | . 200 at 2σ [120]. For future constraints see [121, 118, 122].) It
is also quite easy to give a parametric estimate of the prefactors in the various cases



ρ
√
H 

Bζ ∼

ρρ interaction. Fig 4.2a

2

1
,
c2ν
0

2
ρ
1
√
Bζ ∼
,
H 
c4ν
0



ρ
ρ̃
1
√
√
,
Bζ ∼
H 
H  c2ν
0

3
µ
ρ
1
√
Bζ ∼
∆−1
.
ζ
H H 
c4ν
0


ρρ interaction. Fig 4.2b
ρρ̃ interaction. Fig 4.2a
µ interaction. Fig 4.2c

(4.48)

The dependence of c0 is obtained looking at the σ power spectra in the graphs,
taking into account that Pσ(s) ∝ 1/(cs q)2ν , and that σ freezes before π crosses the
Hubble horizon.
~k1

~k1
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<latexit sha1_base64="GADtBeKl/siep9XD/scACDgJumQ=">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

⇢ , ⇢˜

q~

q~

<latexit sha1_base64="fgapTN0Lm0YDkMumS/syuWDH/CU=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="JyYO4dkeVWUC+z0VmID/oLajFMg=">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</latexit>
<latexit

µ

q~

<latexit sha1_base64="JyYO4dkeVWUC+z0VmID/oLajFMg=">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</latexit>
<latexit

⇢
<latexit sha1_base64="X/5Y5inZQzrZu61flcE3/mbvNHM=">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</latexit>

(a)

~k1

q~

<latexit sha1_base64="X/5Y5inZQzrZu61flcE3/mbvNHM=">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</latexit>
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4. LIGHT PARTICLES WITH SPIN IN INFLATION
(s)

The correlator hγq~ ζ~k ζ−~k i0 can be estimated11 to be

Bγ ∼

ρρ interaction. Fig 4.3a
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ρρ interaction. Fig 4.3b
ρρ̃ interaction. Fig 4.3a
µ interaction. Fig 4.3c

~k1

(4.49)

~k1

<latexit sha1_base64="JjCx4e6I3lzuzxE/+m4VK3gnsf8=">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</latexit>

~k1

<latexit sha1_base64="JjCx4e6I3lzuzxE/+m4VK3gnsf8=">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</latexit>

⇢

⇢

⇢
<latexit sha1_base64="GADtBeKl/siep9XD/scACDgJumQ=">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</latexit>

⇢

<latexit sha1_base64="GADtBeKl/siep9XD/scACDgJumQ=">AAAWqXicpVjrbhtFFD4ttxJuKUj5w58VUaCg1rLTBlIkUNWWgoQKpXHSQBxFa3tsr7zeNXtJG1bmEfgLj8Qr8Ab84CE455vZ9drxXgxZOZ6ZPec71zlzxt2p64RRs/nXlasvvfzKq69de33jjTffevudzevvHoV+HPTUYc93/eC4a4fKdTx1GDmRq46ngbInXVc9644fyPtn5yoIHd9rRxdTdTqxh54zcHp2JEudYOSfbW43G038WZcHLTPYJvP3xL++8Sd1qE8+9SimCSnyKOKxSzaF/JxQi58pr90ki6k8pgjJYQ5Fp5QwVcDvHHAomtEGo8VMoZjH5tUx/x/yLMF/HxIi5rkwtMurCXAifhTPBWOKUTlyALoR9HhRQntCbbZG9B7Algj29ko5YqYa0D64HKaeYqWaz4ZVAXSymVr4uzzq8qoLzp0SmSEkaIwQvD3W2OWP+MJiXotu8fMlf/foI/qbv1/kaCzm8uFHnxp4iv0nUkL+2Ew9KvW0pgw5ThO2o4xSciRmCxzGLIuI+ESiN0bUy7ySLNhX5vkIXnZNhtbjSmpSRdDW43dT5L7eL2UcQiE7y0HWTEpp0xhI1ESbsMJz5WhTlpnmudCJb9OcCY0Vt8AZgNLK5FuGuji6mrtOzvSQKyJhCMs07QHifWAySWx9ZDRNUHsCcIe59+KLhCkkQiLXxfx7ekzHGDn0HAg2ZhNDvZ7dmrb+U2z1iDXXlUtyZMB67KyNLfRH8IXDlokcC1k6gb4e12BZEU+IDJvnFzyXGmVxnVPslwPWw2c9RM+HvNIzvlX0hL8djPp44/IszdGA9e9gD2mfd/jtOdYjMw9y8/+CPY9iin+0hH+0gC+nzvMl24UuMlJmOKdOzZriPR/l9nOSUSW0zXSzSlSpHjHOs3LcOV1d5NhYmKLFHJ1ynhhZLKM0S0PkUxlPH3m9KCmBB8r5HGPLnMsBp8Pnh+LPjH6tQFCc/6

⇢ , ⇢˜

µ

q~

<latexit sha1_base64="fgapTN0Lm0YDkMumS/syuWDH/CU=">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</latexit>

q~

q~
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Figure 4.3: Lead ng contr but ons to the hγζζi 3-po nt funct on
In our setup,
besides the inflaton, one has the additional field σ j . Since this field is traceless,
it cannot mix with scalar perturbations in the long wavelength limit, i.e. when
derivatives are negligible.12 One can thus conclude, even without knowing the details
of reheating, that isocurvature perturbations cannot be generated. Following the
same logic one can conclude that the usual Maldacena consistency relation holds
after an angular average over the orientation of the long mode:
Consistency relations and isocurvature perturbations.

Z

d log k 3 Pζ (k)
d2 q̂
hζq~ζ~k ζ−~k−~qiqk = −
Pζ (q)Pζ (k) .
4π
d log k

(4.50)

(This situation is similar to what happens in the case of Solid Inflation as we will see
in detail in the next chapter.) Notice that this consistency relation will hold even
when the power spectrum of ζ is dominated by the σ exchange. Eq. (4.50) implies
that there is no way to generate angle-independent local non-Gaussianities in this
setup. There is no sense in which tensor consistency relations are preserved. Moreover, since σ mixes with γ also in the long-wavelength limit, one in general expects
that this mixing also occurs during reheating: both the tensor power spectrum and
11

Not ce that the est mates computed n eqs (4 48) and (4 49) o Bζ and Bγ are va d even away
rom the squeezed m t w th the on y poss b e except on o the ast ne o eq (4 49) F g 4 3c Away
rom the squeezed m t there s another contr but on to hγζζi bes des F g 4 3c It s proport ona
to c−4ν
nstead o (c0 c2 )−2ν
0
12
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“local” tensor non-Gaussianities can be generated at reheating, similarly to what
happens for scalar perturbations when one has more than one scalar field. It would
be interesting to understand the most general tensor bispectrum generated in this
way.
4-point functions. The 4-point function simplifies in the countercollinear limit,
when couples of external momenta are almost equal and opposite. It receives independent contributions from all helicities of σ. In the countercollinear limit the
behaviour of the correlator is fixed by symmetries. The exchange of the helicity
states gives


q
0
3/2−ν
hζ~k1 −~qζ−~k1 ζ~k2 +~qζ−~k2 i = T0 √
Pζ (q) Pζ (k1 ) Pζ (k2 )
k1 k2
+2 
 0

X
(s)
(s )
×
ij (q̂) k̂1 ,i k̂1 j ij (q̂) k̂2 ,i k̂2 j ,
s s0 =−2

(4.51)
(s)

where ij (q̂) is the helicity-s polarization tensor. It is easy to estimate the prefactors,
for example
 µ 2  ρ  4
1
√
T0 ∼
∆−2
,
ζ
2ν
H
H 
ci c4ν
0

2
ρ̃
1
√
,
T0 ∼
H 
c2ν
i

µµ interaction. Fig 4.4a
ρ̃ρ̃ interaction. Fig 4.4b

(4.52)

where the ci stands for the speed of propagation of the helicity exchanged in the
horizontal propagator. Notice that the ρ̃ρ̃ diagram is present even in the absence of
the mixing ∝ ρ.
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<latexit sha1_base64="JAXvzQ1E11JdOzVPyC8tsRI8qqo=">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</latexit>

⇢

~k1

~k2

⇢
<latexit sha1_base64="YKjJwyTUIlyBpQX2kD7YmL4rHgQ=">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</latexit>

q~

q~

<latexit sha1_base64="JyYO4dkeVWUC+z0VmID/oLajFMg=">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</latexit>
<latexit

µ

µ

⇢˜

⇢˜

<latexit sha1_base64="tRP1TDfuzi9OH4AeUw+cCrbaCN4=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="tRP1TDfuzi9OH4AeUw+cCrbaCN4=">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</latexit>
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Figure 4.4: Lead ng contr but on to the hζζζζi

The presence of a light helicity-2 state during inflation changes the prediction for tensor modes. In particular one can consider
Large tensor non-Gaussianities.
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a regime where the tensor spectrum is dominated by the mixing with σ, while the
correction to the scalar power spectrum remains small. If the σ sector is quite nonGaussian, one will have large non-Gaussianity for tensors, while scalar perturbations
may remain close to Gaussian, as required by experiments. For concreteness let us
focus on the cubic term proportional to µ and see how it affects the various 3-point
functions. Schematically, the deviations from a Gaussian statistics are given by the
following dimensionless estimates:
hγγγi
µ
,
∼
3/2
∆3γ
Hc2
2

hγζζi
µ
1
ρ
√
∼
3 ,
3/2
H
∆γ ∆2ζ
c
Hc2
0
2 !3/2  3/2

hζζζi
1
ρ
c2
µ
√
.
∼
3
3
3/2
c0
H
∆ζ
c0
Hc2

(4.53)

In these estimates we assumed that the tensor power spectrum is dominated by
the σ exchange (while in eq. (4.49) we assumed that the σ exchange was only a
3/2
correction to the standard prediction). When µ/(Hc2 ) approaches unity, tensor
fluctuations become strongly non-Gaussian. This can happen keeping the other
√
correlators involving ζ close to a Gaussian statistics. Indeed (ρ/ H)2 · 1/c30  1
if one wants the scalar mixing with σ not to change significantly the scalar power
spectrum (see eq. (4.45)) and this makes the non-Gaussianity in hγζζi subdominant.
The same will happen for hζζζi in the regime c2 . c0 .
In the rest of this Section we are going to confirm some of these estimates by
explicit calculations.
4.4.2

Power Spectra

Let us start explicitly computing the leading corrections to both the power spectra
of curvature perturbation and of gravitational waves. For, simplicity we will do the
computations only in the limit c0 , c2  1. As we will show this is the most interesting limit since in both cases the corrections can dominate the power spectra, being
respectively. Denoting with X the perturbation ζ or
and c−2ν
proportional to c−2ν
2
0
γ, the leading correction to their power spectra is given, using the in-in formalism,
by
Z
hX~k X−~k i =
=

0

Z η
h
h
ii
Xσ
Xσ 0
dη dη 0 h Hint
(η), Hint
(η ), X~k (0) X−~k (0) i

−∞
Z 0

dη
−∞

(4.54)

−∞
Z 0

Xσ
Xσ 0
dη 0 hHint
(η) X~k X−~k Hint
(η )i
−∞
Z 0 Z η

0
Xσ
Xσ 0
−2Re
dη dη hX~k X−~k Hint (η) Hint (η )i .
−∞

−∞

Xσ (η) denotes the interaction Hamiltonian between X and σ. This interaction is
Hint
proportional to ρ both for scalars and tensors: see the first line of eq. (4.42).
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Let us compute the contribution to hζζi. Substituting the wavefunctions in eq. (4.54) we find


Cζ (ν)  ρ 2
H2
1
+
Pζ (k) =
(4.55)
2  k3
 c0 2ν H
4MPl
Power spectrum of curvature perturbations.

where,
Cζ (ν) ≡ Cζ, 1 (ν) + Cζ, 2 (ν) ,
(4.56)
2
Z ∞
(2)
e−ix (1 + ix) Hν (c0 x)
π
√
dx
,
(4.57)
Cζ, 1 (ν) ≡ c0 2ν
6
x
0
#
"Z
Z
(2)
(1)
∞
π 2ν
e−ix (1+ix) Hν (c0 x) ∞ e−iy (1+iy) Hν (c0 y)
√
dy
.
Cζ, 2 (ν) ≡ − c0 Re
dx
√
3
y
x
x
0
(4.58)
For c0  1 the integrals can be computed analytically. We get
2
22ν−3 (3 − 2ν)2 Γ 21 − ν Γ(ν)2 (1 − sin(πν))
Cζ =
.
3π

(4.59)
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Figure 4.5: Cζ as a function of ν =

1.0

q
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−
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H
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ν

in the range of masses below the Higuchi

bound: ν ∈ [ 12 , 32 ].

Figure 4.5 shows the plot of Cζ as a function of ν in the mass range below the
Higuchi bound. In the massless case one gets Cζ (ν = 3/2) = 2/3. The expression
in eq. (4.59) receives relative corrections of order c2ν
0 so it should not be trusted for
small ν. More details about the computation can be found in App. C.1.
Power spectrum of tensor perturbations. Let us move now to the computation of the tensor power spectrum. The contribution to hγγi is due to an exchange
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(2)

of a helicity-2 mode σij . Substituting the wavefunctions in eq. (4.54) we find
4H 2
Pγ (k) = 2 3
MPl k



Cγ (ν)  ρ 2
1+
c2 2ν H



(4.60)

,

where,
Cγ (ν) ≡ Cγ, 1 (ν) + Cγ, 2 (ν) ,
(4.61)
2
Z ∞
(2)
π 2ν
e−ix Hν (c2 x)
√
Cγ, 1 (ν) ≡
c2
dx
,
(4.62)
2
x
0
#
"Z
∞
−iy H (2) (c y)
−ix H (1) (c x)Z ∞
e
e
ν
ν
2
2
√
Cγ, 2 (ν) ≡ −π c2 2ν Re
dx
dy
.
√
y
x
x
0
(4.63)
Even in this case the integrals can be computed analytically in the limit c2  1.
For some details about the computation we refer the reader to App. C.1. The final
result is
2
22ν−1 Γ 21 − ν Γ(ν)2 (1 − sin(πν))
Cγ =
.
(4.64)
π
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Figure 4.6: Cγ as a function of ν =
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ν
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bound: ν ∈ [ 12 , 23 ].

In figure 4.6 we plot Cγ as function of ν in the mass range below the Higuchi Bound.
Notice that the result in this case diverges in the massless limit since the mixing
does not turn off outside the horizon. The divergence will be eventually regulated
by the finite duration of inflation. For small mass the time evolution of σ outside
2
2
2
2
the horizon is σ ∝ (−η)m /3H ∼ e−N m /3H , where N is the number of e-folds to
the end of inflation. Therefore the result (4.64) is accurate only for (m/H)2  1/N .
One can take into account the finite duration of inflation cutting off the integrals
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eqs. (4.62) and (4.63). In the massless case ν = 3/2 one gets

 !
2
4H 2
Nρ 2
Pγ (k) = 2 3 1 + 3
.
c2
H
MPl k

(4.65)

The enhancement in the massless limit can be quite sizeable: 2N 2 ∼ 104 .
If Pγ is dominated by the σ exchange, while the correction to the scalar spectrum
is small, the tensor-to-scalar ratio r is given by13
2 !
 3 
Pγ
c0
ρ
1
√
r≡
' 32
( N )2 .
(4.67)
Pζ
c2
H
c30
Notice that the tilt of the tensor power spectrum is given by the usual formula,
nt = −2, in the regime (m/H)2  1/N (although the tensor to scalar ratio is
now not fixed in term of ). In the regime of smaller masses one has the extra N
dependence of eq. (4.65), which gives an additional negative contribution to the tilt:
2
.
(4.68)
N
This formula neglects the possible time dependence of c2 : this is arbitrary and can
make tensor modes large on the short scales observed by interferometers. This opens
the possibility of studying the statistics of primordial gravitational waves on short
scales, see e.g. [18].
As it is discussed in Appendix C.2, one can exactly solve the coupled equations
of γ and σ instead of treating the mixing pertubatively. The mixing term effectively
gives rise to an additional mass term of order ρ2 , however this effect is never relevant
since we are always in the regime (ρ/H)2   . 1/N .
nt = −2 −

4.4.3

Bispectra

In this section we compute the squeezed limit of hζζζi and
hγζζi. For simplicity we assume ρ  ρ̃ and take µ = 0. In this way we can just
focus on the contributions of Fig. 4.2a for hζζζi and of Fig. 4.3a for hγζζi. In the
squeezed limit, the long mode leaves the horizon much earlier than the short ones.
We can then split the computation of the bispectrum in two: first we look at the
effect of the long mode on the small scales and then we compute the mixing between
σ and the soft field, ζ or γij .
Let Xq~ be the long mode that mixes with σ. Leaving the horizon much earlier
than the other two modes, Xq~ acts on the smaller scales as a classical background.
Working in spatially flat gauge we have
Squeezed limit.

hXq~ π~k π−~k−~qi q~→0 = hXq~ hπ~k π−~k iσb i ,
13

(4.69)

In the regime in which also Pζ is dominated by the σ exchange we have
r ' 48 (N )2



c0
c2

3
.

(4.66)
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where hπ~k π−~k iσb is the power spectrum of π modulated by the long σ mode. It can
be expanded in a power series in terms of the long mode,
(s)

hπ~k π−~k iσb ' hπ~k π−~k i +

X

(s)
σq~

hσq~ π~k π−~k i

s

Pσ(s) (q)

(4.70)

.

Bracketing eq. (4.70) with the soft Xq~ we get the leading contribution to the squeezed
3-point function,
(s)

hXq~ ζ~k ζ−~k−~qi0q~→0

=H

2

(s)

hXq~ σ−~q i0 hσq~ π~k π−~k i0
Pσ(s) (q)

(4.71)

.

where we used the fact that ζ = −Hπ . We use the in-in formalism to compute the
correlator hXσ (s) i and the 3-point function hσ (s) ππi, we get
Z 0
h
i
(s)
(s)
ππσ 0
hσq~ π~k π−~k i = −i
dη 0 h σ̂q~ π̂~k π̂−~k , Hint
(η ) i
−∞


= −4 ρ̃ MPl k 2 σq(s) (η∗ ) πk (η∗ ) πk (η∗ )
(4.72)
Z η∗

∗
(s)
×Im
dη a σq(s) (η) πk ∗ 0 (η) πk ∗ (η) ij (q̂) k̂i k̂j .
−∞

and
(s)
hX−~q σq~ i

Z
= −i

η∗

h
i
(s)
Xσ
dηh σ̂q~ π̂−~q , Hint
(η) i .

(4.73)

−∞

Here η∗ is the conformal time at the end of inflation. In the next two subsections we
report the expression for both the scalar and the tensor squeezed bispectra as a function of the mass and the speed of propagation of σ. The details of the calculations
can be found in App. C.3.
Only the helicity-0 component
(0)
of σ can mix with the soft ζ. Therefore we need to evaluate the mixing hπq~ σ−~q i and
Scalar bispectrum in the squeezed limit.
(0)

then the 3-point function hσq~ π~k π−~k−~qi.
(0)

The expression for the mixing hπq~ σ−~q i cannot be written analytically for generic
c0 . In the limit c0  1 one has
(0)

hσq~ π−~qi0 =

dπ (ν)
MPl ρ (−q η∗ )3/2−ν Pπ (k) ,
c2ν
0
q~→0

(4.74)
(0)

with dπ (ν) given in eq. (C.29). The 3-point correlation function hσq~ π~k π−~k−~qi is
given by
√


3 c(ν) ρ̃
1
(0)
− 32 +ν
2
0
hσq~ π~k π−~k iq~→0 =
(−k η∗ )
Pσ(0) (q) Pπ (k) (q̂ · k̂) −
. (4.75)
 MPl H
3
The coefficient c(ν) is given in eq. (C.31) and the power spectrum of σ is (see
eq. (C.7))
Pσ(s) (q) =

22ν−2 Γ(ν)2 H 2 (−η∗ )3−2ν
,
π
(cs q)2ν

s = 0,1,2.

(4.76)
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The final expression of the curvature bispectrum is then,
hζq~ζ~k ζ−~k i0q~→0 =



√ Fπ (ν) ρ ρ̃  q  23 −ν
1
2
,
3
P
(q)
P
(k)
(q̂
·
k̂)
−
ζ
ζ
 H2 k
3
c2ν
0

(4.77)

where again we used the leading relation among ζ and π, ζ = −Hπ. Notice that,
even if hσπi and hσππi decay in time, their product has the exact time dependence
of Pσ(0) so that the contribution due to an exchange of σ to the squeezed scalar
bispectrum is time-independent, as expected. The function Fπ (ν) is plotted in
Fig. 4.7 in the mass range below the Higuchi bound. Its expression is given by
(4.78)

Fπ (ν) = dπ (ν) c(ν) .

The bispectrum hζq~→0 ζζi can be exactly calculated when σ is massless for any value
ℱπ (ν)
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of the sound speed c0 :
hζq~ ζ~k ζ−~k i0q~→0

1 + c0 + c20 ρ ρ̃
=3 3
Pζ (q)Pζ (k)
c0 (1 + c0 )  H 2



1
2
(q̂ · k̂) −
.
3

(4.79)

Let us now
compute the squeezed tensor-scalar-scalar bispectrum. The expression of hσγi, in
the limit c2  1 is
Tensor-scalar-scalar bispectrum in the squeezed limit.

(2)

hσq~ γ−~qi0 =

3
dγ (ν)
ρ
MPl
(−q η∗ ) 2 −ν Pγ (q) .
2ν
H
c2

(4.80)

The coefficient dγ (ν) is given in eq. (C.33). Notice that, although the computation
of the above expression has been carried out explicitly assuming c2  1, one can
check that eq. (4.80) is a good approximation i.e. (O(1)) even if c2 ' 1 in the range
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1/2 < ν < 3/2 , i.e. the most interesting mass range, since it corresponds to the
masses below the Higuchi Bound. The correlator hσ (±2) ππi is,
(±2)

hσq~

π~k π−~k i0q~→0 =

3
c(ν) ρ̃
(±2)
(−k η∗ )− 2 +ν Pσ(2) (q) Pπ (k) ij (q̂) k̂i k̂j ,
 MPl H

(4.81)

with c(ν) given in eq. (C.31). The expression of the squeezed hγζζi bispectrum for
a generic mass of the field σij is
(s)

hγq~ ζ~k ζ−~k i0q~→0 =

Fγ (ν) ρ ρ̃  q  23 −ν
(s)
Pγ (q) Pζ (k) ij (q̂) k̂i k̂j ,
c22ν  H 2 k

(4.82)

being,
(4.83)

Fγ (ν) = −dγ (ν) c(ν) .

The function Fγ (ν) is plotted in Fig. 4.8 in the mass range below the Higuchi bound.
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The squeezed bispectrum diverges in the limit ν → 3/2. The situation is analogous
to what we have already discussed at the end of sec. 4.4.2. The divergence should
be trusted up to m2 /H 2 . 1/N . For smaller masses one must keep the number of
(s)
e-folds finite. In the massless limit the computation of hγq~→0 ζ~k ζ−~k i0 can be done
substituting the massless wavefunctions directly into eqs. (4.72) and (4.73).
(s)

hγq~ ζ~k ζ−~k i0q~→0 =

3 Nq ρρ̃
(s)
Pγ (q) Pζ (k) ij k̂i k̂j .
4 c32  H 2

(4.84)

The contribution
to the scalar bispectrum, due to a spinning particle, can be computed for any
configuration of the momenta ~ki without much effort if σ is massless and in the limit
Scalar three-point function in any configuration.
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c0  1. Using the in-in formalism, the expression for hζζζi is given by
Z 0 Z η h
i
0
3
dη
dη̃ hHint (η̃) Hint (η) π~k1 π~k2 π~k3 i + hπ~k1 π~k2 π~k3 HR (η) Hint (η̃)i
hζ~k1 ζ~k2 ζ~k3 i = H
−∞
0

−H

3

−∞

Z

Z

0

dη
−∞

−∞

(4.85)

dη̃ hHint (η) π~k1 π~k2 π~k3 Hint (η̃)i ,

πσ + H ππσ denotes the interaction hamiltonian (see eq. (4.42)).
where Hint ≡ Hint
int
Performing the time integrals we get

Bζ (k1 , k2 , k3 ) = −

8π 4 ρ ρ̃ I(k1 , k2 , k3 )
,
c0 3 H 2
∆ζ 4

(4.86)

with ∆2ζ ≡ k 3 Pζ (k)/2π 2 and I(k1 , k2 , k3 ) given by
k2 + 2k3
I(k1 , k2 , k3 ) = 3
k1 k2 k3 (k2 + k3 )2



1
2
(k̂1 · k̂3 ) −
+ 5 perms .
3

(4.87)

To analyze the shape of the bispectrum for general momentum configurations it is
convenient to define the dimensionless shape function
S(k1 , k2 , k3 ) ≡ (k1 k2 k3 )2 × (I(k1 , k2 , k3 ) + 5 perms) .

(4.88)

The characteristic feature of this shape is its angular dependence due to the exchange of the higher spin particle: we expect a modulation that approaches the
Legendre polynomial P2 (~k1 ·~k3 ) as we approach the squeezed configuration k1  k3 .
One natural question that arises is how much the triangle has to be squeezed in
order to see this behaviour. Figure 4.9 shows the shape of the total signal as a
function of the angle between the modes ~k1 and ~k3 , θ ≡ cos−1 (~k1 · ~k3 ), for a range
of momentum configurations with fixed k1 /k3 . Notice that the signal does not deviate much from the P2 (cos θ) in the range k1 /k3 . 0.5. As the triangle approaches
the equilateral shape (k1 /k3 . 1) the angular dependence deviates from the pure
Legendre behaviour : the peak around θ = 180° becomes prominent while its width
shrinks. This happens because for k1 /k3 ' 1 and θ ' 180° the triangle squeezes
since k2 → 0 making S(~k1 , ~k2 , ~k3 ) diverge.
4.4.4

Trispectrum

Let us compute the trispectrum hζ~k1 ζ~k2 ζ~k3 ζ~k4 i in the counter-collapsed limit assuming ρ  ρ̃ and µ = 0, in such a way that the dominant contribution is given by
Fig. 4.4b. In the counter-collapsed configuration, the four-point function simply
expresses the correlation between a pair of two-point functions, which is induced by
a low frequency σ (s) mode of momentum q  k1 ≈ k2 , k3 ≈ k4 . This long mode
crossed its sound horizon much earlier than any of the ka modes crossed the Hubble
radius and can be considered as a fixed classical background, [96]. This allows us to
use eq. (4.70) to compute the trispectrum:
hζ~k1 ζ−~k1 −~q ζ~k3 ζ−~k3 +~qi0q~→0

'H

4

(s)
+2 hσ (s) π π
X
i0 hσ−~q π~k3 π−~k3 +~qi0
~k1 −~k1 −~
q~
q
s=−2

Pσ(s) (q)

. (4.89)
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Figure 4.9: Bispectrum shape function S(k1 , k2 , k3 ) as a function of the angle θ = cos−1 (k̂1·

k̂3 ) for fixed ratio k1 /k3 . For easy comparison, the plot has been normalized such that the
height difference between θ = 0° and θ = 90° of each curve is fixed to 23 .

The squeezed hσ (s) ππi0 3-point function is given by, (see eqs. (4.75) and (4.81)),
(s)

hσq~ π~k π−~k−~qi0q~→0 =

c(ν) ρ̃
(s)
(−k η)−3/2+ν Pσ(s) (q) Pπ (k) ij (q̂)k̂i k̂j ,
 MPl H

(4.90)

Plugging eqs. (4.90) and (4.76) into eq. (4.89), we get
hζ~k1 ζ−~k1 −~q ζ~k3 ζ−~k3 +~qi0q~→0


2  
+2
X
q 3−2ν
ρ̃
T (ν)
√
Pζ (q)Pζ (k1 )Pζ (k3 ) (4.91)
=
2ν
cs
k
H 
s=−2



(s)
(s)
× ij (q̂)k̂1, i k̂1, j ij (q̂)k̂2, i k̂2, j .

The function T (ν) is plotted in Fig. 4.10 in the mass range below the Higuchi bound
and its expression is
22ν Γ(ν)2 c(ν)2
,
(4.92)
T (ν) =
π
with c(ν) given by eq. (C.31). If σ is massless, ν = 3/2 then the expression for the
trispectrum simplifies to
hζ~k1 ζ−~k1 −~q ζ~k3 ζ−~k3 +~qi0q~→0

9
= 3
8 c2



ρ̃
√
H 

2
Pζ (q) Pζ (k1 ) Pζ (k3 )×
× 
X

(s)

ij (q̂)k̂1, i k̂1, j



(s)
ij (q̂)k̂2, i k̂2, j ,

s=+

(4.93)
where we have also assumed that c2  c0 ≈ c1 , so that neglected the contributions
from the helicity 0 and 1 modes.
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The same
effect that enhances the scalar trispectrum induces, in the presence of super-horizon
modes of σ, a quadrupolar modulation on the 2-point function of scalar perturbations
(see Section 3.3),
h
i
Pζ (~k) = Pζ (k) 1 + Qij k̂i k̂j .
(4.94)
Quadrupolar modulation of the scalar power spectrum.

The matrix Qij can be computed using eqs. (4.70) and (4.90). We get
X
c(ν) ρ̃
(s)
(−kη)−3/2+ν
σ (s) (~q) ij (q̂) .
Qij '
MPl H
s

(4.95)

By averaging over all the super-horizon modes we get the expected (squared) amplitude Q2 :
8π
Q2 =
hQij Qij i
15



2
Z
16
ρ̃
q2
k 2ν
2
=
T (ν) √
dq 3
∆ζ
(4.96)
15π
c2 q
H
q<H0 k

2 2  3−2ν
∆ζ H0
16 T (ν)
ρ̃
√
=
,
15π 3 − 2ν
k
H
c2ν
2
where in the last two lines we considered, for simplicity, only the contribution of
the helicity-2 modes. This is justified if c2  c0 ≈ c1 . This result can be compared
with the experimental limits that are set by the CMB: Q . 10−2 [1]. For future
constraints see [123] (notice that the model studied in this paper differs from ours
since the modulation of the scalar power spectrum is quadratic, and not linear, in
the higher-spin field).
It is worthwhile stressing that in this chapter we never considered the possibility
of a large background for σij . This is justified provided σ has a non-zero mass
squared so that the background anisotropy is diluted away and one is just left with
the background due to quantum fluctuations.
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4.5 Minimal non-Gaussianities and constraints on cs
Since the minimal action (4.34) does not include any mixing between σ and π there
are no tree level contributions to the π correlation functions from σ. However, nonGaussianities in the π correlation functions are induced at loop level. Due to the
smallness of the scalar fluctuation amplitude ∆ζ , it is relevant to consider only the
lowest order correlation functions—the power spectrum, the bispectrum and the
trispectrum. The one-loop contributions to the three- and four-point functions of
π due to the interactions with σ are represented by the diagrams on figure 4.11,
where the cubic and quartic vertices are given by the interactions (4.37) and (4.38)
respectively (while the quintic and sixtic vertices can be easily derived). In terms of
2
the canonically normalized scalar field πc ∼ H
∆ζ π these interactions are proportional

to the small factors ∆ζ and ∆2ζ respectively, up to the factors of H needed to take care
of dimensions. The three- and four-point functions generated by these loop diagrams
can be, therefore, estimated as N G3 ≡ fN L ∆ζ ∼ ∆3ζ and N G4 ≡ τN L ∆2ζ ∼ ∆4ζ . This
would make them essentially unobservable14 unless the speed of propagation of σ
is parametrically small. In the latter case the loop contributions are enhanced by
inverse powers of cs , which could compensate for the smallness of ∆ζ and lead to
observably large non-Gaussianities. The experimental upper bounds on N G3 and
N G4 thus translate to lower bounds on cs . We are interested in the lower bound
on cs because the power spectrum of σ fluctuations and hence all the observational
effects of the extra spinning field are enhanced when cs is parametrically smaller
than unity. Perturbativity of the theory and the observed Gaussianity of the scalar
perturbations put limits on all other effects from the fields with spin, which we
discussed in the previous section.

(a)

(d)

(b)

(e)

(f)

(c)

(g)

(h)

Figure 4.11: One-loop corrections to the three- and four-point function of π from the field
σ. The straight lines stand for π while the curly ones represent the exchange of a σ field.
We can split every loop contribution in the IR and UV parts depending on the
value of the loop momentum. We start with the UV contributions that correspond
to the part of the loop integral where the loop momentum is parametrically higher
than the external legs momenta. These contributions are UV divergent and are
14
The normalisation of the scalar perturbations power spectrum is ∆2ζ ≈ 2 · 10−9 and the current
observations show the curvature perturbations to be Gaussian with precision N G3 , N G4 . 10−3
[120].
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dominated by the modes with energies at the loop UV cutoff Λ. For the EFT
description to make sense at energies of order Hubble the energy cutoff scale Λ has
to be larger than H. Therefore it should be possible to represent such contributions
by local self-interactions of the π field in flat space. The coefficients of these selfinteraction operators can be estimated by evaluating the divergent part of the loop
diagram in Minkowski space and cutting it off at the energy scale Λ. Given that the
value of Λ depends on the UV completion of the theory we only demand that the
non-Gaussianites induced by the Hubble scale modes do not violate observational
constraints, i.e., we evaluate the loop contributions using the lowest possible cutoff, Λ ∼ H. We also require the loop contribution to the power spectrum to be
subdominant with respect to the tree level one in order for the loop expansion to
make sense.
It is important to note that the minimal action (4.34) employs only the building
blocks that are invariant under reparameterisation of the inflaton field ψ 7→ f (ψ) and
hence possesses an extra symmetry with respect to the standard EFT of Inflation.
The subclass of the inflationary theories with this symmetry is called khronon inflation [124]. All the π operators generated by loops of σ have to respect this symmetry
and this has important consequences for the loop-induced non-Gaussianities by enforcing cancellations of the leading (and subleading) UV divergencies. Naive dimensional analysis predicts the loop diagrams on figure 4.11 to diverge quartically and
they would generate operators like π̇ 3 Λ4 and π̇ 4 Λ4 . However all khronon-inflation
operators have in total more than one derivative per field. The π̇ 3 and π̇ 4 operators
with one derivative per π field can not arise from these loops and we have checked
that the leading quartic divergences do indeed cancel. Furthermore, in khronon inflation the self-interactions of π which is leading in the derivative expansion arise
from the expansion in π of two covariant operators: Mα2 (∇µ nµ − 3H)2 ∼ Mα2 (∂ π̇)2
and Mλ2 nµ nν ∇µ nρ ∇ν nρ ∼ Mλ2 (∂ 2 π)2 . The coefficients Mα2 and Mλ2 of these operators have dimensions mass squared, hence these operators can be generated as the
remaining quadratic divergence of the loop diagrams. Both these operators start
quadratically in the Goldstone field. It means that the coefficients Mα2 and Mλ2 of
these cubic and quartic operators are fixed in terms of the one-loop corrections to
the two-point function of π.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.12: One-loop corrections to the two-point function of π.
The one-loop corrections to the two-point function of π come from the two diagrams on figure 4.12. The absence of the usual two-derivative kinetic term for π
in khronon inflation means that the leading quartic divergence in these diagrams
cancels out. The remaining quadratically divergent contribution can indeed be represented by the higher derivative khronon operators
Λ2 2 2
(∂ π)
c3s

and

Λ2
(∂ π̇)2 ,
c3s

(4.97)
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with coefficients that are enhanced by a factor c−3
in the small cs limit, Mα2 ∼
s
Mλ2 ∼ Λ2 /c3s . For the perturbativity of the EFT we require these operators to be
subdominant with respect to the tree level kinetic term at horizon crossing, i.e. when
the derivatives are of order H, at least with Λ ∼ H:
H2 2 2
(∂ π)
c3s

.

∂∼H

H4
(∂π)2 .
∆2ζ

(4.98)

Perturbativity imposes a lower bound on the sound speed of the σ field
2/3

cs & ∆ζ

≈ 10−3 .

(4.99)

Non-Gaussianities generated in the khronon inflation case were extensively studied
in ref. [124]. The corresponding cubic and quartic operators can be schematically
2
2
represented as Λc3 (∂ 2 π)2 ∂π and Λc3 (∂ 2 π)2 (∂π)2 , where some ∂ can stand for time
s
s
derivatives. The loop contributions to the three- and four-point functions of π from
the σ modes with energies around Λ ∼ H can be thus estimated as N G3 ∼
∆4ζ
.
c3s

∆3ζ
c3s

and

N G4 ∼
Using the perturbativity bound (4.99) we see that these contributions
can be at most of order fNL ∼ 1 and τNL ∼ 1 and are below the experimental
constrains.
Given that the khronon symmetry constraints the coefficients of the quadratic
divergencies, it turns out that the leading UV contribution in the small cs regime
is given by the sub-sub-leading logarithmically divergent terms. The local parts of
these terms can be represented by the cubic and quartic π self-interactions with
seven and eight derivatives respectively, which can be schematically written as
log (Λ2 /H 2 ) 2
∂ π̇ (∂ 2 π̇)2
c5s

and

log (Λ2 /H 2 ) 2 4
(∂ π̇) .
c7s

(4.100)

The corresponding contributions to the bi- and tri-spectrum from the modes with
frequencies around H are given by
N G3 ∼

∆3ζ
c5s

and

N G4 ∼

∆4ζ
c7s

.

(4.101)

Let us turn to the IR contributions to the loop diagrams on figure 4.11. They
can be estimated by taking the loop momentum comparable to the momentum of
the external legs. It is easy to count the cs dependence of the one-loop graphs. Each
σ line contributes a factor of c−3
s and each time derivative σ̇ in the vertices gives an
2
extra factor of cs . The extra symmetry of the minimal action (4.34) also impacts
the IR part of the loop contributions. Note that all the cubic interactions in the
action (4.37) have an extra c2s suppression either as an explicit factor or coming from
the time derivative of σ. Since this is not the case for the quartic interactions (4.38)
all the diagrams with quartic vertices are enhanced in the small cs regime with
respect to the corresponding cubic diagrams, where one quartic vertex is substituted
by two cubic ones. In particular, the leading contribution to the bispectrum is given
by diagram (4.11b) and can be estimated as
N G3 ∼

∆3ζ c2s
c6s

=

∆3ζ
c4s

.

(4.102)
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Similarly, the leading loop contribution to the four-point function is given by the
diagram (4.11f) and can be estimated as
N G4 ∼

∆4ζ
c6s

(4.103)

.

We see that these IR contributions are smaller than the UV contributions (4.101)
and we shall use the latter in order to compare with the observational limits on
the non-Gaussianity. The experimental upper bounds on N G3 and N G4 can be
translated into the lower limit on the sound speed of σ field:
cs &

∆3ζ
N G3

!1/5
and

cs &

∆4ζ
N G4

!1/7
.

(4.104)

These constraints have different parametric behaviour, nevertheless the resulting
numerical bound on cs is approximately the same (and it is stronger than the
bound (4.99) from perturbativity alone):
cs & 10−2 .

(4.105)

Note that the bounds above apply to the propagation speed ch of every polarisation, where we assumed that there is no splitting of the speeds. In the presence
of splitting δc2s the situation is somewhat more involved. Some of the cubic interactions (4.37) carry an explicit factor of c2s and therefore are not suppressed if cs ≈ 1.
This implies that for the models with c20 . c2s ≈ 1 the non-Gaussianities induced by
the helicity-0 mode running in the loops are larger than the estimates above. This
translates into a stronger lower bound on c0 . We are, however not interested in such
a regime, since the phenomenology is not qualitatively different with respect to the
case where all ch s are degenerate. Therefore, we focus on the cases when all the ch
are of the same order or when cs is the smallest one.
The extra symmetry of the minimal action (4.34) means that it is possible to
describe particles with arbitrary spin, scaling dimension, and propagation speeds in
the context of the symmetries of khronon inflation. However, we have no reason
to expect this additional symmetry to be present during inflation, and we indeed
assume that the action for the Goldstone field π does not preserve it. It is therefore
consistent and, in the absence of the khronon reparameterisation symmetry, even
compulsory to add more interactions between σ and π in the EFT. At variance
with the cubic and quartic terms in (4.37) and (4.38), the coefficients of these interactions are not predicted by the non-linear realisation of the Lorentz symmetry
but are free parameters in the EFT approach. Therefore, comparing the induced
non-Gaussianities with the experimental bounds does not allow one to constrain
cs , it only leads to constraints on the size of these new couplings. However, given
the strong impact of the khronon symmetry of the minimal action on the loopinduced three- and four-point functions, one can worry that even reasonably weak
σ-π interactions, which break the accidental khronon symmetry, induce loop nonGaussianities, which are parametrically larger than the estimates (4.101). In this
case, one should consider such interactions in order to put a realistic lower bound on
cs . For example, it is natural to expect that at order πσ 2 there are interactions that
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are given by the operators already present in the quadratic action (4.35) multiplied
by δg 00 :
m2 δg 00 Σν1 ...νs Σν1 ...νs ∼ m2 π̇ (σ̇ i1 ...is )2 ,
δg 00 nµ nλ ∇µ Σν1 ...νs ∇λ Σν1 ...νs ∼ π̇ (σ̇ i1 ...is )2 ,
δg 00 c2s ∇µ Σν1 ...νs ∇µ Σν1 ...νs ∼ c2s π̇ (∂j σ i1 ...is )2 .
It is straightforward to check that loop diagrams constructed with these cubic vertices contribute in the same way at comparable level when the loop frequency is
taken to be of order H. They induce a correction to the quadratic action for π of
2
the order H 2 c−3
s π̇ and three- and four-point functions of size
N G3 ∼

∆3ζ
c3s

and

N G4 ∼

∆4ζ
c3s

.

(4.106)

The correction to the quadratic action is subleading when the perturbativity constraint (4.99) holds, and the induced non-Gaussianities happen to be smaller than
the ones induced by the minimal interactions that are given in equation (4.101). This
shows that despite the cancellations the lower bound (4.105) is sufficient to render
the theory perturbative and to satisfy observational constraints on non-Gaussianity
even when the accidental khronon symmetry is broken by the interactions.
We see that in the regime of small cs the effects of the spinning field σ are boosted
due to enhancement in the amplitude of its fluctuations. In the previous section
we discussed the main observational signatures of σ. Both the main signatures—
changing the tensor mode power spectrum by mixing and inducing spin-dependent
angular dependence in the squeezed limits of the scalar correlation functions—are
also naturally enhanced by inverse powers of cs . The constraints obtained in this
section limit the extent of the parametric range where those observational signatures
hold, but leave a rather large one.
Note that for any reasonable UV completion the loop cut-off is somewhat higher
than H and the UV part of the loop dominates over the IR part. Hence, if during inflation there was a spinning field with parametrically small cs the non-Gaussianities
induced by its loops will first manifest themselves as the effects of the local selfinteractions of π and will not carry any distinctive features. In order to see some
features of the spinning field σ one should introduce a mixing between σ and observable tensor and scalar modes γ and π. These are the theories whose phenomenology
we studied in the previous section.

4.6 Discussion and Outlook
In this chapter we have shown that the coupling with the inflaton foliation allows
to violate the Higuchi bound: one can have particles with spin that do not decay
outside the Hubble radius, while preserving the approximate shift symmetry of the
inflaton. This opens a window on new phenomenology that we have only started to
explore focussing on the case of spin 2. It should be straightforward to extend our
analysis in various directions. One could include a non-trivial speed for the inflaton
perturbations, consider the case of higher spin, or look at fermions. It would be
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interesting to understand whether it is possible to distinguish the effect of fermionic
fields, although they cannot mix with scalar and tensors perturbations and play a
role only at loop level. A more speculative investigation would be to violate the
relation spin/statistics using the spontaneous breaking of Lorentz invariance. It
would also be interesting to understand how one can observationally distinguish our
setup from constructions based on different symmetry patterns [23, 61, 125], where
unconventional light spin-2 particles do exist.
In this chapter we did not consider the possibility that higher spin fields have
a sizeable background: in this case isotropy is broken as studied in [118, 119]. It
would be interested to explore this possibility since it does not rely on any mixing
with ζ and γ, but only on the interactions of σ with the foliation required to violate
the Higuchi bound.
On the more theoretical side, it would be interesting to explore the possibility of
modifying our Lagrangian by adding auxiliary fields that do not change the number
of propagating degrees of freedom, but that can change and potentially enlarge the
resulting phenomenological consequences. Microcausality, i.e. the commutativity
of fields outside the lightcone, is not automatically preserved after these additions
(while it is automatic without them) and it would be nice to have a straightforward
procedure to include auxiliary fields.

Chapter 5

Solid Consistency

Consistency relations in single-field inflation are a consequence of adiabaticity: a
long mode is locally unobservable and its effect can be removed by a coordinate
redefinition [20, 21]. In the presence of additional fields, long-wavelength relative
fluctuations (entropy modes) can be locally observed and CRs are violated. This
common lore is challenged when one considers models of inflation with a different
symmetry structure that cannot be described in the framework of the EFTI [19]. In
this chapter we focus on Solid Inflation [56, 23] where the “stuff” that drives inflation
has the same symmetry as an ordinary solid. Here the situation is different from
the usual case. In solids there are five excitations: a scalar mode, the longitudinal
phonon, two vector and two tensor perturbations. However, none of these modes is
adiabatic. The absence of adiabaticity suggests at first sight that one cannot derive
any CR.
This conclusion is too quick. As we are going to show, a CR for scalar modes can
still be derived. The existence of CRs also with this different symmetry structure
can be seen in this way. If one considers an isotropic perturbation of the solid, i.e. a
dilation or compression, this will be adiabatic since in solids there is a unique relation
between the pressure and the energy density, p(ρ). Since the solid experiences all
states of compression as the universe expands, this perturbation cannot be locally
distinguished from the unperturbed evolution. We are going to verify this statement
in Section 5.2 showing that an isotropic superposition of linear scalar modes is indeed
adiabatic. This adiabatic mode is not standard: the two variables ζ and R do not
coincide and they are both time dependent. This stems from the fact that the solids
do not admit curved FRW solution, but only flat ones.
The existence of adiabatic modes imply CRs for the variable ζ. This does not
happen for R since the diffeomorphism which removes the long mode cannot be
written in terms of R in a model-independent way. In Section 5.3 we are going to
verify the CRs in various cases, both when the short modes are inside the Hubble
radius and outside. The conclusion is that, in models with the symmetry pattern
of solid inflation, after reheating correlation functions satisfy the usual CRs once an
average over the relative orientation between long and short modes has been done.
We discuss the implications of this and open questions in Section 5.5.
Before proceeding, we briefly review the model in section 5.1 following references
[23, 77], and we also show that the usual CRs are violated.
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5.1 The model
The dynamics of the solid is described in terms of three scalar fields φI which
parametrise the position of the elements of the solid: φI = xI +π I . The action can be
written in terms of SO(3)-invariant objects built out of the matrix B IJ ≡ ∂µ φI ∂ µ φJ .
One can choose these invariants to be ([. . .] indicates a trace)
X ≡ [B] ,

Y ≡

[B 2 ]
,
[B]2

Z≡

[B 3 ]
.
[B]3

So the action, at lowest order in derivatives and including gravity, is
 2

Z
MP l
4 √
S = d x −g
R + F (X, Y, Z) .
2

(5.1)

(5.2)

Inspecting the stress-energy tensor of the solid we see that, on the background, T µν
reduces to the standard T µν = diag(−ρ, p, p, p) with
ρ = −F ,

2
p = F − XFX
3

(5.3)

where the subscript X stands for partial derivative, and F and FX are evaluated
at the background values for our invariants: X → 3/a2 , Y → 1/3 , Z → 1/9 .
Therefore, to have near exponential inflation, we need
=

X FX
 1.
F

(5.4)

The requirement of having a sufficiently long period of inflation, i.e. η  1, forces
also the second derivative FXX to be small. One can show indeed that
η
FXX X 2
= −1 +  − .
FX X
2

(5.5)

The above equations imply that the solid action has a very weak dependence on X.
This is not surprising, since X is the only invariant that is sensitive to the volume
of the universe: for inflation to happen, the solid’s energy should not change much
if we dilate the solid by ∼ e60 ; this is only possible if the solid’s dynamics do not
depend much on X.
5.1.1

Action for Perturbations

We choose to work in the so-called Spatially Flat Slicing Gauge (SFSG) which is
defined as the gauge where the spatial part of the metric is only perturbed by
tensor modes. In this gauge perturbations consist in three phonons π I which are
(s)
the excitations of the solid and two transverse and traceless graviton helicities γij .
The fields π I are part of a SO(3) triplet, they can therefore be decomposed in terms
of its longitudinal scalar and transverse vector component:
∂I
πL + πTI .
πI = √
−∂ 2

(5.6)
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The action for perturbations is derived expanding eq. (5.2) following the standard
procedure: working in the ADM parametrisation of the metric, eq. (2.5), one has to
perturb the function F , solve for the lapse and shift and then plug them back into
the action. At quadratic order in perturbations one gets
(2)

(2)

S (2) = Sγ(2) + ST + SL
(5.7)
"
#
Z
M2
(∂k γij )2
2
2
Sγ(2) = Pl dtd3 x a3 γ̇ij
−
− 4 H 2 c2T γij
,
(5.8)
8
a2


Z
Z
k 2 /4
(2)
i 2
2 2 2 i 2
3
2
|π̇ | −  H cT k |πT | ,
(5.9)
ST = MPl dt a
1 + k 2 /4 H 2 a2 T
~k


Z
Z
k 2 /3
(2)
3
2
2
2 2 2
2
SL = MPl dt a
|π̇L +  HπL | −  H cL k |πL | . (5.10)
1 + k 2 /3 H 2 a2
~k
We can use the above actions to compute correlation functions. Late time observables must be expressed in terms of the gauge invariant ζ. In SFSG, it is given by
ζ=

∂π
+ O(π 2 ) ,
3

(5.11)

where ∂π ≡ ∂i π i .1
5.1.2

Adiabaticity and Consistency Relations

The violation of the CRs in Solid Inflation has already been shown by directly
computing the squeezed limit of the non-gaussian correlators hζζζi and hγζζi in [23,
77]. In this chapter, instead of re-proposing the calculations of the 3-point fuctions,
we show that both scalar and tensor perturbations are non-adiabatic following the
spirit of Section 3.1. This is equivalent to show the violation of the CRs.
Let us consider the effect of a rescaling of the coordinates ξ i = (λδ ij +ω i j )xj , with
ωii = 0 on the phonons. The first piece in the trasformation (∝ λ) is a dilation and
it can be used to remove ζ, while the second piece (∝ ω i j ) consists in an anisotropic
rescaling and mimics γij . The rescaling excites the π i fields,
δξ π i = (λ δ ij + ωji )xj ,

(5.12)

and ∂i πj is a locally observable quantity. It leads to a long lasting super-horizon
anisotropic stress. This allows us to relate the violation of the CRs to the squeezed
limit of scalar correlation functions. Let us write the correlation of two short modes
in the presence of long scalar π i and tensor γij fluctuations as [126]
hζ(~x1 )ζ(~x2 )iγ,π = ξ(r) + ∂i πj ξπij (~r) + γij ξγij (~r) + · · ·

(5.13)

where ~r = ~x2 − ~x1 . Under a rescaling that removes either ζ or γij , the phonons
1
change respectively as ∂i πj → ∂i πj + ∂π
6 δij and ∂i πj → ∂i πj + 2 γij . Thus we get the
1

Notice that when we expand around the background φI = xI one has ∂i φI = δiI , so that there
is no distinction between capital and lower-case spatial indeces.
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following corrections to the CRs
scalar CR:
tensor CR:

1
hζ s ζ(~x1 )ζ(~x2 )i − CR = 12 (q̂i q̂j − δij /3) ξπij (~r) ,
Pζ (q) q~
1
1 (s)
lim
hγq~s ζ(~x1 )ζ(~x2 )i − CR = ij ξγij (~r) .
q→0 Pγ (q)
2

lim

q→0

(5.14)
(5.15)

This confirm the explicit calculations of the squeezed limit of hζζζi and hγζζi of
[77].

5.2 Long Isotropic Perturbation
The violation of the scalar CR, might be surprising at first glance. One might be
tempted, indeed, to attribute this to the presence of isocurvature modes in addition
to adiabatic ones, however, in Solid inflation there is only one scalar perturbation.
Therefore the reason why a long perturbation is non-adiabatic must be different.
From eq. (5.12) we see that the rescaling that gets rid of ζ generates also a term
∼ ∂i πj with i 6= j, that is responsible for the breaking of the scalar CR. Then a long
ζ mode generates some anisotropy that does not decay, even on super-horizon scales.
As we see from eq. (5.14), getting rid of the anisotropy, the RHS of the equation
vanishes, therefore a spherically symmetric superposition of scalar modes should be
adiabatic. Let us verify this statement.
5.2.1

Proof of adiabaticity

We have to prove that an isotropic superposition of scalar Fourier modes, can be
brought back to the unperturbed solution via a suitable diffeomorphism.
We start from the SFSG. For the rest of this Section we will only be interested
in scalar modes:
gij = a2 δij ,
φI = xI + π I .
(5.16)
The triplet π I consists of a scalar, πL , plus a transverse vector, πTI , which we neglect
in the following. The constraint equations give the lapse N = 1 + δN and the
longitudinal part of the shift NL [23]:
δN = −

a2 Ḣ π̇L − ḢπL /H
,
kH 1 − 3Ḣa2 /k 2

NL =

−3a2 Ḣ π̇L /k 2 + ḢπL /H
.
1 − 3Ḣa2 /k 2

(5.17)

Since in SFSG ζ is given by eq. (5.11), by performing the following time diff,
x0 → x0 + ξ 0 (t, ~x) ,

with ξ 0 (t, ~x) =

1
∂π ,
3H

(5.18)

we go from SFSG to the ζ −gauge, defined by the condition δρ = 0, where ρ is the
energy density. The spatial part of the metric now reads gij = a(t)2 (1+2 ζ(t, ~x)) δij ,
while one can write πL as a function of ζ. Using eq.s (5.17) and (5.18), one can verify
that the expression of δN in ζ −gauge is
δN = −

k d  πL 
1
.
3 dt H 1 − 3Ḣ a22
k

(5.19)
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In the limit k/aH → 0 the time-dependence of πL is slow-roll suppressed, see
eq. (5.27), therefore δN → 0 on super-horizon scales.
To reproduce the unperturbed FRW solution one has to eliminate the perturbation in the scalar fields φi . This can be done by a redefinition of the spatial
coordinates
xi → xi + ξ i (t, ~x) , with ξ i (t, ~x) = −π i (t, ~x) .
(5.20)
Since now the scalars are unperturbed, it is natural to call this Unitary Gauge (UG).
In UG the shift vanishes on super-horizon scales
d  πL 
H
NL = −
(5.21)
2 .
dt H
1 − 3Ḣ ka2
In this gauge, for long wavelength, δN = NL = π i = 0. However the spatial part of
the metric is still perturbed
gij = a(t)2 (1 + 2ζ(t, ~x)δij + ∂i ∂j χ(t, ~x)) ,

with χ(t, ~x) = −6 ∂ −2 ζ(t, ~x) . (5.22)

The perturbation is purely anisotropic, i.e. the volume is not perturbed because
of the gauge condition δρ = 0. Therefore if one considers a spherically symmetric
superposition of scalar modes, the metric perturbations in eq. (5.22) average to zero
Z

d2 k̂
(2ζ~k δij − ki kj χ~k ) =
4π

Z

d2 k̂
(2ζ~k δij − 6k̂i k̂j ζ~k ) = 0 .
4π

(5.23)

This shows that a spherically symmetric superposition of scalar modes is adiabatic.
Notice that, if one works in ζ−gauge, the transformation that eliminates a longwavelength mode and goes back to FRW is a rescaling of the spatial coordinates:
this is quite similar to the standard case of single-field inflation. However here the
rescaling is time-dependent and adiabaticity requires an average over directions.
In the next Section we will see that the adiabaticity gives rise to CRs: the only
difference with the standard case is that they hold only after the spherical average.
(The time dependence of the rescaling is immaterial because one is usually interested
in correlation functions at equal time.)
Instead of using time-slices with δρ = 0, one could use slices that are orthogonal
to the 4-velocity of the solid. The perturbation of the spatial part of the metric is
called ζ in the first case and R in the second. Contrary to the usual case, in Solid
Inflation the variables ζ and R differ even on super-horizon scales. At linear level
R=

1
ζ̇ +  H ζ
.
H 1 + k 2 /3a2 H 2 

(5.24)

Since the two slicings do not coincide, one needs a time-diff to go from one to the
other. This is the difference of the two time diff.s to go from SFSG to ζ−gauge and
to R−gauge respectively:
δtR→ζ = δtζ − δtR =

ζ
R
ζ̇
−
'− 2 ,
H
H
H

(5.25)

where the last equation holds on super-horizon scales. The property that δN vanishes in ζ−gauge on large scales, eq. (5.19), will not hold in R−gauge. This means
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that to go from R − gauge to the unperturbed FRW one has to supplement the
rescaling of spatial coordinates with the time diff eq. (5.25). As we will discuss in
the next Section this implies that the CR for R will contain an extra piece: the time
diff induces a piece involving the time-derivative of the short modes.
5.2.2

Squeezed vs Super-Squeezed regimes

In taking the long-wavelength limit k → 0 one ends up in the regime k  aH1/2 .
However one expects that the adiabaticity arguments above hold whenever k is
comfortably outside the Hubble radius and in particular also in the intermediate
regime aH  k  aH1/2 . This is indeed the case. For example in this regime the
expression for the lapse in ζ −gauge is
d
|δN~k | =
dt



ζ~k
H



1
2

1 − 3Ḣ ka2

d
<
dt



ζ~k
H



k2 1
=O
a2 H 2 3Ḣ



k2
a2 H 2


.

(5.26)

(Notice that in the inequality above we are not assuming that the term proportional
to Ḣ in the denominator dominates.) The same argument works for the shift: also
in the intermediate regime the physical difference with the unperturbed solution are
suppressed when the mode is superhorizon.
Therefore we expect the CR to hold both in the intermediate and in the supersqueezed, k  aH1/2 , regime. However, to get analytical results one is forced to
expand the solution of the constraints in different ways in the two regimes and therefore one has to assume one of the two regimes. This also applies to the expression
of the wavefunction, which can be expanded in the two limits to give [23]
(

Bk 1 + icL kτ + 13 c2L k 2 τ 2 eicL kτ ,
if |cL kτ | ≥  ,
~


πL (τ, k) '
−5s/2−η/2−
2
Bk 1 + (1 + cL ) log(−cL kτ ) (−cL kτc )
, if |cL kτ | ≤  ,
(5.27)
with
3
H
1
Bk = −
.
(5.28)
2 MP l c5/2 1/2 k 5/2
L

5.2.3

Adiabatic modes and the Weinberg theorem

Solid Inflation is an interesting exception to many general theorems on cosmological
perturbations. Weinberg [50, 127] showed that, under quite general assumptions, one
can always find an adiabatic mode which features identical and time-independent
ζ and R on super-horizon scales. In the Solid case, ζ and R are neither equal
(see eq. (5.24)) nor time-independent (both ζ and R have a slow-roll suppressed
time-dependence on super-horizon scales). Of course by linearity these properties
are not changed by the spherical average. In the original paper on Solid Inflation
[23] (see also [128]) the authors addressed the issue of why a scalar Fourier mode
does not comply with Weinberg analysis. The point is that the solid supports a
large anisotropic stress, so that even in the long-wavelength limit the stress energy
tensor remains anisotropic and thus locally distinguishable from the unperturbed
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solution: the mode is not adiabatic. The theorem [50, 127] assumes the decay of the
anisotropic stress for k → 0.
Here we are considering a spherical average of Fourier modes and the problem
takes a somewhat different form. Indeed, as we discussed, the perturbation is now
adiabatic, since the anisotropic stress averages to zero. However, this adiabatic mode
is still different from the one of Weinberg. One can still check that the assumptions
of the theorem do not hold: the 0i component of Einstein equations is not regular
for k → 0, since δu diverges in that limit. This does not allow to continue a
homogeneous perturbation to a physical one at finite momentum.
This however looks rather technical. What is the physical reason why the adiabatic mode we are considering is different from the standard case? Why doesn’t
adiabaticity ensure that ζ is constant? In the standard case, the conservation of ζ
and the relation ζ = R can be understood from a linearized version of a spatially
curved FRW. Neglecting short-wavelength perturbations and working at linear order, the curvature of a constant ρ slice is given by
(3)

R=−

4 2
∂ ζ.
a2

(5.29)

Since for a curved FRW the spatial curvature κ = a2 (3) R/6 is constant, superhorizon ζ fluctuations better be time-independent. Moreover for a curved FRW
the surfaces of constant density are perpendicular to the 4-velocity so we need ζ =
R. The adiabatic mode we are discussing in Solid Inflation does not have these
properties and this is related to the fact that one does not have curved FRW solution
in this model. 2 This can be understood in terms of symmetries: the internal
symmetries of the φI is isomorphic to the symmetries of flat Euclidean space. This
allows to write flat FRW solutions, but not spatially curved solutions, which have a
different group of isometries.3

5.3 Angle-averaged Consistency Relations
In ζ −gauge a long mode averaged over the direction can be removed by a rescaling
of the spatial coordinates. The derivation of the CR is very similar to the standard
case, apart from the required angular average. In the case of the scalar 3-point
function we get
Z

d log k 3 Pζ (k)
d2 q̂
hζq~ζ~k ζ−~k−~qi0qk = −
Pζ (q)Pζ (k) .
4π
d log k

(5.30)

We stress that this result, in the limit of exact scale-invariance when the RHS of
eq. (5.30) vanishes, was already discussed in [77].
2
Curved FRW solutions are allowed if we change the internal metric in the Lagrangian, see
[129]. However, our argument for constancy of ζ in the standard case is based on the fact that
curvature is a free parameter of the background solution. In the models discussed in [129] curvature
is uniquely fixed in terms of energy density, so we don’t expect ζ to be conserved.
3
This also implies the usual curvature problem takes a somewhat different flavour in this class
of models.
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5.3.1

Check of the consistency relation for hζζζi

Let us check the CR eq. (5.30). In Solid Inflation the quadratic action is O()
while the cubic action is O(0 ). Thus the 3-point function is slow-roll enhanced,
fN L ∼ hζ 3 i/hζ 2 i2 = O(−1 ) [23]. Since the tilt of the 2-point function outside the
horizon is O(), a non-trivial (in the sense of non-zero) verification of eq. (5.30) in
this regime would require taking into account corrections to the leading bispectrum
at second-order in slow-roll. This is quite challenging. We content ourselves with
the first order correction: at this order the two sides of eq. (5.30) should vanish
when all the modes are outside the horizon. When the short modes are inside the
horizon the scale-dependence of the spectrum is not slow-roll suppressed and the
LHS of eq. (5.30) should thus be non-zero.4 The check will be done in the regime
k  aH1/2 for all the modes.
To do this we compute the cubic Lagrangian in SFSG up to O(), calculate the
bispectrum and then transform to ζ−gauge. The O() corrections to the bispectrum
of three super-horizon modes was studied in detail in [88]. Thus, we skip most of
the technical steps. However, we identify a missing term in [88] that is important
for the CR to work. The in-in calculation up to this order consists of the sum of
three pieces. Schematically,
(3)
(3)
(3)
hζζζi ∼ LO(1) × π(τ, ~k)O(1) + LO(1) × π(τ, ~k)O() + LO() × π(τ, ~k)O(1) ,

(5.31)

(3)

where LO(n ) and π(τ, ~k)O(n ) are respectively the cubic Lagrangian and the wave(3)

functions evaluated at nth order in slow-roll. The leading cubic Lagrangian, LO(1) ,
was calculated in [23] (eq. (D.2)). In Fourier space and in the squeezed limit it
reduces to
(3)

LO(1)

squeezed

=−


8
FY 1 − 3 cos2 (θ) πL,~q πL,~k πL,−~q−~k ,
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(5.32)

where θ is the relative angle between the long and the short modes. The above
expression gives zero when one takes the angular average. This means there is
no contribution O(−1 ) to the LHS of eq. (5.30). Notice that the cancellation after angular average holds independently of the explicit form of the wavefunctions.
Therefore, the second term of eq. (5.31) vanishes and only the last term is relevant
for checking the CR.
At first look, expanding eq. (D.1) of [23] up
to first order in slow-roll seems like a formidable task. Since Y and Z in (5.1) are
defined in such a way that they start from second order in perturbations, one has
to expand

Cubic scalar Lagrangian at O().

1
(3)
LO() = FX δX (3) + FXX δX (1) δX (2) + FXXX (δX (1) )3
6
+ FXY δX (1) δY (2) + (FY δY (3) )O() + (Y ↔ Z),
(5.33)
4

For a discussion of CRs in standard inflation when the short modes are inside the horizon see
[130].
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where subscripts on F denote partial derivatives. However, there are several simplifications [88]. As we will see, one only needs the SFSG deformation matrix B IJ at
zeroth order in slow-roll parameters. This allows neglecting N i and δN (which are
slow-roll suppressed in the regime we are considering):
B IJ =


1 IJ
δ + ∂ I π J + ∂ J π I + ∂k π I ∂k π J − π̇ I π̇ J + O()
2
a

(5.34)

Therefore, δX terminates at quadratic order, apart from slow-roll suppressed corrections
1
3 2
a2
δX = δ[B] = 2 ( ∂π + ∂i πj ∂i πj − π̇i2 ) + O().
(5.35)
a 3
3
3
Given that derivatives of F with respect to X are slow-roll suppressed, there is no
contribution from FX δX to O() cubic Lagrangian. Another simplification is that
if at some order in perturbations the corrections to [B n ] involve at most m ≤ n of
the B IJ factors, then

δ

[B n ]
[B]n




=δ

[B m ]
[B]m


,

for all n ≥ m .

(5.36)

This implies that
δY (2) = δZ (2) ,

(5.37)

and since slow-roll corrections to B IJ start at O(π 2 )
(3)

(3)

δYO() = δZO() .

(5.38)

Therefore, the following combinations appear in (5.33)
(3)

(FY + FZ )δYO() ,

(FXY + FXZ )δX (1) δY (2) .

(5.39)

However FY + FZ = O() and FXY + FXZ = O(2 ), so these terms are negligible.
Using
a4
2a6
2
FXX = − F, FXXX =
F, F = −3MPl
H 2,
(5.40)
9
27
one gets
(3)
LO()


2
8
2
k
k
3
=
(∂π)∂j π ∂j π − (∂π) − MP2 l H 2 a2 (∂π)π̇i2
3
27
3


4
+ (FY + FZ )a2 (∂π)π̇i2 − 3∂i π j π̇ i π̇ j .
(5.41)
27
MP2 l H 2 a3



The terms with time derivatives in this equation are absent from eq. (35) of [88]. Note
that the appearance of the combination FY + FZ on the second line is a consequence
of (5.36) since time-derivatives appear in B IJ starting from quadratic order. The
angular average of this term is zero, hence it does not contribute to CR while the
last term on the first line does contribute.
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Since we are interested in the bispectrum of ζ at fN L = O(1),
we need to find the relation between ζ and π at quadratic order and to zeroth order
in . We start from B IJ in SFSG given in (5.34). The last term can be neglected
because in the squeezed limit at least one of the two π’s will be out of the horizon
with a slow-roll suppressed time evolution. The assumption of spherical symmetry
simplifies the expression,


δ IJ
2
1
2
IJ
IJ
B = δ X(t) = 2 1 + (∂π) + (∂π)
.
(5.42)
a
3
9

Field redefinition.

Now we perform the time diffeomorphism that leads to the ζ −gauge (the analogue
of eq. (5.18) but now at second order), where X(t) takes its unperturbed value
X(t + ξ 0 (t, x); x) = X̄(t) = a−2 .

(5.43)

At non-linear order the spatial part of the ζ − gauge metric is defined as gij =
a2 e2ζ δij . Therefore up to quadratic order in π, we obtain
1
1
1
ζ = Hξ 0 = ∂π − (∂π)2 +
(∂ π̇)(∂π) + O((∂π)3 ) .
3
18
9H

(5.44)

One can now put together the in-in computation, using the Lagrangian in the
first line of eq. (5.41), with the definition of ζ, eq. (5.44), to get
Z 2
Z 2
1
d q̂
d q̂
hζq~ζ~k ζ−~q−~k i0qk =
h(∂π)q~(∂π)~k (∂π)−~k−~qi0qk
4π
27
4π
1
− 2Pζ (q)Pζ (k) + Pζ (q)Ṗζ (k) .
H
(5.45)
When all the modes are outside the horizon the last term on the RHS of eq. (5.45)
is slow-roll suppressed and can be neglected. A straightforward calculation shows
that the other two terms cancel each other confirming that
Z 2
d q̂
(5.46)
hζq~ζ~k ζ−~k−~qi0qk = O() ,
4π
as implied by eq. (5.30).5 When the short modes are inside the horizon the cancellation between the first two terms on the RHS of eq. (5.45) still holds, but now the
last term is non-negligible since the time dependence is not slow-roll suppressed in
this regime. One has
Z 2
d log k 3 Pζ (k, τ )
d q̂
1
hζq~ζ~k ζ−~k−~qi0qk = Pζ (q)Ṗζ (k) = −
Pζ (q)Pζ (k, τ ) , (5.47)
4π
H
d log k
where in the last passage we used that the power spectrum is of the form Pζ =
k −3 f (kτ ) as dictated by scale invariance, up to corrections of order slow-roll. The
CR eq. (5.30) is verified.
5

It is challenging to perform the calculation at next order in slow-roll, to test the CR. The
cancellation after angular average in eq. (5.45) can be seen only after the explicit in-in integral (in
contrast to what happens at leading order, eq. (5.32)). This means that, at higher order, we should
compute time integrals involving the wavefunctions at O().

5.3. ANGLE-AVERAGED CONSISTENCY RELATIONS

5.3.2
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Check of the consistency relation for hζγγi

One novel feature of our analysis is that the (spherically averaged) adiabatic modes
of solid inflation feature a time-dependent ζ outside the horizon. Since this time
dependence arises at O() it would be nice to check the CR at this order. As
discussed this is quite challenging for hζζζi, but it is doable for hζγγi, where the
scalar mode is taken to be long. The leading term in hζγγi is O(1) [77], so one
just needs to do the calculation including the first-order slow-roll corrections. The
leading Lagrangian has the form (see eq. (A.7) of [77])
1
(3)
LO(0 ) ∝ − (∂π)γij γij + γij γjk ∂ k π i .
(5.48)
3
It averages to zero in the squeezed limit πL q~→0 independently of the wavefunctions.
Thus we do not need to consider the slow-roll corrections to the wavefunctions. We
(3)
go directly to the computation of LO() .
(3)

There are two terms which contribute to LO() . The
first arises from the expansion of the function F (X, Y, Z), while the second is from
the Einstein-Hilbert action. The expansion of F gives
Cubic Lagrangian at O().

(3)

LO() ⊃ FX δX + FZ δZ +

FXX
δX 2 + FXY δXδY + FXZ δXδZ
2

(5.49)

where,



1 2
i
δX = a
2(∂π) − 2γij ∂i π + γij + γij γjk ∂k π ,
2


4
1 2 2
2 2
j
i
δY = − γij ∂i π + γij + γij γjk ∂k π − γij (∂π) ,
9
9
3
9


4
1
8
8
δZ = − γij ∂i π j + γij 2 + γij γjk ∂k π i − γij 2 (∂π) .
9
9
9
27
−2

j

One gets

(5.51)
(5.52)


1 2
γij γjk ∂k π − γij (∂π) .
(5.53)
= −3a
3
This gives zero after the angular average. The contribution which arises from the
Einstein-Hilbert action (plus the appropriate boundary terms) is
h
i
(3)
LO() ⊃ a3 N (3) R + N −1 (Eij E ij − E 2 )
(3)
LO()

2

MP2 l H 2



(5.50)

j

O()πγγ

a2

h

2

i

a3

0
0
δN γij
+ (∂l γij )2 − γij
∂k γij N k .
(5.54)
8
4
The in-in calculation can be done separately in the intermediate regime aH  q 
aH1/2 and in the super-squeezed regime q  aH1/2 . 6 In both regimes the in-in

= −

6
Notice that eq. (5.54), evaluated in the super-squeezed limit is O(1). But δN, NL ∝ π̇L which
has a slow-roll suppressed time dependence and so the final expression of the bispectrum is O().
Notice also that, naively, the term proportional to the shift seems to cancel when one performs the
angular average. However in the super-squeezed limit this term would give a bispectrum ∝ 1/q 4
for q → 0 (see the expression for N i in eq. (5.17)). This leading behaviour cancels, even before
taking the angular average. The subleading contribution has the correct 1/q 3 dependence and does
contribute to the angular average.
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computation of the 3-point function gives
Z
1 d2 q̂
s
h(∂π)q~γ~ks γ−
~k iqk = 2 Pζ (q) Pγ (k) .
3
4π

(5.55)

Tensor modes at quadratic order in perturbations. The final expression of the
bispectrum is given once one considers the contribution coming from the time diff
that has to be performed to go from SFSG to ζ −gauge. This changes the tensor
perturbations at quadratic level (see eq. (A.8) of [20]). The interesting part (for us)
is
1 (∂π)
γζ = γπ + γ̇π
,
(5.56)
H
3
where γζ and γπ denote tensor perturbations respectively in ζ −gauge and SFSG.
2
This adds a contribution to the bispectrum: hζγζ γζ i = hζγπ γπ i + 3H
hζ∂πγπ γ̇π i,
which is given to leading order by

1
d
Pζ (q) Pγ (k) = −2(1 + c2L )Pζ (q)Pγ (k) .
H
dt
Eqs. (5.55) and (5.57) give
Z 2
d log k 3 Pγ (k)
d q̂
s
2
hζq~γ~ks γ−
Pζ (q)Pγ (k) .
~k iqk = −2cL Pζ (q)Pγ (k) = −
4π
d log k

(5.57)

(5.58)

This is exactly what is predicted by the CR. In conclusion, this computation confirms
that CRs after spherical average hold even at slow roll order, i.e. when the time
dependence of the long mode cannot be neglected.
5.3.3

Consistency relation for R?

There are two differences if one wants to use the variable R instead of ζ. First,
as discussed above, starting from R−gauge one needs an extra time diff to map a
long mode into an unperturbed FRW. This changes the CR and introduces a time
derivative of the short mode 2-point function. Moreover on super-horizon scale, in
both squeezed and super-squeezed regimes, the relation between R and ζ depends
on cL and therefore is non-universal,
R ' −c2L ζ.

(5.59)

Hence, the spatial rescaling (5.20), which is determined in terms of ζ, will be modeldependent when written in terms of R. This means that in this gauge we are not
going to be able to write an explicit CR, i.e. a model independent relation among
correlation functions.
For instance, consider the squeezed limit of hRγγi. One needs to go from ζ −
gauge to R−gauge with the time diff δR→ζ , see eq. (5.25). This implies
Z 2
d
d q̂
1
s 0
0
0
hRq~γ~ks γ−
hRq~ζ̇−~qi0 hγ~k γ−~k i0 =
q i hγ~k γ−~k i +
~k iqk = nt hRq~ ζ−~
2
4π
H
dt
!
2
2
(c + 1)
= 2 1 − L 2
PR (q)Pγ (k) ;
(5.60)
cL

5.4. SOLID INFLATION AS A SPIN-2 MULTIPLET
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where we used the fact that, at first order in slow roll, ζ̇q~ = −H(1+c2L )  ζq~. This form
of CR is not very useful since it contains parameters that make the relation modeldependent. However, after reheating ζ = R and they are both time-independent.
Therefore for observational purposes the CRs take the form of eqs. (5.30) and (5.58).

5.4 Solid Inflation as a spin-2 multiplet
In Solid Inflation, tensor modes have a non-vanishing mass. This is a consequence of
the fact that gravitational waves are propagating inside a medium. Being massive,
we expect that all the five helicities of the tensor field propagate. This is exactly
what happens, we know indeed that, in Solid Inflation, perturbations (tensor, vector
and scalars) on super-horizon scales are physical. This implies that in the limit
k → 0 they must recombine to form a spin-2 multiplet 7 . Taking a closer look at the
quadratic action eq. (5.7) evaluated on super-horizon scales we see that this is the
case. Notice for instance, that all the modes have the same mass. In fact, evaluating
eqs. (5.8) - (5.10) in the ultra-squeezed limit regime, on can check that the (squared)
mass of tensors and vectors is 4H 2 c2T . Taking into account the relation between
cT and cS , it easy to verify that the same holds for scalars at any order in slow-roll
8 . The non-vanishing mass makes ζ and γ evolve on super-horizon scales. However,
being different helicities of the same spin-2 multiplet, they evolve in the same way.
This must be true even during re-heating, when the solid “melts”. This implies that
the tensor-to-scalar ratio cannot be changed by reheating. Notice however that this
does not imply anything on the relation tensor/scalar tilt: they depend not only on
the time-dependence (which is the same) but on horizon-crossing quantities. The
same holds for the normalisation.
The fact that the physical (not gauge artifact) curvature perturbation ζ is nothing but the helicity-zero component of a spin-2 representation of SO(3), can be used
to understand why the scalar CRs hold after spherical average: from the discussion
of Section 4.4.1 follows that the squeezed hζζζi can only be in the form of eq. (4.46),
implying that the physical bispectrum vanishes after angular average at any order
in slow-roll.

5.5 Discussion and Outlook
It is remarkable that in Solid Inflation one has evolution outside the horizon, even
when the mode is spherically averaged and therefore adiabatic. The evolution is
slow-roll suppressed during inflation, but it will become significant during reheating
unless some extra assumption about this phase is made. (For instance the limit of
instantaneous reheating was taken in [23].) Therefore one cannot even relate the
normalization of the spectrum to the parameters during inflation, since the change
during reheating may be significant. From this point of view, it is quite surprising
that one can derive model-independent (and reheating independent) relations like
eq. (5.30).
7
Notice that this is different from standard single-filed inflation. Being super-horizon modes
non-physical, there cannot be any recombination for k → 0.

8
To all order in  and η, the relation among cT and cL is c2T = 43 1 + c2L − 23  + 13 η , [23].
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Physically the angular-averaged consistency relations we found imply, within the
symmetry pattern of solid inflation, that local (angle-independent) non-Gaussianity
cannot be generated. (As in the usual case, the tiny non-Gaussianity in the squeezed
limit, which is implied by the CR should be considered in some sense “unobservable",
see for example [79].) This however does not prevent large non-Gaussianity in the
squeezed limit, as long as it vanishes after angular average.
The consistency relation we discussed here is the analogue of the original Maldacena’s CR. A natural question would be to look for other CRs, analogue of the
conformal ones in standard inflation [115, 63]. Another natural question is to try
and apply these methods to other symmetry breaking patterns for instance Gaugeflation [109] or Supersolid Inflation [61, 125]. In all these cases however there are
multiple scalar excitations: similarly to standard multifield inflation, one does not
expect any CR, unless further conditions are imposed.
Finally, even though our explicit checks were limited to the lowest derivative
solid action, the CRs are just based on symmetry considerations, and therefore they
are robust when one considers higher derivative operators.

Chapter 6

Conclusions
Inflation is arguably the most promising observational window onto very high-energy
physics. By amplifying quantum fluctuations of fields lighter than the Hubble scale,
inflation acts like an extremely powerful particle collider. The spectrum of light
fields produced by the inflationary background and their interactions are encoded
in the statistics of the primordial fluctuations. Understanding how additional fields
affects the primordial correlation functions and how to extract informations about
these changes in the initial conditions of the universe is one of the main goals of
modern cosmology.
The minimal set of light degrees of freedom during inflation is given by a scalar
mode, the Goldstone of broken time-translations, and the graviton. The addition of
extra light scalars has been studied for many years. They modify the predictions for
the scalar spectrum and their presence gives unmistakeable signatures: isocurvature
perturbations and non-Gaussianity of the local form [21].
On the other hand, the study of particles with spin is much more recent [14, 101].
Nonetheless, the phenomenology they give rise could be as rich as the scalar one.
In this thesis, we made progress in characterising the signatures on the inflationary
correlation functions which involve also tensor perturbations, besides scalar ones.
Very peculiar signatures are generated in the primordial correlators if the action
for the graviton deviates from General Relativity or if there are additional particles
with spin which are active during inflation (like a light spin-2 field).
To look for hints of new physics one firstly has to work out the predictions for
the tensor non-gaussinaity in the simplest models. This is the reason why this thesis
starts with a discussion about the effective field theory of inflation: its construction
has been reviewed in Chapter 1. We have seen that in this framework the tensor
sector is pretty standard. In fact, it has been shown that, at lowest order in a
derivative expansion, the quadratic Lagrangian for the tensor sector is given by
General Relativity, [28]. This implies for instance, that tensor modes always have a
trivial speed of propagation and the tensor bispectrum that involves three gravitons,
is fixed by the power spectrum. In Chapter 2 we have further investigated this
robustness, focussing on the graviton cubic interactions. In particular, after having
identified a class of field redefinitions (generalised disformal transformations) that
leave observables invariant, we used them to simplify the cubic action that involves
gravitons simplifying some redundant operators. The conclusion is that, despite the
appearances, there is only one shape for the scalar-tensor-tensor correlation function
and two shapes for the tensor-scalar-scalar bispectrum. Following the same spirit we
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have briefly studied some imprints that could arise from higher derivatives operators:
we highlighted a new shape of the 3-point function that involves 2 tensor and one
scalar perturbations, that, arising from the coupling with the foliation is not slow-roll
suppressed and therefore could be sizeable.
In Chapter 3 we have studied in detail the squuezed limit of the tensor-scalarscalar 3-point function. We have shown that its leading squeezed behaviour is set
by the so called tensor consistency relation, that holds not only in the framework
of the EFTI but even in presence of additional scalar fileds. The tensor bispectrum
can be enhanced either if the underlying inflationary model has a symmetry pattern
different from the standard one, or if additional particles with spin were active.
These states could arise if the energy scale of inflation is not too far from the energy
scale of String Theory [14]. Then, the so-called tensor CR can be seen as a smoking
gun for modify gravity or String Theory.
There is however a sort of no-go theorem that severely constrains the presence
of light degrees of freedom with spin: the Higuchi bound states that the mass m of
a particle with spin s must satisfy m2 > s(s − 1)H 2 . Fields heavier than the Hubble
rate decay exponentially fast outside the horizon and cannot lead to a violation of the
tensor CR. The Higuchi bound relies on the symmetries of the de Sitter spacetime
and therefore it implies that the tensor CR is quite robust and hard to be violated.
There are, however, a few ways to evade it that we investigated:
i. In Chapter 4 we have shown that in the framework of the EFTI a light spin-s
field can be made healthy by coupling it with the foliation given by the inflaton.
We have then spelled out a recipe that allows to systematically incorporate
higher spin excitations in the EFTI. Being, non-Lorentz invariant, the theory
for these new states posseses several peculiar features. For instance, even in the
massless limit, a spin-s field propagates 2s + 1 degrees of freedom1 and different
helicities, in general, travel with different speeds. All these peculiarities show up
in the primordial correlators. As an illustrative example, we studied in detail the
theory for a light spin-2 field. We have then computed the primordial squeezed
bispectra, generated by the exchange of this extra light field, explicitly showing
that both the scalar and tensor CRs are broken. This breaking generate some
anisotropy in the sky. As we have claimed in Chapter 3, one could probe it by
looking at the quadrupolar modulation of the scalar power specturm or at the
counter-collapsed limit of the scalar trispectrum.
ii. Inflationary theories that break spatial diffs invariance can make the graviton
massive. In Chapter 5 we have described one of these models: Solid Inflation
[23]. After having verified that all the “usual” CRs are broken, we have argued
that in Solid Inflation only one shape for the scalar non-gaussianity can be
generated. It peaks in the squeezed limit (and in fact the scalar CR is violated)
but it is orthogonal to the local template. We thus concluded that no local fN L
can be generated in Solid Inflation and hence the Maldacena CR holds after
angular average. We have proved this, firstly, by a “brute force” calculation
of the bispectra that involve a long scalar mode up to first order in the slowroll parameters; later we have also provided a more intuitive explanation for
1

Of course the situation is different in Lorentz invariant theories. As an integer-spin particle
approaches the limit m → 0 the gauge symmetry arises, making all helicties but two disappear.
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this. It is based on the fact that perturbations in Solid Inflation form a spin-2
multiplet on super-horizon scales and therefore they cannot generate any local
non-Gaussianity.
Still a lot of work remains to be done: there are many possible possible extensions
for this thesis. From the theoretical point of view there are many problems that are
still open and certainly deserve further investigation. For instance it is not clear
how to incorporate auxiliary fields in the EFT for higher-spin particles provided
in Chapter 4, we know however that they are necessary to reproduce the Proca
action. Alternatively the study of the phenomenology generated by particles with
spin greater than 2 could reveal some surprise. At the same time it would be nice
understand how to distinguish between models with a different symmetry pattern.
The discovery of the CRs that hold after spherical average is just a first step in this
direction.
On the other hand, more urgent questions need to be answered from the experimental point of view. In the foreseeable future, many forthcoming surveys will
provide new data, especially regarding the LSS, therefore we need to connect primordial predictions with the late time observables. The presence of light fields during
inflation generates unique features in several cosmological observables that could be
probed by forthcoming experiments:
i. The hBT T i correlation function in the CMB gets enhanced by the presence of
light tensor fields. This could be detected in the foreseeable future by a Stage
IV experiment [131].
ii. From the LSS side, the violation of the tensor CR leaves its imprint on the
matter power spectrum that acquires a quadrupolar modulation. Moreover
particles with spin induce a scale-dependent tidal alignment of galaxies. Both
these effects could be observed in future surveys [132].
iii. Because of the exchange of a long vector or tensor mode, the trispectrum of
scalar perturbations gets enhanced. The shape induced by the presence of spinning particles is orthogonal to the standard parameterization of the trispectrum.
No analysis has been performed on this shape, so far. A dedicated analysis could
reveal the presence of light fields during inflation already with the Planck data.

Appendix A

Field redefintions: explicit calculations

(2)

A.1 Transformation of the operators OI

(3)

and OI

In this appendix we compute how the couplings aI and bI change under the transformations fi . The transformation of the metric that we are considering is of the
form
gµν → geµν = C(t, N )gµν + D(t, N )nµ nν .
(A.1)
This amounts to a rescaling of the three-metric
and the normal one-form: more
p
precisely, we have e
hµν = C(t, N )hµν , n
eµ = C(t, N ) − D(t, N ) nµ . Recalling that
nµ = −N dtµ , this amounts to a rescaling of the lapse function
p
e = C(t, N ) − D(t, N ) N . In order to see how the coefficients aI and bI transN
form, we need to invert these transformations, that is
e
hµν
,
C(t, N )
p
eµ .
nµ = C(t, N ) − D(t, N ) n

hµν =

(A.2a)
(A.2b)

We also need to do a time rescaling to bring the background value of ge00 to one for
e = 1. To
the unperturbed transformations f1 and f2 . That is, we want N = 1 for N
find the expression for the rescaling, we use the following facts:
• Standard results of the ADM decomposition (see, e.g., [36]) tell us that
(dtµ n
eµ )−1
N = (dtµ nµ )−1 = p
.
C(t, N ) − D(t, N )

(A.3)

• The normal n
eµ does not change under a time rescaling.
−1/2

dt̃µ , where a bar
From this, we see that a redefinition dtµ = C(t(t̃ )) − D(t(t̃ ))
denotes a background quantity, does the job. We then arrive at
q
C(t(t̃ )) − D(t(t̃ ))
e.
N=q
N
(A.4)
e
e
C(t(t̃ ), N (N )) − D(t(t̃ ), N (N ))
e can be expanded around 1 in perturbations, and
This relation between N and N
f . With some abuse of
can be used to solve perturbatively for C and D in terms of δN
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notation, in the following we will use C and D to mean the conformal and disformal
f . The final two things we need are how the volume elefactors solved in terms of δN
√
4
ment d x −g and the Hubble factor transform. The transformation of the volume
element is straightforward to compute, since it is not affected by the time rescaling.
e follows from the change in the scale factor due to
The relation between H and H
C, and the time rescaling. It is given by (we will also suppress the time arguments
of C and D, in the following)


q
1 d log C(t(t̃ ))
e
H = C(t(t̃ )) − D(t(t̃ )) H −
.
2
dt̃

(A.5)

These results allow us to compute how a generic operator transforms under (A.2):
• Let us start from the transformation of δKµν . We have that
δKµν = Kµν − Hhµν = Kµν −

e
H(H)
h̃µν ,
C

(A.6)

so we just need to see how Kµν transforms. Recall that
1
Kµν = L~n hµν ,
2

(A.7)

so it is straightforward to plug in this formula the relation of hµν and nµ to
e
hµν and n
eµ to arrive at

 √C − D h


i
1 √
−1 e
e µν + Le log C −1/2 e
Kµν = L C−D ~ne C hµν =
K
h
µν .
~
n
2
C
(A.8)
f µν + H
e µν as δK
ee
Expanding K
hµν , and plugging it in (A.6), we arrive at the
transformation of δKµν . Notice that the terms ∝ L~ne log C will give rise to
f n × Ve , which must be integrated by parts to stay in Table 2.1 and
terms δN
Table 2.2.
• The transformation of (3)R δN n includes a straightforward conformal transforf will be generated, which must also
e µD
e µ δN
mation. We point out that terms D
µ
eµ A
e .
be integrated by parts to yield A
• Finally, we list the transformation properties of V and Aµ = Dµ log N :
"
#
p
√
C
−
D
µ
en
eµ √
V = C − D Ve + N
e ∇
,
(A.9a)
C −D
√
eµ − D
e µ log C − D .
Aµ = A
(A.9b)
These relations can be used to derive the transformations of the coefficients aI
and bI . We start from the action eq. (2.7) where a0 and a1 have been set to zero
by the use of f1 and f2 , as discussed in Section 2.1 [28]. For simplicity, we assume
that the coefficients aI and bI are time independent and we first consider the effect

(2)

A.1. TRANSFORMATION OF THE OPERATORS OI

(3)

AND OI
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of f3 and f4 only on the operators that are not affected by f5 and f6 . Moreover, for
convenience we define
A≡

1
1+

f3
2

−

f4
2

(A.10)

.

Here we assume that f3 and f4 are time independent but not necessarily small. In
particular, the transformations are non-linear in these two parameters. With these
assumptions, the action Se will be of the same form of eq. (2.7), with coefficients
e
aI , b̃I for the actions Le(2) and Le(3) and a Se0 given by the standard Einstein-Hilbert
f2 /2 = M 2 /2. The operator
plus the minimal inflaton action with coefficient M
Pl
Pl
coefficients, obtained by writing eq. (2.7) in terms of the metric on the r.h.s. of
eq. (2.4), read




1
f4
e
a2 = A a2 +
−f3 +
,
(A.11a)
2
2



f3
2
e
a3 = A a3 − 2f3 a2 − f3 1 −
,
(A.11b)
4


3
3
e
a4 = A2 a4 + (f3 − f4 ) ((4f3 − f4 ) (3a6 − 1) − 3a8 ) + (5f3 − 2f4 ) a5
4
4


3
3
Ḣ
Ḣ
+ 2 , (A.11c)
+ 2 −1 + (f3 − f4 ) (f3 (3a6 − 1) − a8 ) + f3 a5
H
4
4
H
e
a5 = A [a5 + (f3 − f4 )(3a6 − 1)] ,
(A.11d)


2
3f
3f3
e
a7 = A2 a7 + 3 (3a6 − 1) −
a8 ,
(A.11e)
4
2
e
a8 = A [a8 − f3 (3a6 − 1)] ,
(A.11f)



f4
1
f3 +
,
(A.11g)
b̃1 = A b1 −
2
2




1
f4
b̃6 = A b6 −
f3 +
(2a6 − 1) ,
(A.11h)
2
2

while a6 does not transform, i.e. e
a6 = a6 . As explained in the main text, one can
choose f3 and f4 to set e
a2 and b̃1 to zero, i.e.,

e
a2 = 0 ,

b̃1 = 0

⇐⇒

f3 = a2 + b1 ,

f4 = −2(a2 − b1 ) ,

(A.12)

which changes the other coefficients according to the transformations above. We can
then explicitly compute the effect of f5 and f6 on the other operator coefficients,
assuming that they are time independent and that f3 = f4 = 0. In this case we have
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1
1
b̃2 = b2 − (f5 − f6 )a2 − (2f5 − f6 ) ,
2
4
b̃3 = b3 − 4f5 a2 − 2(f5 − f6 )a3 − 2f5 ,


3
3
b̃4 = b4 − (f5 − f6 ) a4 + a8 + (3f5 − f6 )a5
2
2




Ḣ
1
+ 2 (f5 − f6 ) 1 − a8 + f5 a5 ,
H
2
1
b̃5 = b5 − (f5 − f6 )(a5 − 6a6 + 2) ,
2
b̃7 = b7 − 2(f5 − f6 )a7 − 3f5 a8 ,

(A.13a)
(A.13b)

(A.13c)
(A.13d)
(A.13e)
(A.13f)

b̃8 = b8 − 6f5 a6 − (f5 − f6 )a8 + 2f5 .

This shows that f5 can be used to set b2 , b3 , b5 or b8 to zero, while f6 can be used
only to set to zero b2 or b5 .

A.2 hγγζi from

(3) 2
Rµν

In this section we compute the γγζ cubic action, and the corresponding bispectrum,
associated to the change of the tensor power spectrum discussed in the second para2
graph of Section 2.2.2. As explained in the main text, we focus on (3)Rµν . After
integration by parts, we find that the cubic action is equal to

2 Z
MPl
1
1
(3)
3
dη d x ∂i ∂j ζ ∂ 2 γik γkj + ∂ 2 ζ ∂i γkl ∂i γkl + ∂i ∂j ζ ∂i γkl ∂j γkl
S4 ⊇ 2
Λ
2
2

1 2
1
2
2
+ ∂i ∂j ζ ∂i ∂l γkj γkl − ζ ∂ γij ∂ γij + ∂k ζ ∂k γij ∂ γij ,
4
2
(A.14)
i.e. it is not slow-roll suppressed, as expected. Using the in-in formalism one can
easily compute the associated three-point function. It is equal to


i
H 4h ~ ~ ~
H2 1
s2 s3 0
I(k1 , k2 , k3 ) + I(~k1 , ~k3 , ~k2 )
hζ~k1 γ~ γ~ i = 2
k2 k3
Λ  MPl


(A.15)
X
1
1 X 3
2
×
k
+
4
k
k
+
12
k
k
k
,
i j
1 2 3
i
(k1 k2 k3 )3 K 4
i

i6=j

where K = k1 + k2 + k3 . The function I is, instead, given by

~
~
~
I(k1 , k2 , k3 ) = k22 (~k1 · 2 · 3 · ~k1 ) + ~k1 · ~k2 (~k1 · 2 · 3 · ~k2 )



1
1
+
k12 (~k2 · ~k3 ) + (~k1 · ~k2 ) (~k1 · ~k3 ) − k22 k32 + k32 (~k1 · ~k2 ) [2 · 3 ] ,
2
2
(A.16)
where i = siji (~ki ) and [ · ] denotes the trace.

Appendix B

Inflation as a Conformal Field Theory

B.1 Composite spin-1 and spin-2 fields
Let us consider a primary spin 1 operator, Ai with
conformal weight ∆. Its 2-point function is
Spin-1 in Fourier space.

( .˜
 ) − 2(.x̂)(˜
.x̂)
h.A(~x) ˜.A(~0)i ∝
.
2∆
|x|

(B.1)

Fourier transforming the above expression we get a power spectrum with the same
pathology of the spin-2 case: the helicity zero mode gives a negative contribution if
∆ < 1. Indeed,


2−∆
0
2∆−3
iψ
−iψ
h.A~k ˜.A−~k i ∝ k
e +2
+e
.
(B.2)
∆−1
However, if we compute the power spectrum of a composite vector directly in Fourier
space, it will be always positive. To see this concretely consider the composite
operator,
Ai ≡ ∆1 φ∂i σ − ∆2 σ∂i φ,
(B.3)
with φ and σ two scalar fields with conformal weights, respectively ∆1 and ∆2 . After
having verified that Ai satisfies Eq. (B.1) with weight ∆v = ∆1 + ∆2 + 1, we move
to Fourier space.
In Fourier space Ai (~k) is a convolution of φ and σ:
Z
i
d3 p h
~
Ai (k) =
i
∆
φ
(k−p)
σ
−
∆
p
φ
σ
,
(B.4)
1
i
2
i
p
~
~
p
~
~
k−~
p
k−~
p
(2π)3
hence its power spectrum is given by
Z 3 h
d p −∆12 pi pj − ∆1 ∆2 [(p − k)i pj + pi (p − k)j ]
h.O~k ˜.O−~k i ∝ i ˜j
(2π)3
|~
p − ~k|3−2∆1 p3−2∆2
∆ 2 (k − p)i (k − p)j i
.
(B.5)
+ 2
|~
p − ~k|3−2∆1 p3−2∆2
The explicit expressions of  and ˜ are given in Eq.(3.23). We can split the two
helicities contributions in the two point function. Then we integrate over p~. We find
that the helicity 1 contribution is IR divergent for ∆1 < −1 or ∆2 < −1 while it is
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UV divergent for ∆1 > 1/4 or ∆2 > 1/4. Actually, the helicity 0 component has a
smaller range of convergence: 0 < ∆1 , ∆2 < 1/4.
In the range of convergence, the ratio among the two helicities agrees with the
ratio of the corresponding coefficients in Eq. (B.2). In terms of ∆v the range of
convergence is 1 < ∆v < 23 . For ∆v > 32 , the two helicity components diverge in
the same way keeping their ratio constant. This hints that this divergence is not
physical, the 2-point function should be renormalized. For 0 < ∆v < 1, the helicity
zero component is still positive, however, it diverges.
Let us verify that the 2-point correlation function of Sij defined in
Eq. (3.25) is of the form (3.20). Since we are going to contract the operator with
null polarization vectors ~ and ~˜, the terms proportional δij can be dropped:

Spin-2 case.

hS ij (~x)S kl (0)i =

∆2 hφ ∂i ∂j φ(~x) φ ∂k ∂l φ(0)i
−∆(∆ + 1)hφ ∂i ∂j φ(~x) ∂k φ ∂l φ(0)i
−∆(∆ + 1)h∂i φ ∂j φ(~x) φ ∂k ∂l φ(0)i
+(∆ + 1)2 h∂i φ ∂j φ(~x) ∂k φ ∂l φ(0)i .

(B.6)

In the Gaussian approximation, this can be evaluated by taking products of derivatives of
1
hφ(~x)φ(0)i =
.
(B.7)
|x|2∆
For instance
hφ∂i ∂j φ(~x) φ∂k ∂l φ(~y )i =

hφ(~x) φ(~y )ih∂i ∂j φ(~x) ∂k ∂l φ(~y )i
+hφ(~x) ∂k ∂l φ(~y )ih∂i ∂j φ(~x) φ(~y )i.

Neglecting terms proportional to δij or δkl we get for this term
h
1
4∆(∆ + 1)(δ ik δ jl + δ il δ jk )
hφ ∂i ∂j φ(~x) φ∂k ∂l φ(0)i =
|x|2(2∆+2)

(B.8)

(B.9)

−8∆(∆ + 1)(∆ + 2)(δ ik x̂j x̂l + 3 Perm.)
i
+16∆(∆ + 1)[(∆ + 2)(∆ + 3) + ∆(∆ + 1)]x̂i x̂j x̂k x̂l .
The other two contributions are given by
h
1
hφ ∂i ∂j φ(~x) ∂k φ∂l φ(0)i =
−8∆2 (∆ + 1)(δ ik x̂j x̂l + 3 Perm.)
|x|2(2∆+2)
i
+32∆2 (∆ + 1)(∆ + 2)x̂i x̂j x̂k x̂l .
(B.10)
h∂i φ ∂j φ(~x) ∂k φ∂l φ(0) =

1
|x|2(2∆+2)

h

(B.11)
i
×(δ jl − 2(∆ + 1)x̂j x̂l ) + (k ↔ l) .

4∆2 (δ ik − 2(∆ + 1)x̂i x̂k )

Summing them up we get
hS ij (~x)S kl (0)i =

4∆2 (2∆ + 1) ik
(δ − 2x̂i x̂k )(δ jl − 2x̂j x̂l ) + (k ↔ l)
|x|2(2∆+2)

plus terms that vanish when contracted with null polarization vectors.

(B.12)
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B.2 Wave function of the Universe
An alternative way to compute expectation values of the primordial perturbations
consists in considering the wave function of the Universe. In this approach cosmological expectation values are casted in terms of the functional ψ[χ], with χ standing
for a generic perturbation. The perturbations produced during inflation are known
to be approximately Gaussian. This allows the wave function to be written as a
power series expansion of the form,
 Z

1 3 3
Ψ[χ(~x)] = exp −
d x d y χ(~x)χ(~y ) hO(~x)O(~y )i + . . . ,
(B.13)
2
where the coefficient hO(x)O(y)i determines the two-point correlators.
If dS isometries are respected by the fluctuations then the coefficient functions
will transform under the SO(4, 1) symmetries like correlation functions of appropriate operators in a Euclidean CFT. This means that also the functions hO(~x)O(~y )i
must satisfies Eq. (3.20). We focus just on the tensor perturbation Sij , hence, in
Fourier space,


1
Ψ[Sij ] ∼ exp −
2

Z


d3 k
0
~
~
Sij Skl hσij (k)σkl (−k)i .
(2π)3

(B.14)

In the above expression, the function h2 .σ~k ˜2 .σ−~k i0 satisfies eq. (3.22) with ∆ = ∆+ .
Let us verify this by deriving the two point function for the spin-2 field Sij assuming
that h2 .σ~k ˜2 .σ−~k i0 satisfies eq. (3.22) with the larger dimension ∆ ≡ ∆+ . First we
need to derive hσij σkl i from eq. (3.22) which can be parameterized as
h2 .σ ˜2 .σi ∝ ãe2iθ + b̃eiθ + c̃ + b̃e−iθ + ãe−2iθ
with
ã = 1,

b̃ = 4

3−∆
,
∆

c̃ = 6

(3 − ∆)(2 − ∆)
.
(∆ − 1)∆

(B.15)

(B.16)

Eq. (B.15) can be written as
a(·˜
)2 + b(·˜
) + c

(B.17)

with
a = 4ã,

b = 2b̃ − 8ã,

c = c̃ + 2ã − 2b̃.

(B.18)

Therefore, we have
hσij σkl i ∝

1
1
a(δik δjl + δil δjk ) + b(δik k̂j k̂l + δil k̂j k̂k + δjk k̂i k̂l + δjl k̂i k̂k )
2
4
(B.19)
+ck̂i k̂j k̂k k̂l + d δij δkl + e(δij k̂l k̂k + δkl k̂i k̂j ).

The coefficients d, e are determined in terms of the other three by the tracelessness
condition:
1
1
1
e = − (b + c),
d = − a + (b + c).
(B.20)
3
3
9
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To derive hSij Skl i we should invert this matrix:
hSij Skl i ∝ A(δik δjl + δil δjk ) + B(δik k̂j k̂l + δil k̂j k̂k + δjk k̂i k̂l + δjl k̂i k̂k )
+C k̂i k̂j k̂k k̂l + Dδij δkl + e(δij k̂l k̂k + δkl k̂i k̂j ),

(B.21)

where tracelessness condition fixes
1
E = − (4B + C),
3
and the other three coefficients are
B=

−b
A,
(2a + b)

2
1
D = − A − (4B + C),
3
9

(B.22)

1

C=

−2cA − (4c + 2b + 4e)B
.
a+b+c+e

(B.23)

The correlator Eq. (B.21) can be contracted with polarization vectors to be brought
back to the form Eq. (B.15), with
1
Ã = A,
2

B
+ 1)Ã,
A

C̃ = C + 3A + 4B.

(B.24)

= 4

∆
3 − ∆−
=4
,
3−∆
∆−

= 6

∆(∆ − 1)
(3 − ∆− )(2 − ∆− )
=6
,
(3 − ∆)(2 − ∆)
∆− (∆− − 1)

(B.25)

B̃ = 4(

One obtains
B̃
Ã
C̃
Ã

which are the same as Eq. (B.15) with ∆ → ∆− .

1

A simplification arises by noting that Eq. (B.19) is traceless.

Appendix C

Light spin-2: explicit calculations

C.1 Power Spectra
Let us study the quadratic action (4.40). In Fourier space, the equations of motion
for σ read

 2
00
2 (s) 0
m
(s)
(s)
2 2
σk (η) − σk (η) −
(C.1)
+ cs k σ~ (η) = 0 ,
2
2
k
η
H η
(s)

where 0 ≡ ∂η and the wavefunctions σk (η) are defined by the following expression,
σij (~k, η) ≡

2
X

(s)

(s)

(C.2)

σk (η) ij (k̂) .

s=−2

The polarisation tensors are defined such that

(s)
(s)
∗
i,j ij (k̂) (ij (k̂))

P

0

= 2δ ss .

(s)

Let us write an explicit expression for the ij (k̂). The helicity-zero polarisation
tensor is just given in terms of the direction k̂:


√
δij
(0)
.
(C.3)
ij (k̂) = 3 k̂i k̂j −
3
To define the higher-helicity tensors we introduce the vectors orthogonal to k̂, i.e. v̂
and û ≡ k̂ × v̂/|k̂ × v̂|. Hence the helicity-one polarisation tensors are given by
(±1)

ij

k̂i (v̂ ± û)j + (v̂ ± û)i kj
√
,
2

(C.4)

(ûi ûj − v̂i v̂j ) ∓ i (ûi v̂j + v̂i ûj )
√
.
2

(C.5)

(k̂) =

while the helicity-two tensors are
(±2)

ij

(k̂) =

The solution to the equations of motion are
√
3
π
(s)
σk (η) =
H (−η) 2 Hν(2) (−cs kη) ,
(C.6)
2
q
m2
with ν = 94 − H
2 . At late times, η  1, the Hankel function can be expanded in
a power series of cs kη and the wavefunction can be approximated with
3

σq(s) (η

i 2ν−1 Γ(ν)
(−η) 2 −ν
√
→ 0) =
H
.
(cs q)ν
π
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(C.7)
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To compute the changes in the scalar and tensor power spectra we need to
evaluate integrals of the form
Z ∞
dx e−ix xn Hν(1) (c x)
(C.8)
I1 (n, c) ≡
0

and

Z
I2 (n, c) ≡

∞

−ix

dx e
0

x

n

Hν(1) (c x)

Z

∞

e−iy y n Hν(2) (c y) ,

(C.9)

x

with c  1. To compute them one can slightly rotate the contour of integration in
the complex plane to pick up the interaction vacuum (see for example [133, 134]).
Then, because of the exponential suppression the integrals take support only if
x, y . 1. Since c  1, the Hankel functions can be Taylor expanded. Keeping the
first order is enough. The integrals can now be computed easily with Mathematica,
giving
i 2ν e−iπ(1+n−ν)/2 Γ(1 + n − ν) Γ(ν)
,
(C.10)
π cν
4ν e−iπ(1−ν) Γ(2 − 2ν) Γ(ν)2 2 F1 (2 − 2ν, 1 + n − ν, 2 + n − ν, −1)
.
(1 + n − ν) π 2 c 2ν
(C.11)

I1 (n, c) = −
I2 (n, c) =

Using these results, the contributions to the scalar and tensor power spectra follow
straightforwardly. For the scalar power spectrum we get
22ν−3 (3 − 2ν)2 Γ( 12 − ν)2 Γ(ν)2
,
3π
22ν−3 (3 − 2ν)2 Γ( 12 − ν)2 Γ(ν)2 sin(π ν)
Cζ,2 (ν) = −
.
3π
Cζ,1 (ν) =

(C.12)
(C.13)

The changes in the tensor power spectrum are instead given by
22ν−1 Γ( 21 − ν)2 Γ(ν)2
,
π
22ν−1 Γ( 21 − ν)2 Γ(ν)2 sin(π ν)
.
Cγ,2 (ν) = −
π
Cγ,1 (ν) =

(C.14)
(C.15)

C.2 Non-perturbative treatment of the γ-σ mixing
In this Appendix we discuss the γ-σ mixing by studying the mode functions of
the coupled system. A very similar analysis can be applied for the π-σ mixing in
quasi-single field inflation, [16]. The perturbative calculation of the tensor power
spectrum presented above leads to a spurious divergence as the mass of σ vanishes.
The coefficient Cγ given by expression (4.64) blows up for small mass as Cγ ' m94 .
In the massless case the time integrals are divergent at late times. It is possible to
regulate them by calculating the power spectrum at some finite time η∗ . The result
is given in equation (4.65) and grows as the square of the number of e-foldings passed
since the horizon crossing for a mode with a given wavenumber k, Nk = log(−kη∗ ).
This result motivates us to study the two-point function of the γ-σ system by finding
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the solutions to the coupled system. In fact, as we show shortly, all the modes in
the system either remain constant or decay at late times and the power spectrum
cannot grow unbounded with Nk . In this appendix we assume the sound speed of
√
the helicity-2 mode to be small c2  1 and, as usual, ρ  c0 H  H.
Given the quadratic action (4.40) and the mixing term from the action (4.42)
we can write the system of coupled equations for the modes of given momentum k
and polarisation s = ±2:
2
2ρ 0
4ρ
g−
s=0,
s +
2
η
Hη
Hη 2
m2 − 2H 2
ρ 0
ρ
s00 + c22 k 2 s +
s+
g +
g=0,
H 2η2
Hη
Hη 2
g 00 + k 2 g −

(C.16)
(C.17)

(s)

where we have introduced rescaled fields g ≡ a(η) γc and s ≡ a(η) σ (s) . In order
to obtain the power spectra of γ at the late times we have to find the late time
behaviour of the mode functions. At late times −kη  1 one can neglect the terms
proportional to k 2 in the equation of motion. Since all the terms scale in the same
way under rescaling of η, one should look for solutions of the form g = g∆ (−kη)∆−1
and s = s∆ (−kη)∆−1 , where g∆ and s∆ are constant amplitudes and ∆ is the scaling
dimension for the original fields γ and σ. Plugging this ansatz in the field equations
we obtain the following system:
∆(3 − ∆)
− 2ρ
H (3 − ∆)
ρ
m2
−H ∆
∆(3 − ∆) − H
2

!

g∆
s∆

!
(C.18)

=0.

This has non-trivial solution only if the matrix of the coefficients is singular. The
solutions correspond to the eigenvectors with zero eigenvalue. The singularity condition fixesqthe scaling dimension to take one of the four values: ∆ = 0, 3, or
2

2

∆± = 32 ± 94 − m H+2ρ
. The former pair of scaling dimensions coincide with those
2
of a massless scalar field and the latter pair corresponds to a scalar of mass m2 +2ρ2 .
It means that for γ and σ there are two growing modes, one of which is constant
m2 +2ρ2

and another decays as (−kη)∆− ' (−kη) 3H 2 at late times. The general solution for the system at late times is specified by the four constant amplitudes of the
corresponding modes and reads
g(η)
s(η)

!
= A− (−kη)

−1

1
0

!
2

+ A+ (−kη)

+ B− (−kη)

∆− −1

m2
H2
−3 Hρ

2ρ
H ∆+
m2 +2ρ2
H2

!

!
+ B+ (−kη)

∆+ −1

2ρ
H

∆+

!
. (C.19)

Here A± and B± are four integration constants. The composition of the modes
crucially depends on the relation between the mass and the mixing. If the mass
is larger than the mixing, ρ2  m2  H 2 , then the massless modes are in the γ
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direction and the massive modes are in the σ direction, just as one would expect:
!
!
!
m2
g(η)
1
2
' A− (−kη)−1
+ A+ (−kη)2 H
s(η)
0
0
!
!
2
m2
0
0
−1
2− m 2
2
. (C.20)
+ B− (−kη) 3H
+ B+ (−kη) 3H
m2
3
H2
If the mixing dominates, m2  ρ2  H 2 , then both growing modes appear to be in
γ direction and both decaying modes are mostly in σ:
!
!
!
g(η)
ρ
−1 1
2 0
' A− (−kη)
− 3 A+ (−kη)
H
s(η)
0
1
!
!
2ρ
2ρ2
2ρ2
1
ρ
2−
−1
+ 6 B− (−kη) 3H 2
+ 3B+ (−kη) 3H 2 3H . (C.21)
ρ
H
1
3H
Only the B− growing mode has a component in the s direction and it is parametrically smaller than its component in g direction. In order to accommodate a growing
solution only in the s direction at horizon crossing, s

2ρ2

−kη=1

= s− (−kη) 3H 2 −1 and

2

ρ
H
g −kη=1 = 0, one has to take the coefficients B− = s− 2ρ
2 and A− = −6 H B− to be
parametrically large. The solution for g exhibits an exact cancellation between two
large O( Hρ ) terms at horizon crossing


2ρ2
3H
2
1 − (−kη) 3H (−kη)−1 .
g = −s−
(C.22)
ρ

At late times the second term decays and the amplitude of the growing g mode
builds up to be large g ∝ O( Hρ ). Even if the growing g mode is present at horizon
crossing with a comparable amplitude g −kη=1 ∼ s− it provides a contribution to
A− ∼ s− , which is parametrically smaller. At late times the solution for g is
therefore dominated by the mode given in equation (C.22). Similar effects happen
for the purely decaying solution in g direction, but we are interested only in the
growing modes in g at the late times. For a generic mixing the solution (C.22) reads


m2 +2ρ2
6ρH
2
g ' −s− 2
1 − (−kη) 3H
(−kη)−1
m + 2ρ2


2
2
6ρH
− m +2ρ
Nk
2
3H
1−e
(−kη)−1 .
(C.23)
= −s− 2
m + 2ρ2
The corresponding tensor mode γc = (−Hη) g grows in time till the massive mode
decays and it saturates at a maximum value. The amplitude of the mode depends
on the number of e-folds Nk between the horizon crossing and the time of the end
of inflation. Since we require the mixing of σ with the scalar perturbations to be
small, ρ2 . H 2 . H 2 /Nk for the observable modes, the ρ2 term is never important
in the exponent. Hence, independently of ρ there are two regimes. If the mass of σ
m2
is large enough that the ∆− mode decays before we observe it, H
2 Nk & 1, then the
6ρH
−1
amplitude of g is given by the constant term g ' −s− m2 (−kη) . In the opposite
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m
case, when the massive mode does not have enough time to decay, H
2 Nk . 1, one
2ρNk
can expand the exponent and obtain the amplitude to be g ' −s− H (−kη)−1 .
Both these regimes are captured by the perturbative calculations. The former one
corresponds to the case of massive σ and asymptotically late times, and the latter to
the massless σ and a finite time cutoff. The non-perturbative result (C.23) implies
that the coefficient of the m−4 divergence of the massive σ power spectrum (4.60)
is 32 times the coefficient of the Nk2 enhancement of the massless σ result (4.65),
which is indeed the case.
We have shown that the late time solution for γ is dominated for sufficiently
large mixing by the growing mode of σ at horizon crossing. Let us now study the
solutions at early times and find the amplitude s− to be matched with the dominant
g mode at late times (C.23). At early times, when both σ and γ modes are inside
horizon, −k η  c−1
 1, the mixing is not important and the solutions for g
2
and s are just plane waves. The fields s and g have a canonical time kinetic term
in conformal time η (up to a factor 12 for g) and we can choose two independent
positive frequency solutions to be
!
!
!
!
g
g
e−ikη 1
e−ic2 kη 0
;
and
. (C.24)
' √
'√
2 c2 k 1
s
0
s
k
−c2 kη1

−c2 kη1

The choice of the Minkowski-like vacuum state for the modes deep inside the horizon
corresponds to choosing these mode-functions to multiply annihilation operators for
the γ and σ particles respectively. Plugging these early time solutions in the mixing
terms of the equations (C.16) and (C.17) one can check that for ρ  H the back
reaction from the mixing does not become important until the γ horizon crossing
time −kη ∼ 1.
It means that the second solution in equation (C.24), which
correspond to the σ mode at early times, has much larger s-component −kη ∼ 1,
than the first solution, which correspond to the γ mode. In addition, its amplitude
gets enhanced if c2  1, and will dominate the γ power spectrum at late times.
For this solution the σ mode freezes out at its horizon crossing at −c2 kη ∼ 1 and
continues to behave like a free field of mass m2 + 2ρ2 till −kη ∼ 1:
s

1/c2 &−kη&1

'√

1
1
.
2 c2 k (−c2 kη)1−∆−

(C.25)

Because of the early freeze out, by the moment when γ crosses horizon −kη ∼ 1 the
derivatives of σ are suppressed by the factor c22 with respect to its amplitude and
field s behaves like a pure growing p
mode up to the O(c22 ) corrections. Its amplitude
is given by s− ' s(−kη = 1) ' 1/ 2kcν2 , where we have used that at small mixing
the mass of σ is dominated by m2 : 3/2 − ∆− = ν + O(ρ2 /H 2 ). The fact that the σ
mode at −kη ∼ 1 is a purely growing mode allows us to use the expression (C.23)
together with the value of s− in order to obtain the late time behaviour of g.
(s)
Recalling the definition of the canonical tensor mode γc = MPl γ (s) = (−Hη) g
we can write the late times power spectrum of γ as
Pγ (k, η) ≡ hγij, ~k γij, −~k i0 = 2

X

(s) (s) 0
i
k
−~k

hγ~ γ

s=±2

=4

H2 2
2
2 η |g(η)| .
MPl

(C.26)
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Using the solution (??) with the value of s− inferred above we obtain the power
spectrum of Pγ in the case when it is dominated by the mixing with σ:
4H 2
1
Pγ =
2
2ν
MPl 2 c2 k 3



6ρH
2
m + 2ρ2

2 
1−e

−m

2 +2ρ2
Nk
3H 2

2
,

c2  1 .

(C.27)

It is straightforward to check that this expression coincides with the perturbative
results (??) and (??) in the regimes m2  ρ2 , H 2 /Nk and m2  ρ2  H 2 /Nk
respectively.

C.3 Three-point correlation functions
Let us start computing the mixing hπσi, eq. (4.73). We can use the results of the
Appendix C.1, more in detail eq. (C.10). For c0  1, we thus get

 
 Z η∗
4
∗
(0)
hπ−~q σq~ i0 = √ ρ MPl k 2 Re i σq(0) (η∗ ) πq (η∗ )
dη a2 σq(0) (η) πq ∗ (η)
3

 −∞ 


4
Nσ
1
1
(0)
' √ ρ√
Re σq~ (η∗ ) πk (η∗ ) I1 − , c0 + I1
, c0
2
2
H
3
dπ (ν)
=
MPl ρ (−q η∗ )3/2−ν Pπ (k) .
(C.28)
2ν
c0
Here η∗ is the conformal time at the end of inflation. The coefficient dπ (ν) is,
dπ (ν) =

22ν−3/2 (2ν − 3)Γ

1
2



− ν Γ(ν)2 cos
√
3π

πν
2



− sin

πν
2


.

(C.29)

Now we compute the squeezed hσ (0) ζζi correlation function. For generic ν, the
integral inside eq. (4.72) cannot be computed analytically. However, since we are
interested only in the contribution in which σ (0) is soft, we can use the late time
expansion of the σ (0) wavefunction, eq. (C.7). We then obtain
√

(0)
hσq~ π~k

π−~k i0q→0



3 c(ν) ρ̃
1
− 32 +ν
2
=
(−k η∗ )
Pσ(0) (q) Pπ (k) (q̂ · k̂) −
, (C.30)
 MPl H
3

where the coefficient c(ν) is given by
7

c(ν) ≡ 2− 2 +ν (2ν − 9) cos


 5
(1 + 2ν) Γ
−ν ,
4
2

π

(C.31)

and η∗ is the conformal time at the end of inflation. One can check that the above
result agrees with the exact calculation that can be performed if σ is massless (i.e.
ν = 3/2). Notice, also, that c(1/2) = 0 , then the leading term of hσ (s) ππi vanishes
if ν = 1/2. In fact, using the expression of the wavefunctions for ν = 1/2 , one can
easily check that the leading contribution to hσ (s) ππi is of order η∗2 instead of being
proportional to η∗ , as one might naively expect.
***

C.3. THREE-POINT CORRELATION FUNCTIONS
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The computation of the squeezed tensor bispectrum hγζζi follows very closely the
one of hζζζi. The mixing hγσi, eq. (4.73), reads
 

∗ 
∗ 
 Z η∗
(s) (s) 0
3
(s)
(s)
(s)
(s)
dη a σq (η)
∂η γq (η)
hγ−~q σ−~q i = 2 MPl ρ Re i σq (η∗ ) γq (η∗ )
−∞



ρ
1
(s)
(s)
' 2 Nσ
Re σ (η∗ ) γ (0) I1 − , c2
H
2
3
dγ (ν)
ρ
=
MPl
(−q η∗ ) 2 −ν Pγ (q) .
(C.32)
H
c2ν
2
Again, the above expression assumes c2  1. The coefficient dγ (ν) is




πν
22ν−7/2 Γ 21 − ν Γ(ν)2 cos πν
2 − sin 2
.
dγ (ν) = −
π

(C.33)

The 3-point function hσ (±2) ππi in the squeezed limit is given by
(±2)

hσq~

π~k π−~k i0 =

3
c(ν) ρ̃
(±2)
(−k η∗ )− 2 +ν Pσ(2) (q) Pπ (k)ij k̂i k̂j ,
 MPl H

with c(ν) given in eq. (C.31).

(C.34)
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